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ABSTRACT
Functions are a critical concept in engineering that support problem clarification
and early-stage conceptual design. Function modeling, like other early-stage design tools,
relies on subjective inputs from designers and is influenced by individual differences in
designers. While research on function modeling has investigated topics such as modeling
representations, model construction techniques, model use for conceptual design, and
modeling behaviors, the role of individual differences is largely unexplored. This research
aims to investigate how cognitive attributes and other individual differences influence the
function modeling process and outcomes. Due to limited insight available about the nature
of the relationship between individual attributes and function modeling, a theory building
approach is adopted. An input-process-output framework is developed to systematically
identify measures that will represent different aspects of function modeling. Four cognitive
attribute measures are selected for testing: (1) systemizing quotient, (2) risk propensity, (3)
goal orientation, and (4) concept design thinking style inventory. A two-part protocol study
in conducted. Participants are first asked to complete the set of surveys intended to capture
the input measures in the form of individual differences. Following that, a protocol study
session is scheduled where a video recording of the function modeling activity is collected.
A protocol analysis is used to code videos into structured data, which are subsequently
analyzed to generate process measures. The finalized Function Structure model is
converted into a bipartite graph, which is then used to calculate graph complexity metrics.
These along with a rubric-based evaluation of the model are used as output measures. The
input, process, and output measures are then compared using an exhaustive pairwise
ii

regression analysis and a multiple regression analysis. Correlations highlighted from the
regression analyses are discussed.
The learning goal orientation measure is found to be correlated with frequency of
reading the problem statement, pointing towards a tendency to internalize the problem.
Preference for different concept design thinking styles is found to correlate with different
aspects of the modeling process. The “inquiring” thinking style is correlated with labeling
flows, while the “exploring” thinking style is correlated with the number of modeling
activities. Risk propensity is found to be inversely correlated with functions generated in
the modeling process and directly correlated with the level of interconnection in the final
model. Elements generated during the modeling process and the chaining methods used for
introducing elements to the models are also correlated with the level of interconnection in
the final model.
Following a discussion of potential relationships observed, a targeted experiment
is designed and conducted to investigate the relationship between risk propensity and level
of interconnection in the final model. Results shows that risk propensity does not correlate
with function model size but does affect the level of interconnection in the model. To
conclude, the correlations found are summarized and limitations of the study are discussed.
A theoretical model of function modeling is proposed using the relationships discovered in
this research. Finally, five future research questions are identified, corresponding
hypotheses are formulated, and potential experiments are discussed. Applications of the
research methods to other design tools are also explored as future work.
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CHAPTER 1:
FUNCTION MODELING IN ENGINEERING DESIGN
The systematic engineering design process is an information exchange between the
problem space and the solution space, guided by a series of decision making tasks which
are supported by a variety of design tools [1–9]. These design tools can be used throughout
the design process to help better understand the problem, and search for creative, effective,
and efficient solutions. Requirements Checklist and Objective Tree are examples of tools
that help designers investigate the problem from different perspectives and decompose the
overall objective into sub-problems [1,2]. Ideation tools such as Brainstorming and
Collaborative Sketching (C-Sketch) [10] are used to help designers systematically generate
solution concepts, whereas decision making tools such as Pairwise Comparisons and
Decision Matrices are used to help designers evaluate solutions against defined
requirements [3–6,8].
1.1 Design Tools in Engineering
Engineering design tools can be classified into three broad categories: (1) tools that
act in the problem space, (2) the tools that act in the solution space, and (3) tools that act
in both the solution space and problem space simultaneously. The problem space is the
conceptual aspect of engineering design that focuses on improving the understanding of
the problem. The solution space, on the other hand, represents and focuses on generated
solutions addressing the identified problem. Additionally, these design tools can also be
classified based on their use format; specifically, whether they are used by individual
designers or used collaboratively in a team setting. A classification of commonly used

conceptual design tools is shown in Table 1.1. In addition to classification of application
space and use format, the inputs and outputs of each tool are also identified.
Table 1.1: Classification of engineering design tools
Design Tool

Space

Usage

Inputs

Outputs

Requirements Checklist [1]

P

I/T

D

R

Problem Definition and
Specification (PDS)

P

I/T

D

R

Objective Tree [5]

P

I/T

D/R

F

Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) [2,3,11]

P/S

I/T

Multiple

Multiple

Function Structure [1]

P/S

I

D/R

F Model

Function Means Tree [5]

P/S

I/T

D/R

F/C

Brainstorming [2]

S

T

D/R

E

Method 365 [12]

S

T

D/R

E

Gallery Method [13,14]

S

T

D/R

E

C-Sketch [10]

S

T

D/R

E

Morphological Charts [1,15–17]

S

I/T

F/R

E

Affinity Diagram [2]

S

T

E

E Grouping

Pairwise Comparisons [2]

S

I/T

E/R

E Ranking

Weighted Decision Matrix [3]

S

I/T

E/R

E Ranking

Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) [1,18–20]

S

I/T

F/C

Risk
Evaluation

Space: P – problem; S – solution
Usage: I – individual; T – team
D – design prompt; R – requirements; F – functions;
Inputs/Outputs:
C – components; E – solution elements

Among the fifteen tools shown in Table 1.1, twelve can be classified as working
either in the problem space or the solution space. Problem clarification tools such as
Requirements Checklist and Objective Tree are mainly used in the problem space.
Similarly, concept general tools such as Gallery Method and Morphological Charts are
used in the solution space. Tools such as QFD, Function Structure, and Function Means
2

Tree are classified as working in both spaces because they often serve as a bridge between
the problem space and solutions space. Thus, these tools not only guide designers towards
potential solutions but also help them better understand the problem and obtain more
insight into different aspects of the problem.
With respect to use format, the majority of tools (nine out of fifteen) can be used
both in an individual setting and a team setting. Additionally, all the concept generation
tools that take the design prompt and/or requirements as inputs and produce solution
concepts as outputs are recommended for use in a team setting. This is expected as
engineering design has increasingly become a complex, social team activity [21].
Encouraging designers to review ideas from team members and build on each other’s
concepts helps mitigate design fixation and promotes creativity [22–24]. Concept
evaluation tools such as Weighted Decision Matrix and FMEA are also recommended for
use in a team setting to allow for discussion within the team and reflection on the evaluation
of different solution options. In contrast, problem clarification tools are better suited for
individual use even though they are often used in a team setting. For instance, the
Requirements Checklist can be completed in a team setting with a collaborative effort to
identify different requirements. Alternatively, each member of the team can individually
generate a list of requirements, which can then be reviewed and combined in a team setting.
Function modeling tools such as Function Structure and Function Means Tree are
generally used by individual designers instead of a collaborative effort by the entire team.
Many of the tools used presented in Table 1.1 rely on input from the engineer that
is neither completely objective nor entirely singular. FMEA, for instance, is a widely used
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tool by engineers [18–20,25,26]. Scores for severity, occurrence, and detection in FMEA
are often identified based on general guidelines or an educated guess by the engineer or a
group of engineers [1,3,27]. Similarly, the Weighted Decision Matrix also relies on
performance estimates; designers must use their knowledge and experience to evaluate
alternative concepts for various criteria [2,3]. These alternatives are often not fully
prototyped and therefore they cannot be tested to obtain accurate performance values [28].
In a more abstract sense, requirement generation and function modeling activities also rely
on engineers’ knowledge and experience to produce a comprehensive list of requirements
and generate appropriate and innovate function models. Accuracy and usefulness of these
tools depends, to some extent, on individual attributes of the designer. The effects of
individual differences are further complicated when these tools are used in a collaborative
setting. Aspects of team dynamics such as leadership, psychological safety, interpersonal
relationships, conflict resolution approaches, and areas of expertise can distort the role of
individual differences in the outcome of the design tools. As such, tools that are primarily
used in an individual setting are better suited for investigating the roles played by
individual differences in engineers.
As previously mentioned, function modeling activities tend to be carried out by
individual designers instead of a synchronous effort by the team. Specifically, Function
Structure models are created by individual designers based on their understanding of the
design problem. Additionally, Function Structure modeling works simultaneously in the
problem space and the solution space [6]. Within the problem space, a Function Structure
is a graphical representation of the problem viewed from a lens of functionality. Creating

4

a Function Structure model can provide designers more insight into the problem and may
lead to the discovery of new requirements. With respect to the solutions space, a Function
Structure model provides an outline architecture for systematic development of solution
fragments and concepts. From a different point of view, Function Structure modeling helps
restrict the design space based on the problem. Function modeling also encourages
designers to think about a system architecture instead of a specific solution. Therefore, a
function model can be created at different levels of abstraction based on the amount of
information available and necessary at that stage in the design process. These aspects of
Function Structure modeling, and function modeling in general, make it an attractive tool
for studying the role of individual differences in engineering design tasks.
1.2 Research on Function Modeling
The concept of function from an engineering perspective is not exclusive to
mechanical design. For instance, function-based design and functional modeling are used
in systems engineering [7], software development [4,29], and control systems [30] in some
form. However, unlike functional models used in other fields, those developed for use in
engineering design are intended to provide a generalized and integrated view of
functionality at a system level. As such, engineers from varying backgrounds should be
able to use these function models to gain a high-level understanding of the system
functionality [31].
Function is a critical concept within systematic engineering design as evidenced by
many design processes including the synthesis and analysis of function as integral activities
[1–3,5–8,32]. Several tools exist for defining, using, or evaluating functions, such as

5

Function-Means Tree, Function Structure, Morphological Charts, and Contact & Channel
models [1,3,8,17,33,34]. Function is further recognized as one of five key concepts used to
describe technical devices [35]. Functional information is important during all phases of
the design process and even throughout the product’s life cycle [36,37]. Function modeling
allows designers to represent complex problems and systems in a graphical,
understandable, and traceable manner. Moreover, function modeling provides a means to
analyze, communicate and archive design information [38]. As such, the topic of
“function” is popular both in design education and design research.
1.2.1 How do we define function?
Due to the abstract nature of the concept of function, no single definition is
canonically accepted within the engineering design research community [39–42], yet a
variety of function descriptions have prevailed for the past five decades [43]. These
disputes in definitions are, in part, a result of differences in the specific fields using
function-based design, and in part due to the different views and perspectives on function.
Some researchers have focused on reconciling the vocabulary used in describing product
functionality [44–46]. While this diversity in function definition is often criticized,
researchers have also proposed that the lack of a single definition is beneficial to the field
and allows for specialization and more depth to the idea of function itself [42]. Several
researchers have proposed definitions of “function” as it relates to engineering design.
Some of these definitions are presented in Table 1.2; additional definitions can be found in
other work analyzing student definitions of function and its relationship to function
modeling [47].
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Table 1.2: Definitions of function from literature
Reference
[1]
[48]
[49]
[3]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]

Year
Definition
1977 intended input/output relationship of a system
required or desired, cross-boundary, capabilities of an existing or future
1988
system
1991 intended purpose
1992 logical flow of input/output, as energy, material, or information
description of behavior recognized by a human through abstraction in
1996
order to utilize it
1996 fulfilment of a goal or adaptation to a purpose
1998 roles played by components in a system
2000 intended effect that a device has on its external environment
2001 what a product must do
2002 a description of the designer’s intention or the purpose of a design
2013 intended change between two scenarios
2016 to do something

Definitions of function range from a simple phrase such as “to do something” [57]
to a more elaborate description of the input-output transformation. The idea of function
includes some intended behavior or purpose, which is often materialized as some
transformation of inputs to outputs or some change in the state of the system [56]. As such,
three archetypes of function used by design engineers are identified: 1) intended behavior
of devices, 2) desired effect of devices, and 3) purpose for which the devices are designed
[58]. In this classification, the first archetype focuses on the actual behavior of the device
in the physical world. In this archetype, actions and performance of the device, and
adherence to underlying physics are an important part of the definition of function.
Alternatively, in the second archetype, the definitions of function are more concerned with
the effects of those behaviors. In this case, the general transformation of inputs to outputs
and the changes to the environment are important facets of the definitions. Finally, the third
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archetype consists of definitions that are at a higher level of abstraction, concerning mainly
with the purpose of the device with less focus on the specific input-output behavior of the
device or the effects that the device will have on the environment.
While this work has used the behavior-effect-purpose characterization of function,
researchers have proposed other classifications and ontological representations of function.
For example, Kitamura and Mizoguchi discuss different notions of function and their
evolution alongside humans [59]. They identify different classifications of function such
as capacity function, actual function, required function, specification function, and
accidental function. Functions can also be classified based on whether they address the
whole device, a sub-system, or a component with a system. When considering mechanical
design specifically, function have been classified as motion, power/matter, control, and
enclosure functions [39].
Alternatively, Chakrabarti et al have proposed the following four views on function
[36].
•

Level of abstraction view – describe functions at different levels of abstraction.

•

Requirement-solution view – define function as a requirement that must be
addressed, or as a solution addressing that requirement.

•

System-environment view – describe function as a property of the system, or as the
effect of the system on its environment.

•

Designer-user view – define function based on the intention of the designer or that
of the user.
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These differing views on function show the lack of consensus within the research
community about the meaning, description, and definition of the term “function”
[42,43,56,60]. This topic has been of interest to several researchers resulting in discussions
of the benefits and challenges of different definitions and modeling approaches of function,
as well as proposals for a unified definition [39,42,43,56,61,62]. In addition to the
discussion of various meanings of function, affordances have also been proposed as a
parallel or alternative to functions in engineering [35,63].
Finally, a study was conducted to explore how the act of creating a function model
can impact the designer’s definition of function [47]. It was found that creating a function
model shifted students’ tendencies towards defining function with an emphasis on the task
or action of the product towards a more balanced definition. Other findings showed that
students with a view of function as an “input/output” process generated larger models. This
suggests that how people define function can be influenced by the simple act of creating a
function model. Thus, the mental model associated with function may be transient and
more stable characteristics of the individual should be studied.
1.2.2 How do we model functionality?
As a design tool, function modeling works between the problem space and solution
space, transferring information both ways, and improving the understanding of both
domains. Function modeling can be used to objectively model a design problem by
decomposing the problem and revealing its sub-functions [1,3,6]. Similarly, function
models can also be used to model existing products for evaluating product similarity,
identifying innovation opportunities, and other reverse engineering purposes [40,64–66].
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Alternatively function models can also be used to generate solutions for a given problem
[1,2,67]. Therefore, function models can be used for generative design purposes (problem
definition, solution concepts) or reverse engineering purposes (product similarity, design
evolution).
Function modeling is done through different representations, such as Function
Structure model [1], Function Behavior Structure (FBS) model [64,68,69], Structure
Behavior Function (SBF) model [70], Function Behavior State (FBSt) model [50,71],
Contact and Channel model [33,72], and Function Interaction models [73]. These
representations provide a more specialized approach to function modeling, ranging from
developing computational tools for problem solving to identifying product similarities.
While a variety of function modeling approaches and representations are available in the
literature, this work will focus on Function Structure models [1,74,75]. Figure 1.1 shows
an example Function Structure model describing a rice cooker.

Figure 1.1: Function structure model of a rice cooker
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As shown in Figure 1.1, a Function Structure model primarily consists of blocks
representing the functional transformations that take place in the system and arrows
representing flows passing through the system. A system boundary depicted by the dotted
line marks the separation between the external environment and the system. All
functionality of the system is contained within this boundary. Functions in the model are
transformative actions on the energy, material, or signal flows passing through the system.
As such, functions are labeled with action verbs and flows are labeled with nouns.
Functions and flows identified in a Function Structure model are often notional and use
informal terms that are intended to visualize understanding of the design problem or
communicate solution architecture [46].
In addition to the elements depicted in Figure 1.1, Function Structure models also
include a black-box model which represents the overall functionality of the system along
with incoming and outgoing flows of material, energy, or signal [76]. The black-box model
is generally the first step in developing a Function Structure model; however, as system
level functionality is further explored and expanded, new flows may be discovered, and the
black-box model may need to be updated accordingly.
1.2.3 Research on Function Structure models
The concept of function has always been a topic of research in engineering and
design, with discussion of function from an engineering perspective seen in early works
[57,77], Early research on function modeling can be found in field of computer science and
artificial intelligence [78], whereas early description of Function Structure models in
mechanical design can be found in [1]. More recent research efforts on Function Structure
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models have focused on strategies to construct the model [67,79–82], developing a
standardized vocabulary [67,75,83,84], evaluation and interpretation of the model
[76,85,86], using the model for concept generation [73,87,88], using the model for
comparison of existing products, or formalizing the physics of the system through functions
[45,46,84]. However, comparatively less research has focused on the subject of modeling
behaviors related to Function Structure models.
Table 1.3 presents a summary of recent research on Function Structure models,
including the type of study, scope of research, research focus, and application area for each
citation. The type of study categorizes the research methods used in any experiments
conducted for the research, whereas the scope categorizes the Function Structure models
involved in the research with respect to the number of functions. Moreover, the research
focus categorizes the aspects of function modeling investigated. Finally, the application
area states whether the research was geared towards generative design (solving new and
novel problems) or reverse engineering.
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Table 1.3: Summary of research on function modeling
Reference
McAdams, Stone, and Wood [89]
Kurfman et al. [79]
Hirtz, Stone, and McAdams [67]
Bryant et al. [87]
Sridharan and Campbell [80]
Caldwell et al. [90]
Thomas et al. [85]
Schultz et al. [74]
Ramachandran, Caldwell, and Mocko
[73]
Caldwell et al. [86]
Sen and Summers [91]
Nagel, Bohm, and Linsey [92]
Tomiyama et al. [93]
Booth et al. [40]
Eisenbart et al. [94]
Gill, Summers, and Turner [82]
Mokhtarian, Coatanéa, and Paris [88]
Gericke and Eisenbart [95]
Murphy et al [96]
Sen, Summers, and Mao [45]

1999
2000
2002
2005
2005
2008
2009
2010

Type of
Study
CS
DS
LR
TS
DS
AS
DS
CS

2011

DS

S

CG

GEN

2012
2012
2013
2013
2015
2017
2017
2017
2017
2019
2019

DS
PS
DS
CS
DS
CS
AS
CS
CS
DS
TS

M
S
M
S
M
M
L
L
S
M
S

ME
MB
ME
IU
MB
MC/ME
MC/ME
MC/ME
MC/ME
ME
MC

GEN/REV
GEN
GEN/REV
GEN/REV
REV
GEN
REV
REV/GEN
REV/GEN
GEN/REV
GEN/REV

Year

S
L
N/A
S
L
M
M
S

Research
Focus
PC
MC
MC
CG
MC
MC
ME
MC/ME

Application
Area
REV
REV
REV
GEN
GEN
GEN/REV
GEN/REV
REV

Scope

Type of Study: CS – case study; PS – protocol study; DS – designer study; LR – literature review;
TS – theoretical study, AS – analytical study
Research Focus: MC – model construction, ME – model evaluation and interpretation, CG – concept
generation, PC – Product comparison, IU – Industry Use, MB – modeling behaviors
Scope: S – small, less than 12 functions; M – medium, 12 to 20 functions; L – large, more
than 20 functions
Application Area: GEN – generative design, REV – reverse engineering

As shown in Table 1.3, designer study (8 out of 20) and case study (6 out of 20) are
widely used in research for Function Structures. Additionally, majority of the research on
Function Structure models focuses on model construction (10 out of 20), and model
evaluation and interpretation (9 out of 20). Some work has been done in the area of using
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Function Structure models for concept generation and product comparisons. Finally, work
on modeling behaviors is relatively new, and mostly explorational [91,97,98] .An early
pilot study discovered potential patterns between designers in a function modeling activity,
leading to the identification of three chaining methods used during the construction of
Function Structure models: forward chaining, backward chaining, and nucleation [91].
Subsequent research using a similar protocol study approach found that designed generally
favored forward chaining [97]. An analysis of pauses during a Function Structure modeling
activity found that between a quarter and half of the modeling time was spent in pauses,
and participants were more likely to take longer pauses before deleting existing elements
from the model [98].
1.3 Teaching of Function Modeling
Researchers generally agree that function modeling, or at least the concept of
function, is an important facet of engineering design. However, like the definition of
function [42,47], there is not a general consensus on how function modeling should be
taught to engineering design students [31]. This is evident from the different approaches
described in design texts [1–7] and the various publications discussing function modeling
techniques or function-adjacent concepts [36,99]. A review of function modeling
techniques described in common engineering design texts identified seven approaches
[31]: the glass box method [5], the FAST (function analysis system technique) method
[6,57,100], a flow based systematic process [1,3], enumeration of functions [3,9], the Zen
approach [101,102], tree-based approaches [5,6], and reverse engineering [103–105].
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The different pedagogical approaches to function modeling mainly differ based on
how they focus on the functions and flows. For example, the flow based systematic process
and the Zen approach focus more on the flows and ask the engineer to imagine the entities
that are passing through the system and the different transformations that are performed on
those entities. Alternatively, the FAST method and tree-based approaches focus more on
the functions and ask the engineer to identify functions and sub-functions that will
eventually satisfy the needs and objectives of the problem. Finally, other approaches such
as the glass box method and reverse engineering provide a framework to focus on both
flows and functions.
Most function modeling approaches also include an element of hierarchy, where
functions are decomposed into sub-function, which are in turn decomposed into smaller
functions. This is most clearly observed in tree-based approaches such as a Function Tree,
where the hierarchy is inherently explicit. When creating a Function-Means Tree, for
instance, engineers start with the top-level black box functionality of the system, followed
by identification of the sub-function necessary to accomplish the high-level function.
Means for addressing the sub-functions are subsequently identified. As needed, “why”
questions are asked about the means to identify the lower-level functions performed by
those means. The process is repeated at each branch and new means are identified for the
lower-level functions. In modeling approaches that focus on the flows, the hierarchy is less
clear, but plays a role in the modeling process, nonetheless. Engineers need to consider a
level of abstraction for the model which inform the degree of hierarchical decomposition
of the overall function.
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The different teaching methods identified in design texts and literature provide an
overview of pedagogical approaches for function modeling. However, in a classroom
setting, a combination of these approaches, or an entirely different approach may be used
depending on the instructor. As such, a review and analysis of the lecture on function
modeling used in relevant courses may be useful in gaining insight about how students are
taught function modeling.
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CHAPTER 2:
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN ENGINEERING DESIGN
Tools and methods used by engineers vary in nature and use [106–108]. Some
engineering tools are deterministic while others are probabilistic. Design methods have
both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Engineers collect and use both subjective and
objective data, information and knowledge. While engineers may be partial to numbers,
engineering design is still largely a human endeavor. This is evident not only from the
history of engineering practice, but also from the prevalence of research that studies
cognition within engineering design. Thus, understanding the influence of individual
differences on design performance is important in evaluating and developing design tools
to enable effective and efficient design activities.
2.1 Research on Design Cognition
Examples of cognition research relevant to engineering design from the last five
decades is present in Table 2.1, with each reference labeled based on the focus of research
(problem formulation, process strategy, or solution generation) and the research methods
used. The majority of the work on design cognition is focused on process strategies (12 out
of 27) and solution generation (10 out of 27). Similarly, protocol analysis was the most
popular research method when studying design cognition (18 out of 27).
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Table 2.1: Summary of design cognition research
Reference
Year
Topic
Focus Methods
Eastman [109]
1969 ill-defined problems
P
C
Thomas and Carroll [110] 1979 psychological studies of design
P
M
Rowe [111]
1987 design thinking
Other
C
Ullman et al [112]
1988 task/episode accumulation model
R
P
Schon [113]
1988 reasoning and rationale in design
R
P
Jansson and Smith [114]
1991 design fixation
S
E
Goel [115]
1995 mental representations of symbols
S
P/E
Christiaans and Dorst
1992 cognitive model of designing
R
P
[116]
Schon and Wiggins [117] 1992 visualization and interpretation
S
C
domain experience in problem clarification
Lloyd and Scott [118]
1994
P
P
and decomposition
Ball et al [119]
1994 cognitive processes in design
S
D
Kolodner and Wills [120] 1996 computational model for design process
R
S
Purcell and Gero [121]
1996 design fixation
S
M
Fricke [122]
1996 individual differences in design approach
S
P
Goker [123]
1997 effects of experience in problem solving
R
P/E
McNeill et al [124]
1998 patterns in conceptual design process
R
P
comparing design processes between
Atman et al [125]
1999
R
P
student groups
Cross and Dorst [126]
2001 co-evolution of problem and solution
S
P
Lawanto [127]
2009 metacognition in engineering students
R
E
Lindberg et al [128]
2010 design thinking across disciplines
Other
Other
Williams et al [129]
2011 design education and design thinking
R
P
Gero et al [130]
2012 design cognition and creativity tools
S
P
Gero and Jiang [131]
2014 concept design reviews
R
C/P
Lee at al [132]
2017 design heuristics
R
C/P
cognition differences based on design
Gero et al [133]
2018
R
P
education
Strimel et al [134]
2018 cognition, experience, and performance
S
P
Fu et al [135]
2019 design fixation
S
E
Focus: P – problem formulation; R – process strategy; S – solution generation
Methods: C – case study; D – document analysis; E – experimental study; M – meta-analysis;
P – protocol analysis; S – simulation study
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Design cognition research focused on problem formulation has studied how the
nature of the problem affects the cognitive representation and processing within the
designer’s mind [109]. Other work looking at problem formulation has found that
differences in general engineering experience and specific domain experience contribute
how designers characterize and decompose the problem [118]. A meta-analysis of
psychological studies of design found that designers tend to structure design problems in
terms of sub-problems; however, the sub-problems are not clearly identified at the
beginning of the design process but are dynamically generated as the problem is better
understood [110]. This aligns with work on requirements evolution in both industry and
academic project settings [136–140].
The design process, or approach to solving design problems in general, has
understandably been a popular research focus over the decades. Researchers have observed
participants engaged in design activities and used protocol analysis methods to find
patterns in behavior that suggest cognitive strategies used for solving design problems
[112,113,116,124]. The task/episode accumulation model (TEA model) proposed that
designers generate and evaluate potential designs in short design episodes which is
followed by incremental improvements to a selected design [112]. Protocol analysis of
practiced designers completing a design exercise found that reasoning used by designers
during the design activity was similar to everyday activities, with rules that are generally
implicit, highly contextual and diverse, and prone to exceptions [113]. A study comparing
second year and final year students in an industrial design program found while the
cognitive model for problem solving was similar to those found in other domains, industrial
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design posed additional challenges with function independence. Additionally, second year
students were found to spend less time processing information and solved the problem at a
simpler level [116]. Similarly, a study comparing freshmen and seniors enrolled in
engineering programs found that seniors collected more information, considered more
potential solutions, progressed further into the design process, and produced better
solutions [125].
Researchers have also studied the role of design education on how students’ design
cognition. A study of sophomore mechanical engineering students found significant
change in design cognition following an introductory design course [129]. A similar study
comparing design cognition of high school students showed that design education was
correlated with improved creative cognition [133]. An experimental study comparing
meta-cognition changes in students during a design project found significant changes in
mechanical engineering students based on self-appraisal and self-management. These
changes were not found to be significant in electrical-computer engineering and computer
science students [127].
Researchers have also investigated design cognition from a solution generation
perspective. The topic of design fixation has been of interest in the engineering design
community for nearly three decades. Preliminary evidence for design fixation was found
in an experimental study that defined the phenomena as “a blind adherence to a set of ideas
or concepts limiting the output of conceptual design” [114]. A set of experiments targeted
at understanding fixation in design found that it manifested differently in industrial design
students compared to mechanical engineering students. Industrial design students seemed
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to be fixated on being different from the example solution, while mechanical engineering
students focused on incorporating aspects of the example solution. This suggested that
design fixation may take different forms [121]. More recently, a neurological approach has
been employed to study fixation using fMRI to study brain activity while participants are
engaged in a conceptual design task. Design fixation was found to be correlated to a shift
in mental resources away from the prefrontal cortex, suggesting a reduction in creative
output [135].
The role of visualization and mental representation of information has been
investigated from the perspective of problem solving. Experimental studies investigating
symbols in sketches used by designers revealed that there is likely a parallel but non-similar
internal representation schema for the external system of symbols [115]. In another study,
observational analysis of architectural designers was used to identify various forms of
“seeing” (visualization and perception), and how it supports generation and evaluation of
solutions in the design process [117].
Protocol analysis of design teams using different concept generation techniques
suggest that using structured methods like TRIZ encouraged designers to focus on the
problem space, while using unstructured techniques like brainstorming resulted in
designers focusing on solutions space [130]. Using empirical data and protocol analysis,
researchers have proposed a model of creative design that emphasizes the co-evolution of
problem and solution spaces. The cycle of analyze-synthesize-evaluate can be symbiotic
between the problem and solution spaces. New solutions can reveal new information about
the problem, which can in turn inform new ideas [126].
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Individual differences in approach to generating solutions were found to be
correlated with different levels of success. Successful strategies for solution generation
includes considering multiple candidates for the primary function, developing variants of
solutions, and evaluation solutions frequently [122]. Think-aloud protocol studies using
secondary and post-secondary engineering students found that students with engineering
experience, a type of individual difference, performed better in a rubric-based evaluation.
Additionally, more time spent on cognitive processes associated with analyzing,
communicating, designing, and interpreting data was correlated with improved
performance [134].
2.2 Research on Individual Differences
While much of the existing work on design cognition has not focused on individual
differences between designers, some research related to innovation and design fixation has
investigated the role of individual differences. Work on the effects of undergraduate
curriculum on innovation capabilities of engineering students used design self-efficacy and
GPA as measures of individual differences. In this case, individual differences were found
to be correlated with some aspects of innovation in freshmen students but not predictive of
performance in senior level students [141]. A longitudinal study conducted by the same
research team showed that growth in innovation is seen mainly in the first half of senior
year and is not correlated with design self-efficacy or academic performance [142].
Alternatively, work on design fixation has shown that individual differences are
significantly correlated with the degree of fixation in student participants [143]. In this
study, a “Need for Closure” scale [144] was used to measure individual differences
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between participants enrolled in an engineering design course. Research on perceptions of
automation within students and industry participants found that certain individuals were
more likely to identify tasks highly manual or highly automated, whereas other participants
tended to perceive more moderate levels of automation [145]. While no explicit measures
of individual differences are used in this study, qualitative data from focus groups suggests
that individual attributes such as manufacturing experience and education level may play
a role in the perception of automation. These studies generally use a single measure for
individual differences, and the role of individual differences is often not incorporated into
a larger explanation of the phenomena.
Perhaps the most studied comparison of individual differences in engineering
design is through the novice-expert debate. Studies have explored the differences of expert,
defined in a myriad of ways, and novices, typically taken to be engineering students.
Differences have been found to suggest that experts approach problems in a “greedy”
manner [146], experts seek to reformulate the design problem early [116], and that experts
sought more and more diverse information to address problems [147]. Conversely, other
studies showed that there are little differences between experts and untrained students in
generating initial requirement documents [148]. Ultimately, however, all of these expertnovice studies explored only “expertise” as an individual difference between subjects and
did not include other potentially influencing factors. Moreover, the definition of “expert”
tends to be aligned with years of practice, rather than training or quality of execution.
In summary, cognition research within the design community has covered topics
that include design fixation, interpretation of visual information, design problems, and
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heuristics. Researchers have proposed cognitive models of the design process and
investigated the role of education and experience in design cognition. Case studies and
protocol analyses have been used to observe and analyze human behavior in design and
infer design thinking through implicit and explicit methods. However, relatively little
experimental research has been conducted to study the role of individual differences in
design. Particularly in the study of design tools, a research gap exists with respect to
understanding how difference between designers affects the use of a design tool. In cases
where individual differences are evaluated, they are rarely used as an anchor to understand
the variability with a design tool or phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 3:
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The overall aim of this research is to understand how engineers think about
functions; specifically, how they model functionality in a generative design setting. As with
other engineering design tools, Function Structure modeling relies on the designer’s
knowledge and experience to identify key functions, appropriate flows, and functional
interdependencies needed to create a useful model. The specific attributes of a human
designer that affect their functional thinking and outcomes of the function modeling
process are not known. Function models generated by two different designers for the same
design problem are often dissimilar, with differences not only in the topology and
vocabulary used in the model, but also in the level of abstraction and the type of solution
architecture described by the model. This is in part due to the notional nature of function
models that do not require designers to specify details of physical phenomena identified in
the model. Instead, they are expected to represent a general understanding of the problem
and outline the different functional challenges. Moreover, differences in the modeling
processes and behaviors are also expected to influence the resultant function models. The
amount of time spent deliberating functional requirements, constructing function chains,
and refining and revising the function model likely differ from designer to designer [98].
The overall approach to function modeling itself may also vary between designers
[149,150]. For instance, a designer may prefer to first identify all key functions necessary
to address the problem before considering supporting functions necessary to accomplish
the desired tasks while maintaining conservation of flows. Alternatively, a designer may
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choose to sequentially construct function chains based on necessary flow transformations.
While both, or an entirely different approach, can lead to useful function models, the
designer’s understanding of the problem and their exploration of the design space may
differ. This difference may manifest in the resulting function model, or in how the
designers use the function model to generate solution concepts.
As previously mentioned, much of the research on function modeling, and Function
Structure models specifically, has focused on understanding, improving, and using the
design tool itself. Moreover, limited efforts made towards understanding modeling
behaviors in function modeling have focused on identifying and analyzing patterns in
model chaining and analyzing pauses during the modeling activity. The role of different
individual attributes of the designer in function modeling process and outcome is largely
unexplored. With much of the underlying mechanisms unclear, creating and testing
practical hypotheses becomes challenging. Therefore, a theory building approach is
adopted for this research.
3.1 Theory Building in Research
One of the primary goals of any scientific research is to generate new scientific
knowledge. Applied scientists and engineers use scientific knowledge for ontological
purposes, for explaining past events, for predicting future events, to understand causes of
events, and to control events [151]. Therefore, new scientific knowledge can evolve the
community’s understanding of existing phenomena or provide new methods for synthesis
and analysis. In engineering design, for instance, new knowledge can be used to design
better products, more efficient processes, and improved teaching methods.
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To generate new knowledge, research relies on observation, induction, and
deduction [152]. Observations are used for inductive construction of theories and for
deductive application of theories. In this framework, two streams of research can be
identified: theorizing and empirical research. Formulating and testing hypotheses can
serve as a bridge between theory construction and theory application [151,153].
Researchers often travel this bridge between theorizing and empirical research to revise
and improve their theories and gain a better insight into the phenomenon of interest.
3.1.1 “Ladder of inquiry” for scientific research
Scientific research can be characterized in a five-step “ladder of inquiry” [154] as
shown in Figure 3.1. The five steps are discovery, description, explanation, prediction, and
manipulation. The progression of scientific inquiry generally flows from discovery to
manipulation.

Figure 3.1: “Ladder of inquiry” view of scientific research (adopted from [154])
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Research in discovery phase is largely explorative, relying on observations and
unstructured data collection, which is subsequently analyzed to identify patterns and
relationships within the data. Descriptive research serves to make sense of the observations.
Theories developed in this phase can help contextualize and categories the data collected.
This explorative and descriptive phase of scientific research is also known as fundamental
or basic research. Fundamental research focuses on a search for general principles and
builds theory on several levels that may be applicable to large portions of the field or
relevant to a specific narrow slice of the phenomenon [155].
Explanatory research lies between descriptive and predictive phases of scientific
inquiry, where researchers attempt to understand how certain patterns in the observation
come about or how different variables in a phenomenon are related. This is followed by
predictive research where researchers gain sufficient mastery over a subject to be able to
predict future outcomes based on given conditions. Finally, manipulative research
represents the final stage of scientific inquiry where researchers intend to manipulate
variables and conditions in order to achieve a desired outcome [156]. Theories developed
in the final three phases of scientific inquiry are applied or operative in nature. Both types
of theories aim to test the findings of fundamental research; applied research focuses on
classes of problems while operative research is generally targeted at specific cases [155].
Both applied and operative research can identify issues or develop insights that become
subjects of basic research.
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3.1.2 Building-testing framework for theory development
Theory development can be divided into two broad categories: theory building and
theory testing [157,158]. The two categories can be conceptualized as perpendicular axes
(Figure 3.2), with any given research being a point in the building-testing space. To
discretize the space, a five-point scale is provided for each category [158].

Figure 3.2: Dimensions of theory development [157]
In this building-testing framework, research is characterized based on how closely
the research goals and outcomes align with the statements shown in Figure 3.2. Research
that uses inductive reasoning while replicating existing studies is generally regarded as
“theory reporting” work. On the other hand, research that introduces new constructs and
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grounds predictions with existing theory is considered “theory expanding” work. While it
is difficult to draw direct parallels between the building-testing framework of theory and
the “ladder of inquiry” view of scientific research, both theory reporters and theory
expanders can be seen as doing applied research employing descriptive, explanatory, and
predictive theories. Similarly, theory builders are generally doing fundamental research
while theory testers are often engaged in operative research. It should be noted that these
characterizations and stages of scientific research are not rigid or linear. Research may start
at any step of the “ladder of inquiry” and researchers often use tools and methods that span
the range of the testing-building space. This is especially true in engineering design where
the lines between theory and practice are blurred; design theory informs design practice
while design practices can also precipitate design theories. [151,155].
3.2 Where Does This Research Fit?
The goal of this research is not to test a specific theory about function modeling or
predict certain events within the function modeling process. The research is intended to
explore the role of individual differences among designers and how those affect the
function modeling process and outcomes. No prevailing theories about this subject exist
within the engineering design field. This research examines a previously unexplored
relationship or process, and findings are based on inductive reasoning and logical
speculation. Therefore, this work can be characterized as “theory building” research based
on the building-testing framework shown in Figure 3.2. Using the “ladder of inquiry”
framework, this research is best characterized as discovery as the goal is to explore various
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potential relationships in the function modeling process to identify patterns and formulate
specific hypotheses that can subsequently be tested using a targeted experiment.
To identify patterns in modeling behavior, the function modeling activity is
observed and analyzed to capture different elements of the modeling process. Participants
are surveyed to collect specific individual difference measures and information about their
knowledge and experience with function modeling as a design tool. Qualitative and
quantitative research methods are used to explore patterns and relationships in the data
collected. A protocol analysis approach is used to encode qualitative video data into a
structure format to support statistical analyses and quantitative comparisons with
individual difference measures. This combination of “soft data” and “hard data” is useful
for theory building research. Quantitative evidence can highlight unknown on unexpected
relationships, which can subsequently be made salient using qualitative and anecdotal data
[159] To summarize, research presented in this paper is discovery [154] in order to build
theory [157,158]. The primary goal of this research is not to answer questions about the
function modeling process; rather, it is to gain insight in the modeling process and
understand patterns to ask relevant questions.
3.3 Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts
The intellectual merit of this work lies in incorporating individual measures (e.g.,
goal orientation or risk propensity) into the investigation of how engineers think about
functions. This research aims to understand how engineers think about functions in design
problems by asking them to create a representation of their thinking. By observing and
analyzing their modeling process, one can gain insight into how they think, in this case,
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about problem-solving and functions in engineering. Outcomes from this research are
expected to contribute to the design community in two ways:
1) a methodological contribution for systematic examination of the role of
individual differences in design tools, and
2) identification of new research questions for studying function modeling.
The input-process-output framework used in this research can be adapted to study
any engineering design tool that relies on subjective input from the designer. The analysis
of individual difference measures and modeling behaviors collected in this research is used
to identify research questions and hypotheses that are guided by data and preliminary
evidence.
With fundamental research that is exploratory in nature, broader impacts can be
difficult to fully predict or anticipate. Within academia, research with individual
differences should provide suggestions on how best to teach function modeling to students
based on certain individual attributes, leading to a better understanding of engineering
functions and a more personalized function modeling approach. While the findings of this
research are not expected to have immediate impacts on industry, understanding how
engineers create function models can reveal different modeling strategies and heuristics,
which can in turn be used to create predictive function modeling tools to help engineers
create better models. These efforts should also improve the engineer’s ability to transfer
their mental understanding and representation of the problem into a format that can be
communicated to other designers, enhancing design communication. Improved function
models and more efficient communication of design information may help engineers
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navigating through the systematic engineering design process, resulting in improvements
to the product development process. Finally, this work adds to the body of research
promoting the investigation of individual differences between human beings and how they
manifest in personal and professional environments. This is especially relevant in
engineering design where problems are often ill-defined, methods are based on best
practices, and solutions are non-singular and imperfect. As such, individual differences and
diversity of opinions can more effectively contribute to finding innovative solutions to the
most challenging problems of society.
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CHAPTER 4:
RESEARCH APPROACH
To systematically explore function modeling and the role of individual differences
in this particular design tool, three aspects of the function modeling process were
identified: individual attributes of the modeler, the modeling process, and the model
outcome. These aspects of the function modeling process informed an input-process-output
framework as visualized in Figure 4.1. This model was developed to study the relationships
between different elements of function modeling.

Figure 4.1: Input-process-output framework for function modeling
The inputs correlate to individual attributes of participants, the process describes
participant behavior in the function modeling activity, and the outputs represent the final
model generated by participants. A two-part study is designed using surveys and a protocol
analysis. For the first part, participants are asked to complete several surveys intended to
capture relevant individual attributes. The second part consists of a protocol study where
the process of creating a Function Structure model is recorded for each participant. The
videos are subsequently coded to produce structured data that represents the modeling
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process. The protocol study also produces a final Function Structure model that serves as
an output of the modeling process. It should be noted that this study is not designed to
answer specific questions or test specific hypotheses. Instead, the research is intended to
provide insight into the different aspects of the function modeling process and lead to the
development of research questions that are based on evidence found in this study.
4.1 Participants
Previous work investigating function modeling behavior has used undergraduate
[47,98,150,160] and graduate [47,97,161] level mechanical engineering students as
participants. For this work, potential participants were expected to understand the use of
function in engineering design. While they were not tested on their knowledge of function
modeling, participants received an in-class lecture on function modeling. As such, all
participants in this study were graduate level mechanical engineering students enrolled in
an advanced design methods course which included function modeling as a topic covered
in the class. For objectivity, the course instructor was independent of this research, either
as the author of this dissertation or as the research advisor. The protocol study activity was
proposed to students as an extra credit opportunity in the course. While participants were
given the opportunity to schedule a protocol study throughout the semester, sessions were
only started following the lecture on function modeling. Nearly 90% of the students in the
course chose to participate in the study. Thus, issues of “self-selection” for the participants
are not deemed a concern for this study.
Participants’ data was considered for analysis only if they completed all the
individual measures surveys and a function modeling activity. Additionally, if any
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participant created something that cannot reasonably be considered a Function Structure
model, their data was rejected from the analysis. While 44 participants completed some
portion of the study, complete data was available from only 28 participants. Out of these,
25 participants identified as male and three identified as female. Participants reported
having low to moderate levels of comfort interpreting Function Structure models.
Similarly, participants generally self-reported average or lower expertise in constructing
Function Structure models. Finally, participants generally reported higher levels of comfort
with executing design projects compared to that with function modeling. Further discussion
of participant attributes is provided in section 5.1.
4.2 Individual Measures Survey
To operationalize the individual differences in participants, four measures were
selected. These are not assumed to be comprehensive or expected to be sufficient. Instead,
these were selected based on relevance to the function modeling activity and discussions
with participants in the previous studies of function modeling behavior. Surveys were
administered online using Google Forms. Participants were provided links to all surveys at
the beginning of the study period. Surveys remained active throughout the semester;
however, participants were encouraged to complete all surveys before scheduling a
protocol study session. The four individual difference measure sets that were explored in
this study include:
1) Systemizing Quotient
2) Risk Propensity
3) Goal Orientation
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4) Concept Design Thinking Style Inventory
The surveys are briefly discussed in the subsequent subsections, whereas the survey
items are presented in Appendix A.1. The set of four surveys is expected to take between
40 and 60 minutes to complete; however, participants are not required to complete all four
surveys in one session.
4.2.1 Systemizing quotient
Function models in engineering design, and Function Structure models specifically
are abstract representations of systems. Creating function models challenges designers to
think in terms of systems and subsystems that accomplish desired tasks or exhibit specific
behaviors. As such, a measure that characterizes an individual’s tendency to think in
systems is needed. The revised version of the systemizing quotient (SQ-R) [162,163] is
used in this study. The measure was initially developed as part of the systemizingempathizing theory in efforts to study sex differences, Asperger syndrome, and high
functioning autism. In subsequent work, SQ-R was found to be uncorrelated with IQ and
positively correlated with mechanical reasoning [164]. A study of entry-level engineering
students showed that systemizing quotient was also related to interest in pursuing
entrepreneurship in their careers [165]. They survey instrument itself is expected to take
between 15 to 25 minutes to complete.
4.2.2 Risk Propensity
Risk management is a robust part of engineering design, especially in conceptual
design where creativity and uncertainty are common [166].

In function modeling,

individual attitudes about risk may play a role in how participants things about developing
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and structuring functions. Participants’ tendency to take risks was measured using the risk
propensity scale (RPS) [167]. This is a short and easy to administer survey with seven
items rated on a 9-point scale. Participants are expected to take less than five minutes to
complete the survey. This scale was preferred to more comprehensive measures to reduce
the survey workload. Moreover, RPS was found to be correlated with other risk measures
such as the Everyday Risk Inventory [168] and the short Sensation-Seeking scale. RPS
has been used within the field of engineering design to study the role of risk propensity in
effectiveness of project-based learning [169].
4.2.3 Goal Orientation
Research in engineering education shows goal orientation plays a significant role
in learning engineering concepts [170]. Goal orientation can be broadly divided in two
parts: learning goal orientation (LGO) and performance goal orientation (PGO) [171].
Individuals who lean towards LGO are more likely to explore relationships in greater
depths compared to those who show higher PGO [172]. In function modeling, goal
orientation may affect the level of abstraction, or the depth of functional decomposition.
Individuals leaning towards PGO are likely to focus on the inputs and outputs, whereas
individuals with a preference for LGO are expected to focus on the transformation of flows.
Participants’ goal orientation was evaluated using a 16-item goal orientation survey that
provides insight on the extent to which participants are learning oriented and performance
oriented [171]. The survey is expected to take between six to ten minutes to complete. This
measure has been used to compare physical and simulated learning environments, where
goal orientation was a factor in determining the effectiveness of the learning environment
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[172]. On an organizational scale, goal orientation has been proposed as one of the
individual differences that predict absorptive capacity, or the ability to evaluate and
assimilate external knowledge [173].
4.2.4 Concept Design Thinking Style Inventory
To capture holistic thinking style differences, participants were given a thinking
style inventory modified to focus on the engineering design process [174,175]. The
Concept Design – Thinking Style Inventory (CD-TSI) is a 10-question survey where
participants rank-order a list of five choices for each question. The questions represent
various tasks in the early design stages, whereas the choices represented different
approaches to those tasks. The five choices represent the five different thinking styles
outlined in this survey: conditional, inquiring, exploring, independent, and creative.
Participants are expected to take between 15 and 20 minutes to complete the survey. A
study of thinking styles among professionals with different academic backgrounds using
the CD-TSI showed that professionals across academic backgrounds used exploring
thinking style more frequently in product development tasks [176].
4.3 Protocol Study
A protocol study setup used in previous research was implemented to collect
behavioral data from participants [47,97,98,149]. The protocol study included a preactivity survey, a function modeling activity, and a post-activity survey.
4.3.1 Design Prompt
Participants were instructed to create a Function Structure model that addresses the
following design prompt.
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Design an automatic recycling machine for household use. The
device should sort plastic bottles, glass containers, aluminum cans, and
tin cans. The sorted materials should be compressed and stored in
separate containers. Amount of resources consumed by the device and
the amount of space occupied are not limited. However, an estimated 15
seconds of recycling time per item is desirable.
This prompt has been used in other experiments related to function modeling and
was found to be easy to understand, of appropriate difficulty for participants, and
interpreted

similarly

by

participants

with

different

cultural

backgrounds

[47,98,150,177,178].
4.3.2 Protocol Study Setup
The protocol study included three parts:

a pre-activity survey, the function

modeling activity, and a post-activity survey. Students were provided the pre-activity
survey on a laptop at the start of the experiment session. This survey asks the students to
“define function from an engineering perspective” in addition to questions regarding their
experience and comfort level with function modeling, and experience with design projects.
A comparison of how students define function against the literature is found in [47]. Once
the survey was completed, the students were provided the design prompt, and a workspace
to create a function model. A setup of the workspace is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for protocol study
During the function modeling activity, two cameras were setup to record the
participant’s actions. The design prompt is placed in a location such that participants must
make a deliberate motion to read it. This is done to differentiate between instances of
pausing and reading the prompt. Once the modeling activity was completed, the participant
is provided a post-activity survey where they are again asked to provide a definition of
function and evaluate their function model based on a grading scale. Similar protocol study
approaches have been used in the past to study modeling behavior [91,97,98] and
leadership and follower behaviors [177,179].
4.3.3 Video Coding
The videos collected for each participant were analyzed using an existing video
coding procedure [91,97,98,180]. The coding procedure consists of three types of coding:
element coding, activity coding, and topology coding.
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4.3.3.1 Activity coding
Five different modeling activities are categorized: add, delete, edit, pause, and
Read Problem Statement (read PS). It should be noted that within this protocol, a pause
activity is only characterized if the duration of the pause is a minimum of 2 seconds. Figure
4.3 shows an excerpt of activity coding performed for a video collected in this protocol
study.

Figure 4.3: Example of activity coding sheet from protocol analysis
The activity coding template is defined such that coder will need to input the start
time for each activity as observed in the video, the type of activity observed, and the
sequential identifier of any element that is associated with that particular activity. The
duration of the activity is automatically calculated, and the element type is populated using
a lookup on the element coding. As shown in Figure 4.3, a sixth modeling activity, stopped,
was adding for the video coding performed in this study. This was done to capture instances
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when participants stopped the modeling activity for reasons not related to the modeling
process. These includes external interruptions such as incoming phone calls, a knock on
the door, or distracting noises and conversations outside of the workspace. A stopped
activity was also coded when participants replaced a spent marker, and cases where
participants had clarification questions about the prompt. These events were not initially
considered but were observed during the protocol study sessions, leading to the addition of
stopped activity code.
4.3.3.2 Element Coding
Element coding records the sequence of elements added to the model. Six different
elements are categorized: block, block text, edge, edge text, system boundary, and notes.
Figure 4.4 presents an excerpt of the element coding performed for one of the participants.

Figure 4.4: Example of element coding and topology coding
Each element is assigned a sequential identifier, a number, based on the order of its
addition into the model. The type of element being added is recorded and a “source” and
“sink” is identified for topology coding. The “element code” is simply a shortened version
of element type and is automatically populated using a table lookup. It should be noted that
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elements are recoded as they are added into the model even if they are immediately deleted
afterwards. During the protocol study sessions, some participants were observed adding
partial elements (block or edge) to the model, then jumping to other elements before
coming back to complete the partially added element. In these cases, elements were coded
when it became clear what type of element was being added. For example, if half of a block
element is added, it is reasonable to expect that this will be completed as a block element
and not a different element. Ultimately, the goal of identifying the sequence of elements is
to capture the order in which participants are thinking about the elements. As such, addition
of a partial element is still evidence of a participant thinking about that element.
4.3.3.3 Topology coding
Finally, topology coding records whether a “source” or a “sink” for an element is
present when that particular element is added to the model. A “source” in this case refers
to existing elements which logically lead to the element being added. Conversely, if an
element being added to the model acts as a source to existing elements, then a “sink” is
present for that element. In the example shown in Figure 4.4, element 4, originated from
element 2; therefore, element 2 is marked as a “source” for element 4. Similarly, element
3 feeds into element 2, leading to element 2 being marked as a “sink” for element 3.
While all label elements (edge text, block text) are coded as having a “sink” in their
parent element, it should be noted that only block and edge elements are considered for
topology coding. The labels applied to the blocks (block texts) and edges (edge texts) are
not used in topological analysis. A graph generated from the topology coding of “block”
and “edge” elements can be used to identify different chaining methods used by the
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designer [97]. These chaining methods and level of completeness of model generation has
been studied for the ability to predict market price using the underlying graphs [181].
4.4 Data Collection and Post-processing
The experiments generated three sets of data for each participant: survey responses,
recorded video, and final function model. Responses from the four individual measures
surveys are used to generate nine input measures. Additionally, the pre-activity survey
completed by participants prior to the function modeling activity provides information
about participant experience with function modeling, experience with design projects, and
a participants’ definition of function from an engineering perspective. The recorded videos
of function modeling activity are coded to obtain process measures. The final model
resulting from the function modeling activity is evaluated to generate output measures.
4.4.1 Inputs from individual measures surveys
Responses to the individual measure surveys are analyzed to calculate participant
scores on each of the individual difference measures. Table 4.1 shows the list of surveys,
measures produced from each survey, the number and type of items on the survey, and the
possible range of scores.
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Table 4.1: Inputs derived from individual measures surveys
Survey

Measure

Systemizing Quotient
(SQ-R) [163]
Risk Propensity Scale
[167]

Systemizing Quotient
(SQ-R)

Number of
items
75 (4-point
scale)

Risk Propensity (RPS)

7 (9-point scale)

-28 to 28

16 (5-point
scale)

-16 to 16 (for
each measure)

10 (5 items rank
order)

10 to 50 (for
each measure)

Goal Orientation
[171]

Concept Design
Thinking Style
Inventory [174]

Learning Goal
Orientation (LGO)
Performance Goal
Orientation (PGO)
Conditional
Inquiring
Exploring
Independent
Creative

Range
0 to 150

The systemizing quotient measure consists of 75 items, 39 of which are scored
positively, and 36 are scored negatively [163]. For items that are scored positively,
“strongly agree” responses are given 2 points, “slightly agree” responses are given 1 point
and the remaining two items are given 0 points. Conversely, negatively scored items garner
2 points from “strongly disagree” responses, and 1 point from “slightly disagree”
responses. Thus, each item can yield a score of either 0, 1, or 2. The individual scores are
then added up to calculate a resulting SQ-R score ranging from 0 to 150.
The risk propensity scale consists of 7 items, scored on a nine-point Likert scale,
with 4 items scored negatively. Each item can yield a score ranging from -4 to 4, resulting
in an RPS ranging from -28 to 28. Higher scores on RPS indicate high risk-taking
tendencies.
The goal orientation survey consists of 16 items on a 5-point Likert scale; 8 of the
items target LGO while the remaining target PGO. Each item can yield a score between 46

2 and 2, with “strongly disagree” giving -2 points and “strongly agree” giving 2 points.
The scores are tallied separately for each measure, resulting in a range of -16 to 16.
Concept Design Thinking Style Inventory uses 10 questions, where participants
rank order five responses to each question. Each response option represents a thinking style
(conditional, inquiring, exploring, independent, or creative). The rank ordered items are
given a score based on the rank, with the highest ranked receiving five points and lowest
rank one point. The scores for each thinking style are added up separately, resulting in a
score of 10 to 50 points for each thinking style. It should be noted that because this is a
rank order scale, the scores for each thinking style are not independent from each other.
The survey instruments and rating direction for each individual measure survey is
provided in Appendix B:. Since the range of scores for each measure is different, the scores
are normalized to support comparative analysis. Each measure is normalized in the range
[0,1] with the bounds representing the range shown in Table 4.1.
4.4.2 Inputs from pre-activity survey
In addition to individual measures surveys, the participants also completed a short
survey prior to starting the function modeling activity. As previously mentioned, this
survey asked participant to report their experience with function modeling and design
projects. Participants also provided a definition of function from an engineering
perspective. While these measures are different from the individual measures discussed in
the previous section, they were considered for use as input measures in the input-processoutput framework. Table 4.2 shows a list of questions considered for these measures and
the response scale and scores associated with those questions.
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Table 4.2: Input measures from pre-activity survey
No.
Question
1 How many function models have you seen?
2

How many function models have you constructed?

3

How many design projects have you completed?

4

How many design projects have you led?

5
6
7

How comfortable are you understanding Function
Structure models?
What is your expertise in constructing function
models?
How comfortable are you executing design
projects?

Scale
Multiple choice
(0-1, 2-5, 6-10,
11-20, >20)
Multiple choice
(0,1,2,3-5,6-10)

7-point Likert
scale

Score
low (0-5)
medium (6-10)
high (>10)
low (0-2)
medium (3-5)
high (>5)

-3 to 3

Responses to questions 1 and 2 are used to infer a low, medium, or high level of
experience with function modeling whereas responses to question 3 and 4 are used to
estimate their experience with design projects. For experience with function modeling,
participants are given a score of “low” if they report having seen or constructed less than
five function models. Consequently, if participants report having seen and constructed
more than 10 function models, they are considered as having “high” experience.
Participants who report having seen and constructed 6 to 10 function models are considered
having medium experience. Design experience is coded similarly, with different cutoff
values as shown in Table 4.2. The Likert scale items are scored by assigning a value of -3
for the extreme negative response and a value of 3 for the extreme positive response.
Another input measure gathered from the pre-activity survey is the definition of
function provided by participants. The raw text of function definitions was processed using
the MATLAB Text Analytics Toolbox to support more structured analysis of definitions
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[47]. Specifically, the following steps are followed to prepare definition text for further
analysis.
1) Tokenize definitions (using tokenizedDocument)
2) Tag parts of speech (using addPartOfSpeechDetails)
3) Remove stop words (using removeStopWords)
4) Remove the word “function” (using removeWords)
5) Remove single letter words (using removeShortWords)
6) Remove punctuation (using erasePunctuation)
7) Lemmatize words (using normalizeWords)
The term “function” is removed from the definitions as it was found as a “lead in”
response (e.g. “function is the … “). These portions of definitions are removed. The
tokenized definitions are then used for counting the number of words in each definition, as
well as calculating the edit distance from the definitions before the modeling process (in
pre-activity survey) and definitions after the modeling process (in post-activity survey).
This is done using the “editDistance()” function within the Text Analytics toolbox in
MATLAB. Additional analysis of function definitions using Latent Dirichlet Analysis and
Topic Modeling has been done in other work [47], but only the definition length and change
in length is used here as inputs.
4.4.3 Process measures from video coding
Next, the recorded videos are analyzed and coded to obtain process measures. As
previously discussed, the video coding generates the sequence of elements added to the
Function Structure model, a sequence and duration of modeling activities, and the topology
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of elements added to the model. While the video coding process provides an analytical
representation of modeling behavior, additional manipulation is needed to produce
“metrics” or “variables” that can be compared against input measures and output measures.
Figure 4.5 shows an outline of how each set of metrics is obtained.

Figure 4.5: Process measures calculated using video coding output
Activity coding of the video provides a list of all modeling activities and time spent
in each activity. This information is used to create the activity distribution and time
distribution. The activity distribution identifies each activity as a fraction of the total
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number of activities. Similarly, the time distribution provides the fraction of total time
spent in each type of activity. Time taken for each activity is also used to calculate the
total modeling time as well as total time taken in pauses. It should be noted that while
stopped activity is coded as part of the activity coding, time spent in stopped is removed
form the time related computations; namely, the total modeling time and time distribution.
Decision to not include the time spent in stopped is based on the understanding that there
is no direct interaction with the function model during this time.
Element coding of the video generated a sequential list of all elements added to the
model in the order they appear in the video. The length of this list is the count of elements,
or the total number of elements formulated throughout the modeling process. The list is
also used to determine the presence of each element as a fraction of the total number of
elements. This provides the element distribution.
Finally, the topology coding identified a given element’s relationship to other
elements within a temporal and topological context. For each element, a “source” and a
“sink” are identified if it is present at the time the element is inserted in the model. An
analysis of the topological coding identifies the chaining method used when adding the
element. Three types of chaining methods have been identified in previous work: forward
chaining, backward chaining, and nucleation [97,98,181]. For this analysis, the nucleation
chaining method is further divided into “nucleation out” and “nucleation in” to better
represent the phenomenon.
In forward chaining, each subsequent element added to the model using the
previous element as a “source” and acts as a “sink” for that element. Therefore, the model
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builds in a logical sequence from inputs to outputs. This is generally visualized as the model
growing from left to right, however that is not necessarily the case as participants draw
inputs to the model from anywhere in the 2-D space. Figure 4.6 shows an example of
forward chaining on a single function chain. It should be noted that the four figures used
to explain the chaining methods do not depict a complete function chain, but an excerpt
sufficient to describe the phenomena.

Figure 4.6: Example of forward chaining
As shown in Figure 4.6, the flows for rice and water are introduced in the first step,
followed by the addition of the function for mixing rice and water. The output of the
function, a mixed flow of rice and water is added in the last step. The sequence of actions
from step 1 to step 3 shows the function chain being constructed from inputs to outputs.
This method of chaining from inputs to outputs, or forward chaining, has been found to be
the most commonly used method in previous studies [97]. This is not an unexpected finding
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as the experiment was conducted in the English language and participants all shared a leftto-right script in their native writing system.
Conversely, backward chaining often shows a model being constructed from right
to left, as outputs are traced back to inputs. In this method, new elements added to the
model have an existing “sink” for them. In other words, these elements are added as
“sources” for other elements. Figure 4.7 shows an example of a function chain being
constructed using backward chaining.

Figure 4.7: Example of backward chaining
As seen in Figure 4.7, the model begins with identifying the output flow of rice and
water mixture. The function for mixing rice and water is subsequently added, followed by
the separate inputs of rice and water. Backward chaining focuses on the intended outputs
of the model and attempts to think backwards as to how these outputs may be derived using
functional transformations.
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Finally, nucleation chaining methods use techniques from both forward chaining
and backward chaining, but with a shift in perspective. For nucleation-in chaining method,
both inputs and outputs are considered simultaneously, with the Function Structure model
growing inwards. Figure 4.8 shows an example of nucleation-in chaining being used to
construct a short function chain.

Figure 4.8: Example of nucleation-in chaining
In this type of chaining method, functions are often added with both a “source” and
a “sink” element present in the model. As seen in Figure 4.8, the model being with adding
the separate input flows of rice and water, along with the expected output flow of rice/water
mixture. The necessary function is identified in the final step to complete the function
chain. In nucleation-in chaining method, the focus is primarily on the flows passing through
the system; determination of the functional transformations required is guided by how the
flows are expected to change.
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The fourth chaining method identified in this research is nucleation-out chaining.
This is the mirror view of nucleation-in chaining, where participants start with a key
function instead of the inputs and output of the system. Figure 4.9 provides an example of
a short function chain constructed using the nucleation-out chaining method.

Figure 4.9: Example of nucleation-out chaining
In the nucleation-out chaining method, functions are added in the model without
any “source” or “sink” elements. As seen in Figure 4.9, the function to mix rice and water
is introduced in the model first without any input or output flows. The subsequent steps are
used to add the input flows of rice and water, followed by the output of rice/water mixture.
Similar to nucleation-in, techniques from both forward chaining and backward chaining
are used in this chaining method, but the focus is on the key functional transformations
instead of a directionality of modeling.
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To automate the tagging of chaining methods at an element level, the topology
coding is processed in MATLAB to identify the chaining method used for each block and
edge element added to the model. Referring to Figure 4.4 (element coding example), four
potential alternatives are possible for any given element with respect to “source” and
“sink”. These alternative cases are presented in Table 4.3 along with the respective
chaining method.
Table 4.3: Element-level assignment of chaining methods
Case
1
2
3
4

Source
Yes
No
No
Yes

Sink
No
Yes
No
Yes

Chaining Method
Forward
Backward
Nucleation Out
Nucleation In

The element-level chaining method is a more precise measure of chaining, as
opposed to the more subjective model-level chaining method. When considering the entire
model, it is possible that the model is largely constructed using forward chaining but
includes some instances of backward chaining or nucleation methods. However, it becomes
difficult to identify a distribution of chaining methods accurately and consistently at the
model level. As such, the element-level chaining method is used to generate the metrics for
chaining distribution. As previously mentioned, only the block/function and edge/flow
elements are used when computing chaining distribution. The labels applied to the blocks
and edges are not used.
4.4.4 Output measures from final model analysis
Output measures are generated using the final function model. In this case, a graphbased complexity analysis of the Function Structure is used to describe the function model
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[182–184]. An image of the final function models is manually converted to a bipartite graph
as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Converting Function Structure models to bipartite graphs
Functions in the models become elements in the bipartite graph (left) and flows
become the relations that connect the functions (right). It should be noted that an
“environment” element is added to capture the flows that initially enter the system and
those that ultimately exit the system. Each flow is modeled as a unique relation, regardless
of the label applied to the flow. Finally, flows that do not have a discernable origin or
destination are considered to be connected to the “environment” element.
The bipartite graphs are subsequently processed using MATLAB to generate 29
complexity metrics [184–186] that serve as numerical representation for the Function
Structure model, specifically from a topological perspective. The complexity metrics are
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divided into four classes: (1) size, (2) interconnection, (3) centrality, and (4)
decomposition. Table 4.4 presents all 29 complexity metrics grouped by class and type.
Table 4.4: Twenty-nine complexity metrics grouped by class and type

Size

Dimension
Connection

Metric

Inter-connection

Type

Elements
Relations
DOF
Conn
Sum

Shortest
Path

Class

Max
Mean

Betweenness

Metric

Max

Sum

Mean

Max
Mean
Density

Sum

Type

Ameri-Summers

Sum
Clustering
Coefficient

Class

Sum

Density

Density

Flow Rate

Metric

Decomposition

Type

Centrality

Class

Core
Numbers
In

Max
Mean
Density

Core
Numbers
Out

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

Max
Mean
Density

The size metrics include the number of elements, number of relations, degrees of
freedom and number of connections. Size metrics, as the name suggests, are a measure of
the overall size of the model; the “elements” metric refers to the number of functions and
the “relations” metric refers to the number of flows. It should be noted that the “elements”
metric includes an additional element representing the environment. This is not a function
of the system being modeled; however, it is a necessary part of the bipartite graph to
identify origin of the flows that enter the system. As such, if a true count of functions in
the Function Structure models is needed, it can be obtained by subtracting one from the
value of the “elements” metric.
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Two types of interconnection metrics are defined: flowrate and shortest path. For
each type, a sum, maximum, mean, and density metric is identified. This combines to a
total of eight interconnection metrics. The shortest path metrics calculate the shortest path
length to travel between all element pairs. In this case, all flows are given a path length of
unity as weights/lengths of flows are not generally defined in Function Structure models.
The flowrate measurement is calculated based on the number of unique paths between each
pair of nodes [187]. In other words, the shortest path metrics determine the existence of
connections between functions in the system, whereas the flowrate metrics represents the
total capacity of energy, material, and signal information within the system. It should be
noted that the four metrics (sum, max, mean, density) serve as a property of the Function
Structure model as a whole. This is because shortest path and flowrate metrics are
computed at the node level and need to be aggregated before they can be used as a
complexity measure for the entire model.
The centrality metrics include two types, betweenness centrality and clustering
coefficients. Like the interconnection metrics, four (sum, max, mean, density) metrics are
calculated for each of the two types. Betweenness is calculated for each node based on
number of shortest paths that pass through that node. Clustering coefficient metrics are
calculated based on the neighborhood of the node and the interconnectivity within that
neighborhood. Betweenness and clustering coefficient are complementary measures,
strong clustering tends to reduce betweenness in the graph as more paths are available for
circumventing a given node. Moreover, betweenness provides an absolute measure of
centrality while clustering coefficient provides a relative measure [187]. From a Function
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Structure perspective, betweenness is a measure of criticality of a function while clustering
coefficient measures the relationship of a function to its surrounding functions.
Decomposition metrics include the Ameri-Summers metric [188] and core
numbers. These metrics address the solvability aspect of graph complexity. Core numbers
can be further divided into two types: in-degree and out-degree. Both types of core numbers
are aggregated into the four metrics (sum, max, mean, density). The Ameri-Summers
metric measures the iterative reduction of the system, ultimately providing a measure of
complexity based on the cost of decomposition. Core numbers computation determines the
largest integer such that a given node exists in a graph where all degrees are at least that
integer. The maximum core number is also known as the degeneracy of the system [187].
Finally, a rubric-based evaluation of the function models is used to provide a
qualitative measure of the output [76,96]. A 20-item rubric targeting the consistency and
completeness of a Function Structure model is used for this evaluation. A Function
Structure is awarded one point for each item on the rubric provided the model meet the
passing criteria. Table 4.5 shows the questions included in the rubric and a requirement for
getting a “pass” on each of the questions.
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Table 4.5: Rubric for evaluating Function Structure models [96]
Num
Question
1
Model contains a black box?
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Black box contains input and output flows?
Does the black box function–flow pair take the general form a
verb/noun pair?
Are the proper energy, material, and signal flow arrow
conventions followed?
Does the black box represent flow conservation?
Are the input and output flows in the black box appropriate?
Does the functional transformation described by the black box
represent a plausible overall system functionality?
Do inputs from the black box match functional model inputs?
Do outputs from the black box match functional model outputs?
Do the function–flow pairs in the functional model take the
general form of a verb/noun pair?
Is the functional model free of nonsensical functions?
Is the functional model free of nonsensical flows?
Is the model free of instances where the system acts on the
system?
Is flow directionality consistent with the transformation in the
functions?
Are flows conserved across function transformations?
Does the functional model represent flow conservation overall?
Is there an attempt to connect flow chains into a unified model?
Are the proper energy, material, and signal flow arrow
conventions followed?
Do the function–flow pairs in the functional model overall
represent a plausible view of the product?
Are flow paths appropriate for product representation?

Requirement
None
Present, not
necessarily correct
Present, not
necessarily correct
100%
All
All (90%)
90%
All (100%)
All (100%)
90%
90%
90%
All (100%)
90%
100%
100%
Attempt
90%
Does it make sense?
Does it make sense?

The first seven questions in the rubric are specifically about the black box model
with questions 6 and 7 asking about the high-level appropriateness and plausibility of the
black box model. The next two questions evaluate the consistency between the black box
model and the expanded functional model. Questions 10-18 relate to the different aspects
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of the expanded function model such as sensibility, conservation of flows, and
directionality. The final two questions are high-level evaluations of the expanded
functional model with respect to convention and system representation. It should be noted
that this does not evaluate the models based on how they address the given design problem.
Research suggests that “prediction” of whether requirements will be met based on early
stage, low fidelity models is unlikely to produce useful results [28]. As such, a poorly
articulated Function Structure may still receive a full score on the rubric if the Function
Structure meets the rubric requirements. On the contrary, well-constructed Function
Structures are unlikely to receive a low score on the rubric.
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CHAPTER 5:
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM PROTOCOL STUDY DATA
Surveys, recordings of function modeling activity, and final Function Structure
models are processed and analyzed to explore relationships between the input, process, and
output measures of the function modeling process. A summary of the data collected from
the surveys and protocol study sessions is presented in this chapter. This includes the input
measures obtained from processing the survey data, the process measures calculated from
the video coding data, and the output measures determined using the final Function
Structure model.
As previously mentioned, participants were drawn from a graduate level advanced
design methods course. Participation in the research was not required for completion of the
course; instead, students were given extra credit for completing the activity. A total of 43
participants completed the individual measures surveys. However, only 32 participants
appeared for the in-person function modeling activity. Out of the 32 participants, complete
data was obtained from only 28 participants. Therefore, all subsequent analyses are based
on the data from these 28 participants.
5.1 Input measures
Data from two sets of surveys is used to produce input variables for the inputprocess-output framework of Function Structure modeling. Cognitive attributes are derived
from the surveys targeting individual measures, while the pre-activity surveys provided
information about participants’ experience with function modeling and an engineering
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definition of function. A second definition of function was collected from participants in
the post-activity survey.
5.1.1 Cognitive attributes
Cognitive attributes of the participants are calculated using responses from four
surveys: (1) systemizing quotient, (2) risk propensity scale, (3) goal orientation, and (4)
concept design thinking style inventory. Table 5.1 shows a summary of these measures,
with mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values for each measure. Note
that these are calculated using raw values not yet normalized.
Table 5.1: Summary of cognitive attribute measures
Measures
SQ-R
RPS
PGO
LGO
Conditional
Inquiring
Exploring
Independent
Creative

µ
75.25
-4.2
5.6
9.6
26.9
31.1
29.5
23.9
23.6

σ
18.50
7.9
5.3
3.9
5.4
5.6
6.5
5.7
4.5

Min
50
-20
-3
3
15
19
11
14
14

Max
121
10
16
16
37
38
44
35
32

As shown in Table 5.1, participant scores on SQ-R ranged from 50 to 121, with an
average of 75.25. In other words, participants covered the second and third quarters of the
entire SQ-R scale, centered at the midpoint of the scale. None of the participants scored
extremely low or extremely high. Additionally, most of the participant scored ranged
between 60 and 80, with only three students scoring above 100 and none scoring below 40.
This is not unexpected, as extremely high scores on this scale tend to correlate with autism
spectrum condition [163]. Moreover, males tend to score higher on SQ-R compared to
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females, which was not observed in this dataset; however, with an uneven gender
distribution, differences based on gender are not considered.
Similarly, participants skewed left on RPS, with less coverage on the high-risk side
of the scale. Three participants were found to be at strongly risk averse (scored less than 14), nine were found to be moderately risk averse (scored between -14 and -7) and seven
were found to be slightly risk averse (between -7 and 0). In total, 19 out of 28 participants
self-reported a negative view of risk. In contrast, only eight participants identified
themselves as more risk taking than risk averse, with no participants self-reporting as
strongly risk taking. While this is not unexpected, as engineering students tend to be risk
averse, studies investigating risk attitudes have found that tolerance with risk and
ambiguity is a positive attribute for creativity [166].
Conversely, PGO and LGO skew right, with few participants strongly disagreeing
with either of the scales. On average, participants seem to lean more towards LGO
compared to PGO, with an average lean towards LGO of almost 4 points. When comparing
the difference between LGO and PGO, the largest difference is observed to be 13 points
with one participant leading towards PGO by 13 points and two participants leaning
towards LGO by 13 points. Similarly, one participant favored PGO by 12 points whereas
four participants favored LGO by 12 points. Outside of these extremes, fourteen
participants favored LGO by six points or more, whereas only two participants favored
PGO by six points or more. This overall lean towards learning goal orientation is expected
as the participants graduate students enrolled in an advanced design methods course. They
are more likely to explore relationships and get a deeper understanding of the subject.
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Finally, for the CD-TSI measure, “exploring” thinking style shows the broadest
coverage of the scale, whereas the “creative” thinking style covers least of the scale. The
“conditional,” “independent,” and “creative” measures skews left, while “inquiring” and
“exploring” measures are more evenly distributed. It should be noted that the five thinking
style measures from CD-TSI are interdependent. This is because the choices are rank order
and not independently selected; therefore, high scores on one thinking style result in lower
scores for other styles.
In summary, participant scores clustered around the middle of the SQ-R scale,
participants tended to be more risk averse, favored learning goal orientation, and showed a
slight preference towards inquiring and exploring thinking styles. An average participant
in this study does not think of themselves as a risk taker, values safety, and does not like
to be in situations where little information is available. The participant is able to systemize
general information but does not attempt to apply a categorization to everything they
encounter in their lives. The participant values performance on a given task but places more
emphasis on gaining a deeper understanding of the problem and discovering connections
between known facts. With respect to conceptual design, the participant is comfortable
with approaching the problem from different perspective; however, they prefer to take an
inquiry-driven approach, asking questioning objectives and assumptions related to the
problem, and asking “what if?” questions to explore alternative solutions.
5.1.2 Experience measures
In addition to individual measures surveys, participants also completed a preactivity survey that solicited participant experience and level of comfort with function
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modeling and design projects. As previously mentioned, participant responses on questions
regarding function modeling experience and design project experience were transformed
into a categorical, low-medium-high scale. Table 5.2 shows the count of participants in at
different levels of experience for each question.
Table 5.2: Participant experience with function modeling and design projects
Survey Question
How many function models have you seen?
How many function models have you constructed?
How many engineering design projects have you
participated in?
Of these engineering design projects; how many were as
an internal team leader?

Low
22
28

Score Counts
Medium
6
0

High
0
0

13

10

5

20

7

1

While the participants were all graduate students enrolled in an advanced design
methods course, most of them reported having low experience with function modeling,
especially with constructing Function Structure models. When asked about the number of
function models they had seen, 22 participants reported low experience reviewing function
models while six reported an intermediate level of experience. Interestingly, none of the
participants had seen more than ten function models. Reponses on experience with
construction function models revealed that none of the participants had created more than
five function models.
On the contrary, participants had relatively more experience with design projects
When asked about their participation in design projects, thirteen participants reported low
experience, ten participants reported an intermediate level of experience, and five
participants reported having been part of six or more design projects. Expectedly, fewer
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participants had experience leading design projects, with twenty participants having led
two or fewer design projects, seven participants having led between three and five design
projects, and a single participant reporting having led more than five design projects.
In addition to quantitative information about experience, participants were also
asked for qualitative feedback regarding function modeling and design projects.
Participants responded to questions about their level of comfort with function modeling
and design projects on a Likert scale where possible scores ranged from -3 to 3. Table 5.3
shows a summary of participant responses in the form of mean, standard deviation,
minimum and maximum values.
Table 5.3: Participant level of comfort
Survey Question
How comfortable are you with understanding
function models?
How much expertise do you feel you have in
constructing Function Structures?
How comfortable are you in executing design
projects?

µ

σ

Min

Max

0.29

1.36

-2

3

-0.79

1.01

-3

1

1.21

0.98

-1

3

On average, participants were less comfortable constructing Function Structure
models and more comfortable with executing design projects. This aligns with the more
quantitative aspects of experience presented in Table 5.2. A majority of the participants
reported being either “slightly comfortable” or “neither comfortable nor uncomfortable”
with understanding function models, suggesting a minor skew towards being comfortable.
This skew is reversed when asked about their expertise creating Function Structure models;
majority of participants reported “average expertise” or “below average expertise”. None
of the participants reported having “high expertise” or “extensive expertise” with creating
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Function Structure models. Finally, majority of participants reported being “slightly
comfortable” or “moderately comfortable” with executing design projects.
In summary, participants reported having low experience with creating and
understanding function models. Additionally, participants were neutral on their comfort
level with understanding Function Structure models and self-reported average expertise or
less with respect to creating Function Structure models. Moreover, participants are largely
clustered around the same response with little variance between participants. As such, the
level of experience with constructing Function Structure models did not highlight
individual differences and is not used in statistical analysis of individual differences.
5.1.3 Function definition
The pre-activity survey in the protocol study also asked participants to provide a
definition of function from an engineering perspective. Students were also asked to define
function a second time after they completed the function modeling process. A summary of
processed definition lengths and edit distance between definition before and definition after
modeling activity is presented in Table 5.4. Raw definitions provided by students can be
found in Appendix C:.
Table 5.4: Summary of function definition length
Function Definition Measure
Label
Definition Length (before activity) defLenBefore
Definition Length (after activity)
defLenAfter
Edit Distance
editDistance

µ
6.36
6.71
4.71

σ
2.52
2.42
2.53

Min
3
3
0

Max
13
12
11

On average, participants definitions were between six and seven tokens long, both
before and after the function modeling activity. Definition lengths ranged from three tokens
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to thirteen tokens before the function modeling activity, while it ranged from three tokens
to twelve tokens after the function modeling activity. Interestingly, an average edit distance
of five tokens is observed between the before and after definition, with some definitions
changing as much as eleven tokens. This suggests that while the length of definitions does
not change significantly after the activity, the content of the definitions is likely modified.
This is further evident by changes in the topic concentrations of definitions observed in a
previous study [47].
5.2 Process measures
Video recordings of function modeling activity are coded and analyzed to compute
metrics that describe the modeling process in a consistent quantitative manner. As
previously mentioned, the video coding process produced an element coding, activity
coding, and topology coding. The element coding is processed to compute the element
distribution metrics, the activity coding is processed to compute activity distribution and
time distribution metrics, and the topology coding is analyzed to produce the chaining
distribution metrics. Finally, summary metrics are computed that identify the total number
of elements generated during the modeling process, the total number of activities recorded
in the modeling process, the total modeling time, and the amount of time spent in pauses.
A total of 24 process measures are calculated. A summary of the all the process measures
is provided in Table 5.5, with mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values.
Short labels are also provided for the process measures to facilitate discussion without
cumbersome references to the measures. It should be noted that values for each of the
distribution metrics (element, activity, time, and chaining) are reported in percentage. The
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total number of elements and activities are reported as counts, and the modeling and pause
time values are reported in seconds.
Table 5.5: Summary of process metrics
Max

Summary

Min

Total Elements
Total Activities
Modeling Time [s]
Pause Time [s]

eleTotal
actTotal
modelTime
pauseTime

83.3
86.0
1056.7
460.6

32.7
32.0
450.1
336.4

24
35
326
88

162
152
2162
1483

Element
Distribution

σ

Block
Block Text
Edge
Edge Text
Note
System Boundary

eleDist_B
eleDist_BT
eleDist_E
eleDist_ET
eleDist_Note
eleDist_SysB

19.1%
19.0%
37.7%
18.2%
4.9%
1.1%

4.9%
5.4%
8.0%
10.1%
5.4%
2.0%

8.8%
9.8%
19.0%
2.2%
0.0%
0.0%

27.0%
31.1%
50.0%
36.8%
16.8%
10.0%

Activity
Distribution

µ

Add
Delete
Edit
Pause
Read PS
Stopped

actDist_Add
actDist_Delete
actDist_Edit
actDist_Pause
actDist_ReadPS
actDist_Stopped

35.6%
5.9%
7.8%
39.6%
9.1%
1.8%

3.5%
3.3%
4.3%
5.3%
4.7%
1.6%

29.8%
1.0%
0.0%
29.3%
2.3%
0.0%

45.2%
17.5%
18.4%
46.9%
20.0%
6.8%

Time
Distribution

Label

Add
Delete
Edit
Pause
Read PS

timeDist_Add
timeDist_Delete
timeDist_Edit
timeDist_Pause
timeDist_ReadPS

36.6%
2.2%
5.0%
39.3%
16.9%

10.3%
1.5%
3.8%
12.8%
9.0%

16.8%
0.3%
0.0%
15.6%
3.8%

54.9%
8.2%
14.4%
68.6%
41.4%

Chaining
Methods

Measures

Forward
Backward
Nucleation In
Nucleation Out

chainDist_Frwd
chainDist_Bkwd
chainDist_NucIn
chainDist_NucOut

52.4%
14.7%
17.7%
15.2%

24.3%
10.6%
16.5%
9.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.7%

91.7%
34.1%
53.3%
41.2%

The number of elements created by participants throughout the modeling process
range from 24 to 162. This includes the elements which were ultimately deleted from the
model before the Function Structure was finalized. With an average of 83 elements and a
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standard deviation of 33 elements, participants generated a variety of models from the
perspective of size. Similarly, the number of modeling activities coded ranged from 35 to
152, with an average of 86 activities and standard deviation of 32 activities. The spread
suggests that participants approached the function modeling activity with different levels
of deliberation and the tempo of model generation was diverse. This is further evident in
the simple measure of modeling time which range from roughly 5.5 minutes to 36 minutes.
The average modeling time is 17.6 minutes with a standard deviation of 7.5 minutes. While
all the participants were given the same design prompt with the same instructions,
participants used a wide range of time to generate the Function Structure model and spent
that time in a nonuniform manner. Additional evidence of this diversity in modeling
behavior is found in the use of pauses in modeling. As shown in Table 5.5, 39% of
modeling time was spent in pauses on average. However, the descriptive statistics for time
spent in pauses (pauseTime) look different compared to the total modeling time
(modelTime). An average of 7.7 minutes of modeling time was spent in pauses with a
standard deviation of 5.6 minutes. This is a wider spread than that of total modeling time,
suggesting that the total modeling time is not predictive of time spent in pauses.
5.2.1 Element distribution
Among the elements generated by participants during the modeling activity, an
average of 94% of elements were made up of block, block text, edge, and edge text. This
is expected as notes are an optional element in the modeling process and only one system
boundary is expected in a Function Structure model. Participants may create, remove, and
recreate the system boundary several times, but that type of behavior was not commonly
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observed in this protocol study. Out of the four primary elements, edge elements were
observed at nearly twice the rate as other three elements. While it is likely that a Function
Structure models contains more flows (edge elements) compared to functions (block
elements), labels assigned to both functions and flows, namely block text and edge text,
are expected to appear with the same frequency as their parent elements. As presented in
Table 5.5, block and block text elements appear at a nearly identical rate in the modeling
process; however, only one edge text element is observed for every two edge elements.
5.2.2 Activity and time distribution
Among the six different types of modeling activities coded, add and pause activities
made up the majority of activities observed in this study. On average, add activities
accounted for 36% of all activities observed while pause made up 40% of the activities.
Stopped activity accounted for roughly 2% of the activity on average, and the remaining
portion of activities is made up by edit, delete, and readPS in similar proportions. This
suggests that the main loop of modeling behavior is adding elements and pausing. This
loop is sometimes interrupted by editing exiting elements or removing elements altogether.
Additionally, the modeler may also need to read the problem statement while constructing
the Function Structure model. For all videos coded in this study, actDist_Add accounted
for at least 30% of all activities, with a maximum for 45%. Likewise, actDist_Pause ranged
from 29% to 47%. Similar trends are observed for time distribution, with bulk of the
modeling time being spent in add and pause activities. One difference between the activity
distribution and time distribution is that readPS activities account for a larger share of the
modeling time compared to the percentage of activities. In other words, timeDist_ReadPS
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is higher on average compared to actDist_ReadPS. This suggests that each individual
instance of readPS, on average, lasted longer than those for other modeling activities.
5.2.3 Chaining distribution
Four different chaining methods are characterized in this study: forward chaining,
backward chaining, nucleation-in, and nucleation-out. Participants in this study preferred
forward chaining, with chainDist_Frwd accounting for an average of 52% of elements
being added to the model. The other three chaining methods account for similar proportions
of model construction, with 15% in backward changing, 18% in nucleation-in, and 15% in
nucleation-out. As shown in Table 5.5, chainDist_Frwd showed the largest coverage with
some participants using no forward chaining while other using it for up to 92% of the
elements added to the model. This finding is not unexpected as previous studies have also
found forward chaining to be the most used chaining method. Nucleation-in was the second
most used chaining method with a maximum of 53% of elements added using nucleationin. A common use of nucleation-in was observed when participants added two functions
two the model, followed by a flow connecting those to functions.
5.3 Output measures
Output measures are calculated from the final Function Structure model generated
by participants. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 present two examples of models generated by
participants in this study, with Figure 5.1 showing a more detailed Function Structure
models and Figure 5.2 showing a simpler model.
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Figure 5.1: Function model generated by participant (complex)
As shown in Figure 5.1, the participant identifies a blackbox model which is then
expanded into a more detailed Function Structure model. The blackbox model identifies
the different unsorted recycling material that will be accepted by the system along with
electrical energy, water, and operational mechanisms as inputs. Similarly, the outputs
depict each of the recycling items separately and in a compressed state. Wasted energy and
non-recyclable waste are also identified as outputs of the system.
Conversely, Figure 5.2 shows a Function Structure model where the participant
does not identify a blackbox model. Moreover, the functional transformations identified in
the model are generic and various flow labels are missing from the model.
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Figure 5.2: Function model generated by participant (simple)
These Function Structure models are converted into bipartite graphs, which are
subsequently analyzed to produce complexity metrics. Additionally, the Function Structure
models are scored using a rubric-based evaluation. Like the process measures, a total of 30
output measures are calculated, which include the 29 complexity metrics and the model
evaluation metric. Table 5.6 shows the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum
values for these measures.
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Table 5.6: Summary of output measures

Centrality

Interconnection

Size

Measures

Label

σ

Min

Max

Elements
Relations
DoF
Connections

elements
relations
DoF
connections

12.46
23.43
23.43
46.86

4.32
9.76
9.76
19.53

5
7
7
14

23
42
42
84

Shortest Path

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumSP
maxSP
meanSP
densitySP

168.68
4.46
1.10
0.05

141.99
1.32
0.55
0.03

14
2
0.47
0.02

661
9
2.75
0.13

Flowrate

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumFR
maxFR
meanFR
densityFR

123.93
6.86
0.90
0.04

88.67
3.45
0.73
0.03

21
2
0.33
0.01

410
15
3.35
0.14

Betweenness

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumBtwn
maxBtwn
meanBtwn
densityBtwn

91.57
32.68
6.43
0.27

82.33
36.08
4.63
0.13

5
3
1
0.10

374
154.77
23.38
0.58

Clustering
Coefficient

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumCC
maxCC
meanCC
densityCC

1.44
0.35
0.13
0.00

1.54
0.30
0.16
0.01

0
0
0
0

5.70
1
0.74
0.02

ameriSummers

73.82

43.23

9

168

Core
Numbers In

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumCoreIn
maxCoreIn
meanCoreIn
densityCoreIn

4.43
0.43
0.35
0.01

6.00
0.49
0.43
0.02

0
0
0
0

19
1
1
0.0625

Core
Numbers Out

Sum
Max
Mean
Density

sumCoreOut
maxCoreOut
meanCoreOut
densityCoreOut

3.61
0.43
0.31
0.01

4.72
0.49
0.39
0.02

0
0
0
0

16
1
1
0.0588

modeEval

7.25

2.26

2

11

Dimension
Connections

Ameri-Summers
Decomposition

µ

Model Evaluation
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5.3.1 Size metrics
Among the 28 Function Structure models analyzed, the number of elements
(functions) ranged from 5 to 23 while the number of relations (flows) ranged from 7 to 42.
The average function model generated by participants had 12 functions and 23 flows.
Additionally, the average function models had nearly double the number of flows
compared to functions. However, this ratio of functions to flows ranged from just under
one flow for each function to nearly five flows for each function. This highlights the variety
of function models generated in this study from a size perspective. As shown in Table 5.6,
values for degrees of freedom (DoF) are identical to the values for relations. These are not
erroneous values, rather they are expected due to the nature of Function Structure models
where flows (relations) only connect one pair of functions, and do not have any hyperedge
connections. Additionally, this leads to the number of connections being two times the
number of relations, as each relation defines exactly two connections. Therefore, while
these metrics are not removed from the analysis, they are not expected to exhibit patterns
that are distinct from the relation metric.
5.3.2 Interconnection metrics
The shortest path and flowrate metrics represent the level of interconnection in the
Function Structure model. Shorter paths and higher flowrates on average suggest that
functions in the model are highly interconnected with flows. Conversely, longer paths and
lower flowrates suggests the Function Structure is sparse with distinct function chains.
Among the 28 Function Structure models analyzed, the maximum shortest path length
(maxSP) is found to range from 2 to 9, with an average of 4.46. Smaller values of maxSP
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indicate that the functions in the model are directly connected to each other or connected
with few steps in between. It can also be an indication that the model does not have many
functions, leading to short paths between them. Similarly, the mean flowrate (meanFR)
ranges from 0.33 to 3.35, with an average of 0.9. In this case, low values of meanFR suggest
that the model is more functionally independent at the system level. In other words, lower
flowrate is expected for models that contain individual function chains that are not well
connected with other function chains in the model. For larger models with many functions,
it is possible to see a low value for meanFR even if function chains are sufficiently
connected since this is an aggregate measure. Models analyzed in this study show a
meanFR skew towards the lower end, with only four models showing a meanFR of above
1.5.
5.3.3 Centrality metrics
Two measures of centrality are used in the graph complexity analysis of Function
Structure models: betweenness and clustering coefficients. Betweenness provides a
measure of centrality of a given function based on the number of shortest paths that pass
through that function. Among the 28 Function Structure models collected in this study,
meanBtwn score ranged from 1 to 23 and the maxBtwn scores ranged from 3 to 155. This
signals a diversity in the function models analyzed from the perspective of centrality; some
models have a uniform density of flows across functions whereas other models are highly
centralized with flows concentrating on certain functions. Conversely, low clustering is
observed in Function Structure models analyzed in this study. On average, the meanCC is
0.13 and the average maxCC value is 0.35. This is expected of function models that are
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constructed as separate function chains with little flow transmission between the function
chains.
5.3.4 Decomposition metrics
Two measures of decomposition are used: the Ameri-Summers metric and core
numbers. The value of ameriSumemrs represents a cost of decomposition for the Function
Structure model. Data collected in this study shows that participants generated a variety of
models with respect to solvability. Among the 28 models analyzed, the average
ameriSummers score is 73.8 (±43.2) with a minimum score of 9 and a maximum score of
168. Models scoring low on ameriSummers require fewer steps and removal of fewer
relations to decompose a bipartite graph. On the contrary, high scores on ameriSummers
indicate the model will require several iterations of removing relationships to fully
disassemble the graph.
Reviewing the core numbers presented in Table 5.6 reveals that none of the
Function Structure models analyzed resulted in graphs above 1-degeneracy. In other words,
the maximum core number, in-degree or out-degree, in any graph is 1. This means the
graphs either have disjointed nodes (which results in 0-degeneracy) or have induced
subgraphs that have end vertices (which results in 1-degeneracy). While this was not
expected, it is understandable as many of the Function Structure models have function
chains that end with a “storage” function, practically creating an end vertex. With this being
the case, core numbers do not provide a sufficient differentiation between the Function
Structure models analyzed in this study. Therefore, subsequent analysis will not use core
numbers and rely on the Ameri-Summers metric as the decomposition metric.
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5.3.5 Model evaluation
Finally, models generated by participants are evaluated using a 20-item rubric [96].
As discussed in section 4.4.4, the rubric includes nine questions that specifically address
the black box model in the Function Structure. Participants in this study were not
specifically instructed to create a black box model, and most participants did not ultimately
create one in their Function Structure model. Therefore, the 20-tem rubric is trimmed by
removing all the questions that focus specifically on the blackbox model, resulting in a
modified 11-item rubric. Table 5.7 presents the average score on each of the 11 items and
the count of participants that received points for that item.
Table 5.7: Summary of rubric-based evaluation of function models
Num
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Question
Do the function–flow pairs in the functional model take the
general form of a verb/noun pair?
Is the functional model free of nonsensical functions?
Is the functional model free of nonsensical flows?
Is the model free of instances where the system acts on the
system?
Is flow directionality consistent with the transformation in the
functions?
Are flows conserved across function transformations?
Does the functional model represent flow conservation overall?
Is there an attempt to connect flow chains into a unified model?
Are the proper energy, material, and signal flow arrow
conventions followed?
Do the function–flow pairs in the functional model overall
represent a plausible view of the product?
Are flow paths appropriate for product representation?

Mean

Count
Passed

0.21

6

0.61
0.57

17
16

0.82

23

0.96

27

0.39
0.61
0.96

11
17
27

0.64

18

0.86

24

0.61

17

Overall, participants performed poorly on questions 10 and 15, with only six and
eleven models receiving points, respectively. Conversely, participants performed well on
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questions 13, 14, 17, and 19, with points awarded to 23, 27, 27, and 24 participants,
respectively. Areas of poor performance include verb-noun pairing of functions and flows,
flow conservation, and appropriateness of functions and flows. This suggests that a
function modeling environment or tool that can “compile” function models and highlight
errors in vocabulary and flow conservation may be useful. Participants were able to convey
a plausible view of the product with consistent flow directionality and unified flow chains.
Mean scores on the eleven items can be added together to obtain the average model
evaluation score. In this study, participants scored an average of 7.25 points with scores
ranging from 2 to 11 points.
5.4 Preparing Data for Statistical Analysis
Following an initial review of the data collected, samples for each variable are
tested for normality, checked for outliers, and scaled as needed.
5.4.1 Testing for normality
Statistical analysis that is based on the Central Limit Theorem generally requires
and assumption of normal distribution of the data. In cases where extremely large samples
sizes are available (n >> 30), one can assume the data to be normally distributed without
conducting specific tests unless the data is expected to exhibit a different distribution such
as bimodal, Weibull, or lognormal models. However, with a relatively small sample size
(n=28), the data collected in this study cannot be assumed to come from a normal
distribution. While an assumption of normality is not necessary for regression-based
analyses, variables analyzed in this study are tested for normality to get a better
understanding of the data. Two normality tests are used: the Anderson-Darling test
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(“adtest()” in MATLAB) and the Lilliefors test (“lillietest()” in MATLAB); both tests are
conducted using a significance level of 0.05. The Anderson-Darling test found 24 out of
58 variables were not normally distributed. Similarly, the Lilliefors test found 23 out 58
variables to fail the assumption of normality. Between both tests, 27 variables failed the
assumption of normality. P-values from the normality tests are identified in Table 5.8, with
variables by input, process, and output.
Table 5.8: Results of normality tests on variables
Input
Measure
Normality
SQ-R
0.007
PGO
0.089
LGO
0.500
RPS
0.500
Conditional
0.403
Inquiring
0.014
Exploring
0.325
Independent
0.058
Creative
0.310
defLenBefore
0.046
defLenAfter
0.014
editDistance
0.080

Process
Measure
Normality
eleDist_B
0.016
eleDist_BT
0.270
eleDist_E
0.009
eleDist_ET
0.500
eleDist_Note
0.001
eleDist_sysB
0.001
actDist_Add
0.049
actDist_Delete
0.212
actDist_Edit
0.500
actDist_Pause
0.109
actDist_ReadPS
0.060
timeDist_Add
0.500
timeDist_Delete
0.003
timeDist_Edit
0.138
timeDist_Pause
0.103
timeDist_ReadPS
0.295
chainDist_Frwd
0.071
chainDist_Bkwd
0.219
chainDist_NucIn
0.012
ChainDist_NucOut
0.295
eleTotal
0.500
actTotal
0.137
modelTime
0.491
pauseTime
0.007
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Output
Measure
Normality
elements
0.500
relations
0.216
DoF
0.216
connections
0.216
sumSP
0.001
maxSP
0.001
meanSP
0.001
densitySP
0.024
sumFR
0.001
maxFR
0.001
meanFR
0.001
densityFR
0.001
sumBtwn
0.001
maxBtwn
0.001
meanBtwn
0.003
densityBtwn
0.148
sumCC
0.001
maxCC
0.001
meanCC
0.001
densityCC
0.001
ameriSummers
0.212
modEval
0.202

For input and process measures, a third of the measures are found to not have a
normal distribution. Conversely, nearly a third of the output measures are found to have a
normal distribution. Within the input measures, the Anderson-Darling test fails to reject
the null hypothesis for defLenBefore and defLenAfter measures, but lower p-values are
obtained using the Lilliefors test. Similarly, the actDist_Add measure is not found to fail
the Anderson-Darling test. Conversely, the chainDist_NucIn measure from process, and
the densitySP, sumFR, and meanBetween measures do not fail the Lilliefors test but are
rejected by the Anderson-Darling test.
The cognitive attribute measures used in the study (first nine of the input measures)
are existing constructs and were expected to be normally distributed as the literature did
not specifically claim a different distribution. The adjusted measures of function definition
length (defLenBefore and defLenAfter) were not expected to be normally distributed,
largely because there was little insight into statistical distribution of textual definitions,
especially with a smaller sample size. Similarly, the editDisance measure was not expected
to be normally distributed because it is entirely reliant on the two measures of function
definition length. As such, the only unexpected finding within the input measures is SQ-R,
which upon visualization is found to have a more uniform distribution.
The process measures are a numerical account of modeling behaviors during the
function modeling activity. As such, it is not reasonable to assume that the data describing
modeling behaviors will be normally distributed. Within element distribution measures,
eleDist_BT and eleDist_ET are found to be normally distributed, while others failed both
normality tests. For activity distribution, only actDist_Add is fails one of the normality
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tests (Anderson-Darling), whereas the timeDist_Delete fails both normality tests. Within
Chaining distribution, chainDist_NucIn is found to not have a normal distribution. Finally,
the time spent in pauses measured in seconds fails both normality tests. Ultimately, more
process measures are found to be normally distributed than expected.
The output measures, specifically the complexity metrics, are derived values using
a topological analysis of the Function Structure model. The size metrics, which are direct
measures of the function model, are expected to be normally distributed under the
assumption that function models generated by participants are reasonable representations
of the design problem. This is because all participants answered the same design prompt,
so the functions models generated are expected to similar with respect to the types of
functions identified and the flows processed. However, other complexity metrics are higher
order manipulations of the bipartite graph, and values computed for these metrics may
exhibit clustering or other extranormal characteristics. This is evidenced by the p-values
presented in Table 5.8, where nearly all of the interconnection and centrality metrics fail
the normality tests. Interestingly, ameriSummers is found to be comfortably normal with a
p-value of 0.212. Rubric-based evaluation of the model also passes the normality test. This
is not surprising as the rubric was developed to evaluate student generated Function
Structure models, and student grades are generally normally distributed.
5.4.2 Searching for outliers
Next, samples for each variable are tested for outliers. Since some of the variables
were found to not be normally distributed, the search for outliers were performed using
scaled median absolute deviation (MAD) instead of using mean and standard deviations.
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Values that are found to be more than three scaled MADs away from the median are
considered to be outliers. However, due to the sample size (n = 28) available for this study
and the nature of cognitive attributes and human behavior data, not all outliers are removed.
In this study, outliers are not removed unless they affect the mean by more than 10% of the
original value when removed. These will be referred to as extreme outliers.
Within the input measures collected in this study, three outliers are found in the
SQ-R measure. All three of the outliers were high scores (114, 121, and 117); however,
none of these affected the mean more than 10% when removed and are included in the
statistical analysis. No outliers are found in any of the remaining input measures.
For the process measures, no extreme outliers are found in the summary metrics
shown in Table 5.5, or in the chaining distribution measures. Several outliers are found in
eleDist_sysB with three of them affecting the mean more than 10%. However, the system
boundary is a special case, where participants are only expected to create on system
boundary for the entire Function Structure model. Therefore, in cases where participants
create more than one system boundary or recreate the system boundary several times, they
can become outliers. While these cases are noteworthy, they are not removed from the
analysis since the same participants are not found to be outliers with respect to other
process measures. Other outliers are found in the actDist_Add, actDist_Delete, and
actDist_ReadPS; however, none of those are extreme outliers and thus are included in the
statistical analysis. One instance of an extreme outlier is found in the time distribution
measures (timeDist_Delete). Removal of this outlier changed the original mean of 21.7%
to 19.5%, resulting in a change of 10.13%. While the change is marginally above the
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threshold of 10%, no other measures for that participant are found to be outliers. Therefore,
data for that participant is not removed from analysis.
Finally, the output measures are tested for outliers. No outliers are found for the
rubric-based evaluation of the models. For the complexity metrics, extreme outliers are
expected as the metrics build on each other and differences in samples can be amplified in
some cases. No outliers are found for size and decomposition metrics. Three outliers are
found in the interconnection metrics, with one outlier in the sumSP metric passing the
threshold of 10% change in mean value. Several outliers were found for centrality metrics,
with at least one extreme outlier in sumBtwn, maxBtwn and meanBtwn each. Additionally,
an extreme outlier is found in meanCC and densityCC each. However, since outliers were
expected in the complexity metrics, they are not removed from the data. If the subsequent
analysis shows promising correlations in the centrality metrics, further investigation would
be needed to formulate hypotheses based on those correlations.
5.4.3 Scaling raw values
Once all the measures are reviewed, the raw values of the measures are normalized
to facilitate correlation across scales. While normalizing the values is not necessary for
simple least squared regression, large differences in magnitude between predictors can
result in distorted results for multiple linear regression. For example, if one of the five
predictors has values in 100s while other predictors are all smaller than 10, the analysis can
falsely identify the predictors with larger values as more important even when that may not
necessarily be the case. For the input measures, each of metric is normalized based on the
actual range of the scale (see Table 4.1) and not based on the observed values. In the case
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of process measures, all but 4 measures are distributions with values in percentage. As such
none of these are normalized. For the remaining four measures (element count, activity
count, modeling time, pause time), normalization was not done as these measures are not
used in the multiple regression analysis. Finally, none of the output measures are
normalized as they are not used as predictors in any of the analyses. All values are that re
normalized are scaled to be in a range of 0 to 1.
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CHAPTER 6:
INVESTIGATING RELATIONSHIPS USING LINEAR REGRESSION
This chapter focuses on a regression-based analysis of patterns between variables
of interest. Correlations between three pairs of variables are included: (1) input-process,
(2) input-output, and (3) process-output. Pairwise linear regression is discussed in section
6.1, with an overview of correlation results and discussion of select pairs of variables that
show potential relationships. Similarly, results from multiple linear regression are
discussed in 6.2 highlighting specific process and output measures are correlated with the
predictors. Finally, implications of potential relationships are discussed in section 6.3.
Due to the exploratory nature of the study, ordinary least squares regression is used
with a linear fit model. Simpler regression methods are chosen to avoid overfitting and
because of the ease of implementation. Moreover, the nature of relationships being
investigated in this study is largely unknown. Therefore, as a first pass examination and
filtering, a linear model is deemed appropriate. More advanced regression and modeling
techniques can be applied in subsequent analysis of parts of the data, or in follow-up studies
targeting specific relationships.
6.1 Pairwise Linear regression
An ordinary least squares regression is carried out between each pair of measures
using the MATLAB function “fitlm”. This is done to compare input measures to process
measures, input measures to output measures, and process measure to output measures. A
MATLAB function to obtain the R2-values from the linear model is presented in Appendix
F.2. With nine input measures, 24 process measures, and 22 output measures, a total of 942
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pairs are tested. A MATLAB script for automating the regression modeling, for both
pairwise and multiple linear regression, can be found in Appendix F.3, It should be noted
that out of the 29 total complexity metrics, eight metrics related to core numbers are not
used in this analysis. As previously discussed, the models generated by participants in this
study did not lend themselves to a useful comparison using the core number metrics.
6.1.1 Input-process correlations
Input measures are compared to process measures where a total of 216 (9 x 24)
correlations are tested with ordinary least squares regression. A coefficient of
determination (R2), a measure of goodness of fit, is obtained for each pair of variables
tested. For each of the nine input measures, 24 R2-values are generated. Results are
summarized in Table 6.1, where an average of all R2-values is presented for each input
measure (mean R2). Additionally, the maximum R2-value observed with respect to each
input measure is presented, including the corresponding process measure that resulted in
the maximum R2-value.
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Table 6.1: Pairwise linear regression of input and process measures
Inputs
SQ-R
PGO
LGO
RPS
Conditional
Inquiring
Exploring
Independent
Creative
defLenBefore
defLenAfter
editDistance

Mean R2
0.030
0.036
0.047
0.047
0.032
0.047
0.052
0.039
0.041
0.071
0.071
0.065

Max R2
0.130
0.119
0.229
0.194
0.144
0.212
0.198
0.122
0.179
0.307
0.241
0.225

Process with Max R2
timeDist_Add
actTotal
actDist_ReadPS
eleDist_B
actDist_ReadPS
eleDist_ET
actTotal
timeDist_Pause
timeDist_Add
eleDist_Note
eleDist_Note
actDist_Add

The mean R2-value for each input measure is below 0.1, suggesting that none of the
inputs showed a potential correlation with all or most of the process measures. The highest
mean R2-value is found for the function definition length measures (0.071), followed by
editDistance (0.065), and “exploring” thinking style (0.052), and LGO, RPS, and
“inquiring” thinking style (0.047). In terms of maximum R2-values, these were observed
for defLenBefore (0.307), defLenAfter (0.241), LGO (0.229), editDistance (0.225), and
“inquiring” thinking style (0.212).
The measures of function definition both show potential correlation with the
eleDist_Note measure, suggesting that longer definitions of function are correlated with
the number of notes used by participants. Figure 6.1shows a scatterplot of adjusted function
definition length and percent of elements as notes (eleDist_Note).
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Figure 6.1: Comparing function definition length with proportion of “note” elements in
modeling process
For both definitions of function (before and after activity), longer definitions trend
with more notes in the Function Structure model. While this may be coincidental within
this data set, the relationship is not inexplicable. Participants who provide verbose and/or
more through definitions of functions are also participants who are likely to make notes on
the model to further explain their reasoning, to outline a mental model on the whiteboard,
or to carry out a thought experiment in writing. While this is the strongest trend observed
in this data with respect to linear regression between input-process pairs, notes added to
the model are not one of the primary elements of the function modeling. Therefore, the
trends between function definition and eleDist_Note are likely a more general correlation
and not a finding specific to function modeling behaviors.
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The relationship between LGO and actDist_ReadPS is also found to be potentially
correlated. Figure 6.2 shows a scatter plot of PGO, LGO, and actDist_ReadPS.
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Figure 6.2: Comparing goal orientation with proportion of modeling activities as reading
problem statement
The proportion of activities coded as readPS trends downward with an increase in
LGO; however, a similar but opposite trend with PGO is not found. From an LGO
perspective this may mean that participants who lean towards learning orientation tend to
internalize the problem when they initially read it, resulting in a diminished need for
reading the problem again during the modeling process. Interestingly, the lack of a
complimentary trend with PGO suggests that some participants who prefer PGO also
internalize the problem, suggesting there may be other factors involved that contribute to
the frequency of referring to the problem statement. From anecdotal observations,
participants seem to refer to the problem not only for specific information but also when
they were stuck in the modeling process and looked to the design prompt for guidance.
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Another potential relationship observed is that between the “inquiring” thinking
style and eleDist_ET. Figure 6.3 shows a scatter plot of the two measures, with the
“inquiring” thinking style on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 6.3: Comparing "inquiring" thinking style with edge text elements during modeling
As shown in Figure 6.3, participants who reported higher preference for the
“inquiring” thinking style generally produced more “edge text” elements or flow labels as
a proportion of all the elements generated during the modeling process.

Similar

correlations are not found when comparing the “inquiring” thinking style to proportion of
flows added during the modeling process, or to the number of flows in the final model.
This suggests that the “inquiring” thinking style may be better correlated to
experimentation with flow labels during the modeling process, but not with the flow data
in the final outcomes. Additionally, there may be clustering effects in the relationship
between “inquiring” thinking style and eleDist_ET, with extreme views on the thinking
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style correlated with extreme values on eleDist_ET but neutral views on the “inquiring”
thinking style less correlated with average proportion of edge text elements in the modeling
process.
Another potential correlation is between “exploring” thinking style and the count
of activities, where count of activities trends upwards with an increase in preference for the
“exploring” thinking style. Figure 6.4 shows a scatter plot, with the “exploring” thinking
style on the horizontal axis and the total count of activities during the modeling process on
the vertical axis.
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Figure 6.4: Comparing "exploring" thinking style with total count of modeling activities
Plotting the “exploring” thinking style against actTotal reveals that the R2-value
maybe overestimated because of one data point (11,41) that is separated from the bulk of
the data. Removing that particular data point lowers the coefficient of determination to
0.136. While weaker than originally found, the directionality of the trend remains,
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indicating that increased preference for the “exploring” thinking style is correlated to more
modeling activities over time. This suggests that participant who are more likely to take
and exploratory approach to design also tend to experiment more during the modeling
process, taking frequent pauses between additions to the model and more readily editing or
deleting existing elements. This is further supported by higher element counts in the
modeling process correlated with higher preference for “exploring” thinking style (R2 =
0.167).
Finally, participant scores on the risk propensity scale (RPS) show potential
correlation with eleDist_B. Figure 6.5 shows a scatter plot of RPS scores against the
proportion of elements added as “block” during the modeling process.
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Figure 6.5: Risk propensity compared with proportion of block elements in modeling
In this case, an increase in RPS scores trends with a decrease in eleDist_B
suggesting that participants who are more tolerating of risk and ambiguity introduce fewer
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functions compared to other modeling elements during the modeling process. This is
supported by a complementary trend when RPS is compared to eleDist_E where increasing
propensity for risk trends with an increase in the proportion of flows added to the model,
albeit with a smaller coefficient of determination (0.084). This indicates that there is
potential for a relationship between designer’s views on risk and their focus on function or
flows when generating Function Structure models.
To summarize, five separate correlations of interest are identified between input
measures and process measures. The predictors, response variables, and R2-values are
presented in Table 6.2, along with brief comments about the relationships.
Table 6.2: Summary of Input-process correlations
Predictor

Response

R2-value

LGO

actDist_ReadPS

0.229

RPS

eleDist_B

0.194

Inquiring

eleDist_ET

0.212

Exploring

actTotal

0.198

defLenBefore
defLenAfter

eleDist_Note

0.307
0.241

Comments
Preference for LGO correlates with reading
the prompt less often; suggests early
internalization of the problem
Tolerance for risk correlates with fewer
functions in the model compared to flows;
suggests less functional independence
“Inquiring” thinking style correlates with
more flow labels generated;
“Exploring” thinking style correlates with
more modeling activities; suggests smaller
bursts of additions and more trial and error
Longer definitions of function correlate with
preference for using notes; likely a reflection
of behavior unrelated to function modeling

In addition to the relationships highlighted in Table 6.2, preference for the
“creative” thinking style is found to trend with more time spent adding elements to the
model (R2 = 0.179). Interestingly, the systemizing quotient is not found to be correlated
with any of the process measures. However, it is found to be correlated with another input
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measure, LGO (R2 = 0.462). Increasing scores in SQ-R trend with higher preference for
LGO.
6.1.2 Input-output correlations
Next, the input measures are compared to the output measures using pairwise linear
regression. The mean and maximum coefficients of determination are reported in Table 6.3
along with the output measure where the maximum R2-value is observed.
Table 6.3: Pairwise linear regression of input and output measures
Inputs
SQ-R
PGO
LGO
RPS
Conditional
Inquiring
Exploring
Independent
Creative
defLenBefore
defLenAfter
editDistance

Mean R2
0.017
0.046
0.012
0.075
0.022
0.025
0.054
0.036
0.010
0.016
0.022
0.049

Max R2
0.084
0.129
0.039
0.218
0.074
0.060
0.129
0.113
0.037
0.077
0.050
0.162

Output with Max R2
densityFR
meanCC
desnitySP
meanFR
elements
modEval
densitySP
maxFR
meanBtwn
meanSP
relations
maxSP

As observed in the input-process correlations, mean values of R2 across output
measures are also below 0.1, suggesting that the individual measures do not have
discernable relationships with all output metrics. Input measure with largest mean R2-value
is found to be RPS (0.075), followed by “exploring” thinking style (0.054) and editDistance
(0.049). Moreover, majority of the maximum R2-values are related to one of the two
interconnection metrics, flowrate and shortest path.
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At the individual pair level, correlations observed between input measures and
output measures are generally weaker than those observed between input measures and
process measures. The strongest correlation observed is between participant’s risk
propensity (RPS) and mean flowrate computed from the final Function Structure model
(meanFR), with an R2-value of 0.218. Figure 6.6 shows a scatter plot of participant scores
on RPS and the mean flowrate.
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Figure 6.6: Comparing risk propensity and mean flowrate of final model
As presented in Figure 6.6, increase in RPS scores trends with increasing the
average flowrate of the final function model. This suggest that participants who are less
risk averse tend to create models that are more interconnected and have more flows
between any two functions on average. In graph theory terms, the flowrate is a measure of
the amount of information in the system. From that perspective, affinity for risk in
individuals may be correlated with function models with high information content. Within
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the Function Structure framework, a higher flowrate measure is an indication of functional
coupling and/or consolidation, where the function model defined few high-level system
functions and allowed for multiple flow transformations with one function block. This is
further supported by a similar trend observed between RPS and meanCC (R2 = .209),
suggesting that risk propensity is also related to the level of clustering found in the Function
Structure models. Finally, a linear correlation is used in Figure 6.6 but the scatter plot
indicates that a non-linear relationship (e.g. a polynomial fit) may prove to be a better fit
for the data.
The “exploring” thinking style is found to be correlated with densitySP, elements,
and relations measures from the complexity metrics. Figure 6.7 shows a scatterplot, with
exploring “thinking” style on the horizontal axis and density of shortest path lengths on the
vertical axis.
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Figure 6.7: Comparing "exploring" thinking style with densitySP
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The densitySP measure is found to trend downward with an increasing preference
for “exploring” thinking style implying that a more “exploring” approach to function
modeling tends to produce more interconnected models. The densitySP measure is
dependent on shortest path between each pair of elements in the function model and the
overall size of the function model. Larger, more interconnected Function Structure models
are expected to score low on densitySP. This suggests that a more “exploring” approach to
function modeling generates larger function models in addition to more connectivity in the
model. This is supported by positive trends when comparing “exploring” thinking style
with the number of elements in the final model (R2 = 0.119) and the number of relations in
the model (R2 = .109).
Another potential relationship between input and output measures is between
editDistance and maximum shortest path length in the final model. Figure 6.8 presents a
scatterplot of the two variables.
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Figure 6.8: Comparing editDistance with maximum shortest path lengths (maxSP)
The change in how participants defined function from before the modeling activity
to after the modeling activity is found to positively trend with maxSP of the final Function
Structure models. This suggests that creating larger models, or models that are not strongly
interconnected potentially changes how participants define function. This is supported by
prior work focused on function definition analysis, where larger function models were
found to be correlated with a topical change in the function definition [47].
Finally, the performance goal orientation measure is potentially related to the
meanCC complexity metric. Figure 6.9 shows a scatter plot with goal orientation
(PGO/LGO) on the horizontal axis and meanCC on the vertical axis.
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Figure 6.9: Comparing goal orientation with mean clustering coefficient
Increase in PGO scores trends with lower meanCC values, suggesting that
participants who favor a performance orientation tend to construct Function Structure
models that exhibit less clustering. Interestingly, the same comparing with LGO shows no
clear trend. This is similar to the relationship examined between goal orientation and
actDist_ReadPS (see Figure 6.2), where LGO and PGO did not necessarily trend in
opposite direction. This may point towards a lack of interdependence between LGO and
PGO within function modeling behaviors and outcomes. Specifically for the data presented
in Figure 6.9, the correlation between meanCC and PGO indicates that aversion to PGO
generally correlates with higher clustering in Function Structure models, while strong
preference for PGO leads to lower clustering in models. However, the trend may be
nonlinear or discontinuous as neutral views on PGO show the same effect on meanCC as
strong preference on PGO.
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To summarize, four separate correlations are found to be of interest when
comparing input measures to output measures. These are presented in Table 6.4, with
predictors, response variables, the coefficient of determination, and brief comments about
the relationship.
Table 6.4: Summary of input-output correlations
Predictor

Response

R2-value

PGO

meanCC

0.129

RPS

meanFR

0.218

densitySP

0.129

elements

0.113

maxSP

0.162

Exploring
editDistance

Comments
PGO trends with lower average clustering in
model; suggests preference for PGO leads to
more functions and fewer flows.
RPS trends positively with mean flowrate;
suggests tolerance for risk correlated with more
topological information in function model.
“Exploring” thinking style correlated with lower
densitySP and more elements; suggests that
“exploring” style leads to larger models.
Edit distance trends positively with maxSP;
suggest models with longer shortest paths
correlate with more change function definition.

6.1.3 Process-output correlations
Finally, the process measures are compared to output measures using pairwise
linear regression. As previously mentioned, a total of 24 process measures are used and
22 output measures are used. An average of the R2-values for each process measure and
the maximum R2-value observed within each process measure are tabulated in Table 6.5.
Additionally, the output measure that resulting in the maximum R2-value for each process
measure is included.
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Table 6.5: Pairwise regression results for process and output measures
Process Measure
eleDist_B
eleDist_BT
eleDist_E
eleDist_ET
eleDist_Note
eleDist_sysB
actDist_Add
actDist_Delete
actDist_Edit
actDist_Pause
actDist_ReadPS
timeDist_Add
timeDist_Delete
timeDist_Edit
timeDist_Pause
timeDist_ReadPS
chainDist_Frwd
chainDist_Bkwd
chainDist_NucIn
ChainDist_NucOut
eleTotal
actTotal
modelTime
pauseTime

Mean R2
0.221
0.200
0.117
0.140
0.115
0.031
0.042
0.035
0.119
0.060
0.114
0.029
0.015
0.075
0.052
0.199
0.038
0.152
0.020
0.006
0.280
0.218
0.127
0.078

Max R2
0.627
0.530
0.256
0.404
0.336
0.228
0.183
0.086
0.261
0.137
0.256
0.098
0.041
0.174
0.188
0.430
0.127
0.442
0.077
0.038
0.586
0.540
0.363
0.275

Output with Max R2
meanFR
densityCC
relations
modEval
maxFR
maxSP
densityBtwn
sumSP
sumFR
densityCC
ameriSummers
densityBtwn
meanSP
sumFR
maxFR
relations
densityBtwn
maxFR
ameriSummers
ameriSummers
relations
maxFR
maxFR
maxFR

As shown in Table 6.5, the mean coefficients of determination for process measures
and output measures are significantly higher than those for input-process and input-output
correlations. This suggests that the process of constructing a Function Structure model is
more strongly related to the resulting Function Structure than the individual differences
between participants. Specifically, the total number of elements, the element distribution,
and the total number of activities were found to have stronger correlations on average with
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output measures. With respect to individual pairs, the strongest correlation is found
between the eleDist_B and meanFR, with an R2-value of 0.627. Figure 6.10 shows a scatter
plot of the two measures, with eleDist_B on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 6.10: Comparing proportion of elements as blocks (eleDist_B) to mean flowrate
The trend presented in Figure 6.10 suggests that as participants introduce more
blocks elements or functions during the modeling process in comparison to other elements,
the mean flowrate of the final Function Structure model trends downwards. This is not an
unexpected finding, as the meanFR is dependent on the number of flows passing through
each function. If addition of functions to the model is not complemented by addition of
flows at a similar rate, the overall flowrate of the Function Structure model is diminished.
Interestingly, the “flowrate” measures (sumFR, maxFR, meanFR, densityFR) are
frequently observed as being correlated with the process measures as shown in Table 6.5.
It seems to be dependent on not only the element distribution, but also on activity
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distribution, chaining distribution, activity count, and to a lesser extent, on modeling time
and time spent in pauses.
The second largest R2-value is observed between total number of elements
generated during the modeling process (eleTotal) and the number of relations in the final
Function Structure model. This is an expected relationships as the functions and flows
generated during the modeling process are directly related to those that appear in the final
Function Structure model. While participants may edit or remove some of the functions
and flows generated during the modeling activity, ultimately, majority of the elements
remain in the completed Function Structure model. In some cases, participants are observed
erasing large sections of the modeling and to either modify the model or recreate similar
elements with a different topology. This is observed in the strength of the correlation (R2
= 0.586) being significantly lower than 1.
Next, a potential relationship is observed between the total number of activities and
meanFR. Figure 6.11 presents a scatter plot with actTotal on the horizontal axis and
meanFR on the vertical axis. It should be noted that the maxFR and meanFR (see Figure
6.10) measures are related but do not trend together. Therefore, correlations with meanFR,
or the average flowrate of a model, are not necessarily indicative of correlations with
“maximum flowrate” observed in a model.
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Figure 6.11: Comparing number of activities with maximum flowrate
An increase in activity count, meaning more individual activities observed during
the modeling process, trends with an increase in maximum flowrate found in the final
Function Structure model. This, along with the data presented in Figure 6.10 suggests that
an increase in the number of modeling activities is likely related to an increase in the
number of flows to a greater extent compared to an increase in the number of functions
added in the model. It should be noted that this is not necessarily suggestive of any effects
of modeling time on the number of functions or flows generated in the modeling process;
instead, it relates to the relative proportion of functions and flows in the final model.
The next largest R2-value is found when comparing eleDist_BT with densityCC
(R2 = 0.530), suggesting the proportion of block text elements during the function modeling
process has an impact on the density of clustering in the final Function Structure models.
As previously discussed in section 5.2, eleDist_B and eleDist_BT are strongly correlated.
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This is because nearly all block elements were followed by a block text element during the
modeling activity, with rare exceptions observed in cases where participants decide to edit
to rewrite the block text. As such, trends with eleDist_BT are expected to also be observed
with eleDist_B. Figure 6.12 shows a scatter plot with eleDist_B and eleDist_BT on the
horizontal axis and densityCC on the vertical axis.
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Figure 6.12: Comparing proportion of block and block text elements with densityCC
Increasing proportion of block and block text elements shows a decrease in the
density of clustering coefficients. This trend can be explained by the nature of the clustering
coefficients which are related to the ratio of elements and relations in a model. As
eleDist_B and eleDist_BT in a model increase, eleDist_E and eleDist_ET are expected to
decrease. Thus, the ratio of elements (functions) to relations (flows) in a model moves
closer to 1, resulting in a model that becomes less clustered and more uniform.
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Another potential correlation observed between the process measures and output
measures is found between proportion of elements added to the model using backward
chaining and the maximum flowrate of the final function model. Figure 6.13 shows a
scatter plot with chainDist_Bkwd on the horizontal axis and maxFR on the vertical axis. .
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Figure 6.13: Comparing backward chaining use to maximum flowrate
An increase in the use of backward chaining is found to trend with an increase in
maximum flowrate of the Function Structure model. Backward chaining places more
emphasis on the output flows, both at the system-level and at element-level. A focus on
output flows is expected to emphasize flows in general during the modeling activity,
resulting in an element distribution that favors flows. Although this trend is not observed
when comparing chainDist_Bkwd and eleDist_E (R2 = 0.03), a complementary trend is
observed between backward chaining and eleDist_B (R2 = 0.281) suggesting more use of
backward chaining correlated with fewer functions added compared to other elements.
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Therefore, the nature of backward chaining and the data presented in Figure 6.13 suggest
that using backward chaining affects ratio of functions and flows ultimately present in the
final model, affording an opportunity for higher maxFR values. Interestingly, none of the
other chaining methods are found to have noteworthy correlations with output measures.
Finally, the proportion of time spent reading the problem statement is potentially
correlated with the number of relations or flows found in final Function Structure model.
Figure 6.14 shows a scatter plot with timeDist_ReadPS on the horizontal axis and the
number of elements (functions) and relations (flows) on the vertical axis.
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Figure 6.14: Comparing time spent in readPS with model size
Generally, more time spent reading the problem statement resulted in few functions
and flows in the final model. This is also observed in the number of elements generated
during the modeling process (R2 = 0.252), suggesting that increase in timeDist_ReadPS
leads to participants creating smaller function models.
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To summarize, five separate correlations between process measures and output
measures are identified as potential relationships. These are presented in Table 6.6
including the predictor, response variable, the coefficient of determination, and brief
comments about the nature of the relationship.
Table 6.6: Summary of process-output correlations
Predictor

Response

R2-value

eleDist_B

meanFR

0.627

actTotal

maxFR

0.540

eleDist_B
eleDist_BT

densityCC

0.607
0.530

chainDist_Bkwd

maxFR

0.442

timeDist_readPS

relations

0.430

Comments
Proportion of block elements is negatively
correlated with mean flowrate; adding more
functions make models less interconnected
Total number of activities is positively related to
maximum flowrate; more activities lead to more
interconnected models
Proportion of block elements is negatively
correlated with clustering density; fewer
functions and more flows increase densityCC
Increase in backward chaining correlated with
higher max flowrate; backward chaining favors
addition of more flows
More timeDist_ReadPS negatively correlated
with number of relations; more time spent
reading the problem leads to smaller models.

Process measures are frequently found to be correlated with interconnection
measures; suggesting that the function modeling process has more noticeable impact on
the ratio of functions and flows present in the final model.
6.2 Multiple Linear regression
Following the pairwise linear regression, multiple linear regression was used to
correlate all predictors to a single response variable. For example, all input measures are
used to predict a single process measure; this set of predictors and response variable is
referred to as a variable set. As such, when comparing input measure to process measures,
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the variable set will always include all the input measures with the process measure being
altered for each new variable set. A regression models were created using the “regress()”
function in MATLAB. The method used in this study simply attempts to fit a linear model
to the data. Given the large number of variables sets and the unknown nature of
relationships, it is not feasible to design, test, and refine an appropriate linear model for
each set of variables. Therefore, the approach relies on a simple linear regression fit using
the default settings on the “regress()” function. The resultant coefficient of determination
is used to compare the level of correlations between variables sets. Additionally, the pvalue resulting from an F-test of the regression model is used to inform the significance of
the correlation. The F-test compares the regression model with a null model. A null model
replaces the regression coefficients with zeros and predicts the response variable with an
intercept only model. The test investigates if including the predictor variables leads to a
statistically significant improvement estimating the response variable. The R2-value and pvalue are used to guide the discussion of the variable sets and potential relationships for
future examination.
6.2.1 Input-process correlations
Input measures are compared to the process measures using multiple linear
regression. All twelve input measures identified in Table 6.1 are used to create a regression
model for one of the process measures. This is repeated for all 24 process measures
described in Table 6.5. The R2-values for each process measure are shown Table 6.7, along
with p-values that show the significance of the relationships. P-values below the
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significance level of 0.05 are highlighted in green, whereas those between 0.05 and 0.1 are
highlighted in yellow.
Table 6.7: Input-process correlation using multiple linear regression
Measure

Chaining
Methods

Time
Distribution

Activity
Distribution

Element
Distribution

Block
Block Text
Edge
Edge Text
Note
System Boundary
Add
Delete
Edit
Pause
Read Problem Statement
Add
Delete
Edit
Pause
Read Problem Statement
Forward
Backward
Nucleation In
Nucleation Out
Total Element
Total Activities
Modeling Time
Pause Time

Label
eleDist_B
eleDist_BT
eleDist_E
eleDist_ET
eleDist_Note
eleDist_sysB
actDist_Add
actDist_Delete
actDist_Edit
actDist_Pause
actDist_ReadPS
timeDist_Add
timeDist_Delete
timeDist_Edit
timeDist_Pause
timeDist_ReadPS
chainDist_Frwd
chainDist_Bkwd
chainDist_NucIn
ChainDist_NucOut
eleTotal
actTotal
modelTime
pauseTime

R2-value
0.528
0.346
0.571
0.602
0.591
0.480
0.523
0.309
0.374
0.585
0.542
0.680
0.418
0.487
0.588
0.377
0.434
0.396
0.355
0.306
0.270
0.423
0.522
0.618

p-value
0.182
0.666
0.111
0.074
0.086
0.288
0.193
0.762
0.583
0.094
0.158
0.020
0.454
0.270
0.090
0.575
0.409
0.519
0.638
0.771
0.850
0.442
0.195
0.058

As seen in Table 6.7, the R2-values found using multiple linear regression are higher
than those found in pairwise linear regression. This is expected as introducing multiple
predictors tends to increase the R2-value and this analysis uses twelve predictor values
instead of a single one. Therefore, the coefficients of determination themselves are not
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sufficient to determine whether there is a practical and useful correlation between the input
measures and the process measure in question. Instead, for any R2-values found to be of
interest, the p-value needs to be examined.
The strongest correlation comparing input measures and process measures using
multiple linear regression is found for the proportion of modeling time spent in add
activities (timeDist_Add) with a R2-value of 0.68. In this case, the corresponding p-value
is found to be 0.02, which is below the chosen significance level. This mean that the
regression model created using the combination of twelve input measures and the
timeDist_Add is significantly different from a null model. If a targeted analysis of this
particular correlation is desired, then the regression coefficients should be reviewed to
understand whether the weights align with any existing understanding of the physical and
cognitive phenomenon. The regression model may need to be further refined by collecting
more data, tweaking the weights, or selecting a subset of predictors. The relationship may
in fact be nonlinear, warranting a different regression model altogether.
Other process measures that show promising correlation with input measures
include the total time spent in pause activities (paueTime), the proportion of elements as
edge text (eleDist_ET), and proportion of elements as “notes” (eleDist_Note). Two other
pause related measures, actDist_Pause and timeDist_Pause, are also potentially interesting.
All of these measures have p-values that are larger than 0.05 but smaller than 0.1. This
means that while they did not meet the original significance level, from a perspective of
exploratory work involving human behavior, these relationships are appropriate for further
investigation. Specifically for the case of pauseTime, this is an interesting relationship for
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future work because time spent in pauses is observed to have significant differences
between participants. This is further supported by the input measures potentially being
correlated to the actDist_Pause and timeDist_Pasue measures. Together, this indicates that
the observed differences in participant behaviors with respect to pauses may be explained
by combined effect of individual differences between designers.
6.2.2 Input-output correlations
Next, the input and output measures are compared using a multiple linear regression
analysis. Like with process measures, the variable set for regression modeling included all
input measures and one output measure at a time. Coefficients of determination identified
from multiple linear regression are shown in Table 6.8 along with associated p-values.
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Table 6.8: Input-output correlations using multiple linear regressions
Label
Elements
elements
Dimension
Relations
relations
DoF
DoF
Connections
Connections
connections
Sum
sumSP
Max
maxSP
Shortest Path
Mean
meanSP
Density
densitySP
Sum
sumFR
Max
maxFR
Flowrate
Mean
meanFR
Density
densityFR
Sum
sumBetween
Max
maxBetween
Betweenness
Mean
meanBetween
Density
densityBetween
Sum
sumCC
Max
maxCC
Clustering
Coefficients
Mean
meanCC
Density
densityCC
Decomposition
Ameri-Summers ameriSumemrs
Model Evaluation
modEval

Centrality

Interconnection

Size

Measure

R2-value
0.503
0.350
0.350
0.350
0.322
0.290
0.393
0.588
0.302
0.348
0.531
0.618
0.332
0.266
0.292
0.444
0.367
0.315
0.491
0.528
0.329
0.213

p-value
0.234
0.652
0.652
0.652
0.730
0.808
0.529
0.090
0.780
0.660
0.177
0.058
0.703
0.858
0.803
0.380
0.603
0.748
0.260
0.183
0.711
0.939

As observed with the process measures, the R2-values found for output measures in
multiple regression are higher than those found in pairwise regression. Additionally, the
regression models developed for output measures are less significant on average compared
to those in the process measures. As presented in Table 6.8, none of the p-value are below
the chosen significance level; however, two cases are found where the p-values are between
0.05 and 0.1. The density of flowrate (densityFR) metric and density of shortest path length
(densitySP) metric are found to have R2-values of 0.618 and 0.588, respectively. Both
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metrics are a measure of the level of interconnection within the Function Structure model.
This suggests that a combination of input measures is correlated with an aspect of
information content (densityFR) and connectivity (densitySP) within the Function
Structure model. This is along the same lines as correlations in pairwise regression, where
the interconnections metrics were found to be more correlated with the input measures.
Other than the two interconnection measures, none of the output measures have pvalues below 0.15. Therefore, even though large coefficients of determination are observed
(R2 > 0.5), they may not necessarily indicate a correlation with the corresponding output
measure. The R2-values only indicate the percentage of variation in the output measure that
can be explained by the linear fit model.

6.2.3 Process-output correlations
Next, the process measures are compared to the output measures using multiple
linear regression model. The coefficients of determination and associated p-values are
presented in Table 6.9.
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Table 6.9: Process and output correlations using multiple regression
Measure

Centrality

Interconnection

Size

Elements
Relations
DoF
Connections
Connections
Sum
Max
Shortest
Path
Mean
Density
Sum
Max
Flowrate
Mean
Density
Sum
Max
Betweenness
Mean
Density
Sum
Max
Clustering
Coefficients
Mean
Density
AmeriDecomposition
Summers
Model Evaluation
Dimension

Label
elements
relations
DoF
connections
sumSP
maxSP
meanSP
densitySP
sumFR
maxFR
meanFR
densityFR
sumBetween
maxBetween
meanBetween
densityBetween
sumCC
maxCC
meanCC
densityCC
ameriSumemrs

R2-value
0.960
0.975
0.975
0.975
0.854
0.817
0.845
0.891
0.909
0.958
0.874
0.947
0.847
0.818
0.787
0.771
0.969
0.954
0.899
0.856

p-value
0.035
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.406
0.551
0.443
0.254
0.184
0.038
0.323
0.063
0.435
0.547
0.654
0.701
0.019
0.047
0.223
0.398

0.986

0.003

modEval

0.958

0.037

Coefficients of determination reported by the multiple regression analysis
comparing process measures and output measures are significantly higher than those found
when comparing input measure to either process or output measures. While this is also
observed to some extent in the pairwise regression analysis of process-output measures,
the R2-values found in this case suggest a strong relationship between the process and
output measures which is further supported by small p-values for many of the correlation
as shown in Table 6.9. This is likely due to the large number of process measures (24)
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used for the regression. One way to address this is to apply a significance level modifier
such as the Bonferroni correction. The p-values can be reinterpreted by first dividing the
significance level by the number of predictors, then comparing the p-values against this
modified significance level. In this case, the 0.05 significance level will be reduced to
0.0021, and the 0.1 threshold will be reduced to 0.0042. With this approach, only one
output measure is found to be correlated with process measures, the ameriSummers
decomposition metric. This suggests that all the process measures combined have an
impact on the cost for decomposing the model. Reviewing the regression coefficients, three
of the activity-distribution measures (actDist_Add, actDist_Delete, actDist_Edit) are
weighted more than others. This suggests that the number of modeling activities influence
the decomposability of the model based on the ameriSummers measure.
An alternative way to mitigate overestimation of R2-values is to reduce the number
of predictors. To do this, predictors need to be separated or eliminated either using
knowledge of the physical phenomenon or by using hierarchical regression methods. In
this case, the process measures are separated into 5 categories: element distribution,
activity distribution, time distribution, chaining distribution, and summary measures. The
four distribution categories are individually tested for correlation using multiple regression
analysis. Results for element distribution and chaining methods distribution are presented
in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10: Multiple regression with element distribution and chaining distribution
Label
elements
relations
DoF
connections
sumSP
maxSP
meanSP
densitySP
sumFR
maxFR
meanFR
densityFR
sumBetween
maxBetween
meanBetween
densityBetween
sumCC
maxCC
meanCC
densityCC
ameriSummers
modEval

Element Distribution
R2-value
p-value
0.328
0.169
0.436
0.042
0.436
0.042
0.436
0.042
0.192
0.559
0.314
0.196
0.548
0.006
0.359
0.118
0.293
0.243
0.457
0.030
0.661
0.000
0.469
0.025
0.162
0.668
0.194
0.550
0.161
0.675
0.275
0.289
0.586
0.003
0.619
0.001
0.673
0.000
0.651
0.001
0.409
0.061
0.612
0.001

Chaining Distribution
R2-value
p-value
0.063
0.659
0.087
0.527
0.087
0.527
0.087
0.527
0.020
0.920
0.185
0.172
0.130
0.332
0.059
0.686
0.047
0.758
0.462
0.002
0.308
0.029
0.200
0.142
0.019
0.926
0.110
0.416
0.027
0.881
0.379
0.009
0.358
0.013
0.377
0.009
0.412
0.005
0.446
0.002
0.130
0.332
0.258
0.063

As seen in Table 6.10, a reduction in the number of predictors also results in the
smaller values of R2, while not penalizing the p-values. The strongest correlation is
observed for meanCC (R2 = 0.673), followed by meanFR (R2 = 0.661). These correlations
further support the relationships found using pairwise regression between process measure
and output measures (see Table 6.6). Specifically, a notion that the distribution of elements
generated during the modeling process influences the connectivity of the final Function
Structure model. While this is not a surprising discovery since the interconnection and
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centrality measures depend on the ratio of elements and relations to some extent. However,
an interesting observation is that the elements and relations metrics in output measures are
not as strongly correlated with the element distribution. This mean that the function, flows,
and labels generated during the modeling process are not necessarily reflective of number
of functions and flows found in the final model but are reflective of the interconnection
and centrality found in the final model. Notably, all the clustering coefficient measures are
found to have stronger correlation compared to other complexity metrics. Interestingly, the
rubric-based evaluation (modEval) is found to be correlated with the element distribution.
Another metric with strong correlation is meanSP (R2 = 0.548) suggesting that the
combined distribution of elements influences the connectivity of the final Function
Structure model.
When comparing the distribution of chaining methods with output measures, the
strongest correlation is found with maxFR (R2 = 0.462), followed by densityCC (R2 =
0.446). In both of these cases, the p-value is less than 10% of the chosen significance level
conforming that the regression with predictors (chaining methods) is significantly better
than using the null model. The relationship between chaining methods and maxFR is
supported by the relationship between backward chaining and maxFR observed in the
pairwise regression analysis. Along with a weaker correlation with meanFR (R2 = 0.308),
this suggests that the combination of chaining methods used for constructing the Function
Structure model affects the quantity of flows moving between functions in the final
Function Structure model. Finally, it should be noted that while ameriSummers was found
to be the only significant correlation when using Bonferroni correction on the data
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presented in Table 6.9, that metric is not found to have outstanding correlations with either
element distribution or chaining distribution.
Next, results from regression modeling of output measures using activity
distribution and those using time distribution are presented in Table 6.11. The R2-values
and p-values are presented for each group of predictor variables. P-values that fall below
0.05 are highlighted in green while those between 0.05 and 0.1 are highlighted in yellow.
Table 6.11: Multiple regression with activity distribution and time distribution
Label
elements
relations
DoF
connections
sumSP
maxSP
meanSP
densitySP
sumFR
maxFR
meanFR
densityFR
sumBetween
maxBetween
meanBetween
densityBetween
sumCC
maxCC
meanCC
densityCC
ameriSummers
modEval

Activity Distribution
R2-value
p-value
0.308
0.126
0.516
0.005
0.516
0.005
0.516
0.005
0.388
0.043
0.251
0.239
0.160
0.538
0.116
0.718
0.434
0.021
0.337
0.086
0.170
0.499
0.138
0.627
0.372
0.053
0.316
0.114
0.337
0.087
0.280
0.173
0.344
0.079
0.373
0.053
0.241
0.263
0.210
0.354
0.496
0.007
0.245
0.255
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Time Distribution
R -value
p-value
0.389
0.019
0.461
0.005
0.461
0.005
0.461
0.005
0.391
0.018
0.121
0.545
0.091
0.682
0.223
0.195
0.375
0.024
0.278
0.099
0.035
0.932
0.213
0.218
0.372
0.025
0.231
0.177
0.314
0.061
0.118
0.557
0.187
0.292
0.181
0.310
0.037
0.925
0.018
0.979
0.455
0.006
0.105
0.615
2

Strength and significance of correlations observed for activity distribution and time
distribution are similar. This is expected since the activity distribution is a measure of
number of activities and time distribution is a measure of time spent in activities. With the
exception of readPS activities, the frequency of activities and proportion of time spent in
those activities are not significantly different. Overall, the number of relations, the
ameriSummers metric, and sumFR are found to have strong correlations for both groups of
predictors. In general, the R2-values are smaller for time distribution while the p-values are
mixed, with some output measures showing higher p-values for activity distribution while
other having higher value for time distribution.
As previously discussed, both activity and time distributions are ameriSummers,
with R2-values of 0.496 and 0.455, respectively. In both cases, the p-value is found to be
below the significance level of 0.05, suggesting there are significant effects of predictors
in the regression model. A review of the regression coefficients shows that more activities
of any kind tend to increase the ameriSummers score with largest effects from edit and
pause activities. In the case of time distribution, more time spent in pause, and readPS
activities tends to decrease the ameriSummers score, while time spent in delete and edit
activities seems to have negligible effect on the ameriSummers scores. The regression
coefficients in activity distribution and time distribution together can be interpreted to
understand that more activities generally tend to increase the ameriSummers scores, while
more time spent not adding to the model correlates with lower ameriSummers scores.
Ultimately, it should be noted that this is a preliminary interpretation of the regression
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model for ameriSummers metric; further testing and refinement to gain a deeper insight
into the nature of the relationship.
Besides the ameriSummers metric, the number of relations is found to be correlated
with both activity distribution (R2 = 0.516) and time distribution (R2 = 0.461). In both
cases, the p-values are smaller than the significance level by a factor of 10. Therefore, a
significant correlation is expected between the predictors and the count of relations or
number of flows in the model. Finally, the sumFR metric may also be correlated with
activity distribution (R2 = 0.434) and time distribution (R2 = 0.375). The p-values in this
case (0.021 and 0.024) are closer to the significance level compared to ameriSummrs and
relations metrics but still indicate a significant effect of predictors.
In summary, the analysis using multiple linear regression shows correlations that
are similar to those found in pairwise linear regression. Input measures are better correlated
with process measure as opposed to output measures. Alternatively, correlations between
process measures and output measures are generally stronger than those between inputprocess or input-output. Using a multiple regression model generally showed that variables
pairs that are found to be strongly correlated using pairwise regression tend to also play an
dominant role in multiple regression, For example, the flowrate measures and clustering
coefficient measures were seen repeatedly as being correlated with both inputs and process
measures in pairwise regression. The same output measures are also found to be correlated
when compared to all input measures at once or groups of process measures as shown in
Table 6.10 and Table 6.11. The one exception discovered in the multiple regression
measures was the ameriSummers metric, which was not strongly correlated with any
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individual input or process measures but was found to be correlated with a combination of
modeling activities.
6.3 Implications of Potential Relationships
As previously mentioned, the goal of this research is to examine patterns in the
function modeling process and identify appropriate research questions that can be
investigated in targeted experiments. To facilitate a systematic examination of
relationships, an input-process-output framework of function modeling was developed.
Data collected from surveys and protocol study experiments are processed to generate
measurable and comparable variables. The analyses presented in section 6.1 and section
6.2 compares these variables to identify promising relationships. This section summarizes
the different relationships identified between input-process, input-output, and processoutput correlations to consider how they fit into the input-process-output framework of
function modeling and discusses the implications of potential relationships within Function
Structure modeling.
6.3.1 Goal orientation
The regression analysis revealed several relationships between individual
difference measures and the process and outcome of a function modeling activity.
Participant’s learning goal orientation (LGO) is found to be correlated with the activity
distribution; specifically, the proportion of activities where participants are reading the
problem statement. Participants favoring learning goal orientation are found to read the
problem statement less often and for less time during the modeling activity.
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To understand the implication of this relationship from the perspective of function
modeling, we need to first look at how a readPS activity is coded. As shown earlier in
Figure 4.2, the design prompt in this activity is placed “out of the way” for participants to
encourage deliberate movements to read the prompt. Two types of behaviors are coded as
readPS in the video coding process:

when participants momentarily turn from the

whiteboard to look at the design prompt, and when participants entirely disengage from the
modeling activity to read the given prompt. While these activities indicate a different level
of “referring to the problem”, both are coded similarly, except for the amount of time noted
for the activity. Momentary readings of the prompt are generally short, compared to the
longer instances of readPS which are more often complete disengagement from the
modeling activity. The two different styles of readPS may be related to how participants
approach the problem. Do they read the problem thoroughly and internalize the key
concepts? Or do they skim the problem on their first reading and return to it repeatedly for
clarification and guidance in the modeling process? This behavior is likely related to the
participant’s LGO and therefore contributes to the correlation between LGO and
actDist_ReadPS and timeDist_ReadPS.
6.3.2 Concept design thinking style
Regression analysis also identified a correlation between the “inquiring” thinking
style and proportion of elements added as edge text. From a higher-level abstraction, this
suggests that participants’ thinking style in terms of conceptual design is related to the
distribution of elements produced during the modeling process. Participants who are more
inclined to ask questions to improve their understanding of a phenomenon may approach
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the process of function modeling differently when compared to those who rely on prior
knowledge and focus on implementation and application of that knowledge. How these
differences materialize during the function modeling process is unknown; however,
regression analysis of variables has identified few relationships between thinking style and
aspects of the modeling process and outcome. In addition to “inquiring” thinking style
being correlated with element distribution, the “exploring” thinking style is correlated with
the total number of activities in the modeling process. With respect to the output measures,
the “exploring” thinking style is also correlated with lower density of shortest path lengths
and larger models. The effects of participant’s dominant design thinking style on function
modeling are likely to extend to other design tools that demand subjective and non-singular
inputs from participants. For example, during requirements generation, a designer with
preference for “inquiring” thinking style may identify different types of requirements
compared to someone with a “conditional” thinking style. Similarly, the effectiveness of a
concept generation tool may vary from designer to designer based on the preferred design
thinking style.
6.3.3 Risk propensity
The risk propensity measure, RPS, is found to be correlated with the proportion of
elements added as block during the modeling process (eleDist_B) and the mean flowrate
in the in the final Function Structure model (meanFR). This suggests that participant
perceptions on risk are related to the generation of functions during the function modeling
process and the interconnectedness of the final function model. Participants who were
found to be risk-averse use more functions on average, with fewer flows being processed
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by each function. On the contrary, participants who identified themselves more as “risktakers” generally produced fewer functions during the function modeling process and
created Function Structure models that are more interconnected with each function
processing several flows on average. A correlation that can be inferred from this is that
eleDist_B is correlated to meanFR, with attitudes towards risk driving both measures. This
is actually observed in comparing process measures to output measures, where eleDist_B
was found to be correlated with meanFR (R2 = 0.627). This is the only cases observed
where the effect of the individual difference can be traced throughout the function
modeling process. If correlations observed in this research hold, then it can be hypothesized
that a designers views on risk influence the element distribution during the modeling
process, which in turn influence the connectivity with the final function model.
To further investigate the role of risk propensity in function modeling, the meaning
of risk from an engineering perspective needs to be considered. A definition of risk
generally accepted by engineers is built into the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) tool. Risk can be characterized based on severity, occurrence, and detection of a
failure. Applying that to Function Structure models, risk can be introduced in the function
model by building in functional interdependence. This inherently increases the severity as
failure within one function can propagate to other functions. When one function is expected
to handle many transformations of flows, the occurrence of failure increases due to the
increase in the number of interactions of interface regions. Finally, detection of failure also
becomes difficulty when function chains are highly interconnected as failures can quickly
propagate to different parts of the system demanding more advanced detection
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mechanisms. With this in mind, participants who actively consider risk during modeling
and attempt to avoid risk are more likely to create function models that are more
functionally independent and introduce more detection mechanism to find and contain
function level failures. From a topological perspective, this can materialize as more
functions compared to flows and construction of Function Structure models that focuses
on separate functional chains rather than a centrifugal decomposition of the system level
function.
Finally, it should be noted that neither view of risk (aversion or affinity) is right or
wrong for modeling Function Structures. Function models created by risk averse designers
are more likely to consider interactions between functions and different types of flows and
account of potential issues that may arise due to a lack of compatibility. Alternatively,
models created by designers comfortable with risk and ambiguity are more likely to support
development of innovative solutions. Research has found that positive attitudes towards
risk are correlated with creativity [166,189]. Moreover, a student’s readiness to accept a
model construction method may be affected by their views on risk. Methods that focus on
the flows and model one functional chain at a time are likely to be welcomed by risk averse
designers, which risk takers may find those methods difficult to incorporate. With respect
to teaching function modeling, this indicates that explicitly discussing both approaches to
function modeling may benefit students in creating better function models. Risk seeking
students who tend to focus on key functions should be encouraged to review their final
model using a flow-centric approach. Similarly, risk averse students should be asked to
consider key functions and functional relationships as a final step in the modeling process.
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This can help in building function models that are both more creative and more resilient to
failures that stem of functional interdependence.
6.3.4 Element distribution in modeling process
When comparing process measures to output measures, the distribution of elements
is found to correlate with flowrate and clustering measures in the complexity metrics.
Specifically, the proportion of block elements is inversely related to the mean flowrate of
the function model and density of clustering coefficients in the function model. This
relationship is largely explainable by the definitions of meanFR and densityCC metrics.
Both of these metrics are calculated based on the number of elements (function) and
relations (flows) present in the final Function Structure model. However, the number of
functions and flows generated during the modeling process is not necessarily the number
that will ultimately be present in the final model. This is because most participants did not
create the entire functional model without editing or deleting any of the modeling elements.
Participants were given a novel design problem with the expectation that it will lead
participants to think about the functionality of the system, experiment with solution
architectures, and discover functional requirements in the process of creating a function
model. While cases exist where participants crated a function model without any
modifications during the process, nearly all participants created more elements during the
function modeling activity than were present in their final Function Structure model. This
is further supported by regression results that show element distribution having stronger
and more significant correlations with interconnection and centrality metrics compared to
size metrics. This is observed in pairwise linear regression of process measures to output
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measures (see Table 6.5) and in multiple regression of element distribution to output
measures (see Table 6.10). Therefore, the correlations between element distribution
measures and certain complexity measures are not simply a topological inevitability;
instead, some of the correlation is being driven by patterns in modeling behaviors.
6.3.5 Chaining method in modeling process
Prior work has shown that different chaining methods are used in creating Function
Structure models [91,97], and when participants are given partially completed models
seeded with different chaining methods, they generate more functions and flows when
using nucleation chaining [149]. In this study, chaining methods are not found to be
correlated with any of the individual difference measures. Using pairwise regression, the
strongest correlation with respect to input measures is found between chainDist_Frwd and
editDistance (R2 = 0.138). Other comparisons with input measures results in an R2-value
less than 0.1. This suggests individual measures, at least those used in this study, do no
inform the type of chaining method preferred by participants.
When comparing chaining methods to output measures, the proportion of backward
chaining used to add elements to the model is found to correlate with the maximum
flowrate observed in the model (R2 = 0.442). In this case, an increase in the use of backward
chaining trends with a higher maxFR. Similar correlations are also observed when
comparing backward chaining with the clustering coefficient measures. Moreover, these
relationships are also observed when using multiple regression comparing chaining
methods with output measures. This suggests that use of backward chaining, more so than
other chaining methods, creates more interconnected models with more clustering around
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key functions. Backward chaining occurs when a new element is added while the sink for
that element is already present. For example, when participants add input flows to an
existing function, these flows are added using backward chaining. This may explain why
backward chaining is correlated with higher flowrates and clustering. In the videos
collected for this study, participants were often observed adding additional flows towards
the end of the modeling activity. At this point, the model is largely complete; however,
participants were observed adding energy and signal flows to existing functions. At times,
this was done to address flow conservation issues, while other cases were mean to add
ancillary detail to the model. Sometimes, participants realize they had ignored some aspect
of the model, an energy source for example, and they would directly add an “EE” flow to
a function or add a add a short chain to convert the electrical energy into an appropriate
form before delivering it to the function block. This was also done using backward
chaining. These types of additions to the model increase the flowrate as they simply add
flows from the environment to some function.
6.3.6 Systemizing quotient
This study targeting the role of individual differences was conducted without many
expected relationships. As previously mentioned, the nature of the interaction between
individual differences and the function modeling process was largely unknown, with this
study intended to provide some insight into attributes and behavioral patterns that may be
important in explaining the differences in function models generated by students for the
same given design problem. Even so, with the development of the input-process-output
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framework, certain expectations emerged in terms of how the variables may be correlated.
One of these variables was systemizing quotient.
The systemizing quotient captures an individual’s tendency to think in systems and
try to structure seemingly random information they encounter in their everyday lives.
Therefore, participant scores on SQ-R were expected to correlate with both the process and
outcome of constructing a Function Structure model. However, the analyses conducted for
this study found no such correlation that stand out. Participants scores on SQ-R are not
found to be correlated with any of the process measures used in the study. With pairwise
regression comparing SQ-R and process measures, the strongest correlation is found with
eleDist_ET (R2 = 0.130), suggesting that increasing SQ-R scores trends with models that
have fewer flows or fewer flows being labeled. No discernable relationship is observed
with the remaining process measures (R2 < 0.1). Similarly, SQ-R scores do not seem to
inform model complexity with respect size, interconnection, centrality, or decomposition.
The strongest correlation is found with densityFR; however, none of the R2-values are
above 0.1. It is unclear whether this lack of correlation is an accurate assessment of the
phenomenon, meaning there is no relationship between SQ-R and function modeling, or
an indication of some aspect of function modeling that was not captured in this study.
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CHAPTER 7:
DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTION OF A TARGETED EXPERIMENT
This chapter will discuss the development and execution of a targeted experiment
based on the patterns and correlations examined in the protocol study. Among the
relationships discussed in section 6.3, one involving the risk propensity (RPS) and mean
flowrate (meanFR) of the final function model is chosen. The reasons for choosing this
particular relationship are two-fold:
1) RPS is the only measure where correlations are observed in both modeling
process and model outcomes. Similarly, meanFR (or another flowrate measure) is observed
to be related to both input and process measures.
2) the experiment needed to be conducted virtually, with the entire study housed
within a survey. This limits the types of relationships that can be explored due to the
inability to collect modeling videos or conduct interviews with participants.
Therefore, a survey-based experiment is designed where participants are asked to
complete two of the individual measure surveys and create two Function Structure models
for two design prompts that are designed to be functionally similar while maintaining
contextual differences. The experiment aims to investigate the following research
questions.
RQ1: What effects does the designer’s risk propensity have on their Function Structure
model?
a) Risk propensity affects size of the function model.
b) Risk propensity affects level of interconnection in the model.
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RQ2: What effects does the designer’s goal orientation have on their Function Structure
model?
a) Goal orientation affects size of the function model.
b) Goal orientation affects level of interconnection in the model.
The experiment was set up to investigate both research questions. However, the
analysis presented in this chapter focuses on the relationships between RPS and function
model size and interconnection (RQ1). Influence of goal orientation on function model size
and interconnection can be investigated in future analyses of the data.
7.1 Experiment design
A mixed-experiment design using within-subject and between-subject replication
was used in this experiment. Each participant was given two function modeling activities
with a unique design prompt for each activity. The design prompts are designed to be
similar based on the vocabulary, embedded function, problem coupling, and difficulty
level. This is done to test consistency of behavior within the participant in addition to
testing for general trends between participants.
7.1.1 Variables
The independent variables in this experiment are the individual measures: risk
propensity scale (RPS), learning goal orientation (LGO), and performance goal orientation
(PGO). Moreover, the design prompt used can also be considered an independent variable.
The dependent variables include model size and model interconnectedness (defined by
complexity metrics). Since the experiment is to be completed remotely, modeling time will
also be collected and used for data validation. Risk propensity is expected to be related to
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dependent variables, while the goal orientation expected to have no significant effect on
either of the dependent variables.
7.1.2 Participants
Participants in this study needed to have basic knowledge of function modeling,
along with the ability to identify and understand key requirements related to the given
design prompt. Therefore, fourth-year mechanical engineering undergraduate students
were recruited for this study. All participants were enrolled in a pre-capstone mechanical
design course at the time of this study. The experiment was conducted after engineering
functions were covered in class. A total of 31 participants from two different sections of
the course completed the study. However, only 30 participants completed all parts of the
study. Moreover, useful data was only available from 28 participants. It should be noted
that, coincidentally, this is equal to the number of participants ultimately used in the
protocol study.
7.1.3 Design prompts
The design prompts used in this experiment are taken from prior work studying
Function Structure modeling [98,149,150,180]. Prompt A was originally adopted from a
study investigating how designers create Function Structure models [91], while prompt B
was a modified version of a trash disposal system problem used in a creativity study [126].
These prompts are presented in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Design prompts used in the experiment
Prompt A: Automatic Clothes Ironing Device
Design an automatic clothes-ironing machine for use in hotels. The purpose of
the device is to press wrinkled clothes as obtained from clothes dryers and fold them
suitably for the garment type. You are free to choose the degree of automation. At this
stage of the project, there is no restriction on the types and quantity of resources
consumed or emitted. However, an estimated 5 minutes per garment is desirable.
Prompt B: Automatic Recycling Sorter
Design an automatic recycling machine for household use. The device should
sort plastic bottles, glass containers, aluminum cans, and tin cans. The sorted materials
should be compressed and stored in separate containers. The amount of resources
consumed by the device and the amount of space occupied are not limited. However,
an estimated 15 seconds of recycling time per item is desirable.
These prompts have been tested for similarity based on a systematic method
developed in prior work to compare design prompts [190]. Results from the prompt
comparison are presented in Table 7.2. It should be noted that the prompt comparison and
the following discussion are imported from previous work where the prompts were
compared [190]. The experiment conducted for this research is similar from the perspective
of problem solving and since the same prompts are used here, the discussion is provided
for context.
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Table 7.2: Comparing design prompts based on size
Metric
Words
Characters
Sentences
Paragraphs
Embedded
Functions
Coupling
Difficulty level
Time to solution

Prompt A
70
415
5
1
3 (sort, press,
fold)
Low
Moderate
15-20 minutes

Prompt B
61
391
5
1
3 (sort,
compress, store)
Low
Moderate
15-20 minutes

Similarity
85.20%
No
93.90%
Yes
100%
Yes
100%
Yes
Yes
100%
100%
100%
100%

Yes
Yes
Yes

While the prompts are not of identical size, the level of similarity in size was
considered sufficient for the purpose of this experiment. Additionally, the level of coupling
and the difficulty level were identified to be similar by a faculty familiar with the student
participants. A pilot study with two participants from the same research group was
conducted to identify the time needed for completion for each design prompt. These results
were not included in the study analysis.
As the participants were enrolled in a pre-capstone design course, a similar level
domain familiarity was expected for both design prompts. Additionally, the concepts of
ironing and recycling were assumed to be culturally consistent for participants, most of
whom were united states residents between the ages of 18 and 25. Finally, a Flesch reading
ease score of 60 and 47 was calculated for prompt A and prompt B respectively. Both
suggested a recommended reading level below that of college students, ensuring that the
participants will be able to understand the prompts. Each prompt provided limited
information regarding the end user and neither prompt alluded to an existing artefact. The
structure of the prompts was designed to be similar, starting with background, followed by
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intended functions, resource restrictions, and finally time requirements. A Latent Semantic
Analysis of the design prompts was performed using the pairwise comparison tool at
http://lsa.colorado.edu/. The analysis found a term-to-term similarity of 89% and a
document-to-document similarity of 52%.

This discrepancy in semantic similarity

suggests that the terminology used in the two prompts was similar; however, the overall
meaning of the prompt was different.
7.1.4 Execution Procedure
The experiment was conducted in spring of 2021 (March – April) when restrictions
from the CVOID-19 pandemic barred an opportunity for an in-person experiment. As such,
the experiment was conducted online, in a survey format using Qualtrics (Appendix D:).
The survey was structured in four phases. In the first phase, participants completed a
demographics survey and watched a short video lecture about the basics of Function
Structure modeling. The video lecture was included in the survey to ensure all participants
had a basic understanding of function modeling using Function Structure models. In the
video, participants are introduced to different elements of Function Structure models,
general rules for function modeling are discussed, and an example Function Structure
model is constructed.
In the second phase, participants completed the risk propensity survey and were
given the first Function Structure modeling task. In the third phase, participants completed
the goal orientation survey, followed by the second function modeling task. Finally,
participants complete an exit survey in the fourth phase.
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7.1.5 Data collection and analysis
Two types of data are collected in the experiment: (1) responses to the survey data
and (2) Function Structure models. The survey data includes the responses to following.
•

Questions about function modeling experience

•

Risk propensity scale

•

Goal orientation survey

•

Questions about the design problems

•

Definition of function

•

Definition of risk

•

Direct questions about function modeling construction

The survey responses to the risk propensity scale and the goal orientation survey
are processed to obtain individual (RPS, PGO, and LGO). The process of calculating scores
from survey responses is discussed in section 4.4.1. It should be noted that in the case of
RPS, the survey provided for this experiment used a 7-point scale instead of a 9-point scale
as originally intended. As such, the range of scores was from -21 to 21 instead of the
original -28 to 28. While this is not ideal, the survey is expected to be stable within this
range.
Participant definitions of function and risk from an engineering perspective were
processed using the text analysis method described in section 4.4.2. In short, the definitions
are tokenized, stop words are removed, the term “function” is omitted, and the terms are
lemmatized. This allowed for the measurement of the core aspect of the definition without
being influenced by writing style.
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Next, the Function Structure models generated by participants are converted into
bipartite graphs, which are subsequently used to calculate graph complexity measures. As
discussed in section 4.4.4, 29 complexity metrics are generated for each Function Structure
model. The complexity metrics are divided into four classes: (1) size, (2) interconnection,
(3) centrality, and (4) decomposition. In this experiment, only the size and interconnection
metrics are considered.
7.2 Summary of Data collected
The experiment survey was sent out to two sections of a senior-level mechanical
design course, with between 30 – 45 students enrolled in each course. Between both
sections, 31 students initiated the experiment survey, with 30 of them completing 100% of
the survey. Out of the those who completed the full survey, 28 participants provided
function models for both prompts. As such, the analysis and discussion that follow is based
on responses from 28 participants.
7.2.1 Individual measures
Unlike the protocol study, this experiment was more targeted. As such, only two
individual measure surveys are used, the risk propensity scale and the goal orientation.
Therefore, only three cognitive attributes are computed. Additionally, participants are to
provide a definition of function, a definition of risk, and rank order their views on function
among three options. Table 7.3 shows a summary of the input measures collected for this
experiment, with mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values provided for
each measure.
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Table 7.3: Summary of individual measures from targeted experiment
Measures
RPS
PGO
LGO
funcDefLen
riskDefLen

µ
-1.25
6.54
10.79
6.04
7.82

σ
5.91
4.91
2.41
3.16
4.56

Min
-14
-3
5
2
3

Max
12
16
15
18
26

As presented in Table 7.3, participants overall identified as more risk averse and
preferred learning goal orientation. RPS scores ranged from -14 to 12, with an average
score of -1.25. Fourteen participants identified as leaning towards risk averse, four
participant reporting neutral views on risk, and ten participants learning toward risk
seeking. Similarly, participants leaned towards LGO by 4.25 points on average, with
twenty participants scoring higher on LGO, six participants scoring higher on PGO, and
two participants getting equal scores on both scales.
Participants definitions of function range from two terms to eighteen terms, with an
average of 6.04 terms. The majority of definitions are between four and seven terms. Two
especially long definitions are observed with lengths of twelve and eighteen terms. The
shortest example defines function as “… what a product does”. With respect to defining
risk, participants used between three and 26 terms with an average of 7.82 terms. Most
definitions of risk user between three and nine terms, with a single outlier definition using
26 terms. A variety of definitions were provided for risk, with the shortest example defining
it as “danger, chance of failure”. A few of the definition did make use of the FMEA
definition of risk and use one or more of the terms – severity, occurrence, and detection.
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Participant’s modeling experience and design experience is also included in the
survey; however, they are not used in this experiment as independent variables. Six of the
participants did not have any experience with function modeling. The remaining
participants self-reported an average expertise or lower with respect to constructing
function models. Moreover, nearly all of the prior experience with function modeling was
using function trees. This was expected due to a change in topical outline of the course
where participants generally learn about function modeling.
7.2.2 Function models
Next, the function models generated by participants are summarized. In this
experiment, only the size and complexity metrics are considered. As previously mentioned,
each participant generated two Function Structure models, resulting in a total of 56 (28 x
2) Function Structure models collected from this study. Figure 7.1 shows one of the simpler
Function Structure models generated by a participant for prompt A.
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Figure 7.1: Function structure model generated by participant (prompt A)
As seen in Figure 7.1, the participant created a simple model with three functions
and three input flows that are processed to output folded and ironed clothes. The Function
Structure model includes no black box model, and the flows are not drawn according to the
convention. Both, black box model and the arrow convention for flows. are covered in the
lecture video presented to participant at the beginning of the study.
Alternatively, the Function Structure model shown in Figure 7.2, outlines the
system functionality using a black box model and use the appropriate arrow conventions
for flows. Additionally, functions are identified to show flow exchange between the system
and the environment, and conversion of energy into the needed forms.
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Figure 7.2: Function structure model generated by participant (prompt B)
Ultimately, it should be noted that function models collected in this experiment are
generally smaller and less complete compared to those created by participants in the
protocol study. This may be an difference in experience as all of the students in the protocol
study were graduate students with some experience with function modeling, whereas many
of the participants in this study only learned about Function Structure models by watching
the lecture video provided in the study.
Next, the function models are transformed into bipartite graphs, which are then used
to compute graph complexity metrics. Four size metrics and eight interconnection metrics
are used for this experiment. A summary of the size metrics is presented in Table 7.4 with
mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values for both prompts.
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Table 7.4: Summary of size metrics
Metric
elements
relations
DoF
connections

Prompt
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B

µ
9.50
9.07
15.36
15.11
15.36
15.11
30.71
30.21

σ
4.03
3.65
5.77
9.72
5.77
9.72
11.54
19.43

Min
4
4
8
3
8
3
16
6

Max
23
19
26
59
26
59
52
118

Size metrics are observed to be similar between the two prompts. In both cases,
function models had an average of nine functions and fifteen flows. With respect to flows
and functions, the smallest and largest models are different between the two prompts. As
expected, the DoF and connections metrics are direct descendants of the relations metric
due to the nature of Function Structure models. One interesting difference to note between
the two prompts is in the standard deviation of relations (flows). For prompt A, a standard
deviation of 5.77 is observed, while for prompt B, a larger spread of relations is observed
(σ = 9.72). This is supported by the maximum number of flows observed in prompt B being
59 compared to that in prompt A being 26.
Next, the interconnection metrics are summarized in Table 7.5 with mean, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum values for models generated to address both prompts.
Two types of interconnection metrics are presented: (1) shortest path length and (2)
flowrate.
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Table 7.5: Summary of interconnection metrics

Shortest Path Length

Metric
sumSP
maxSP
meanSP
densitySP

Flowrate

sumFR
maxFR
meanFR
densityFR

Prompt
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B

µ
244.68
262.11
5.25
5.50
2.67
2.81
0.19
0.21
98.18
96.39
4.61
4.71
1.18
1.11
0.08
0.09

σ
237.07
282.72
1.38
2.10
1.27
1.34
0.10
0.09
66.77
69.29
2.64
3.38
0.67
0.40
0.05
0.05

Min
30
10
3
2
0.43
0.22
0.02
0.00
26
9
2
1
0.28
0.42
0.01
0.01

Max
860
994
8
11
4.64
4.96
0.46
0.42
248
246
14
20
4
2.06
0.22
0.22

As observed with size metrics, models generated from the two prompts are similar
based on the interconnection metrics. Percent difference in the mean values for all eight
metrics ranges from 2% to 12%, with the smallest mean difference observed in sumFR,
and the largest mean difference observed in density SP. The variance in metrics shows a
larger difference between the two prompts; however, none of the differences are larger than
70%. To understand whether Function Structure models generated from the two prompts
are statistically similar, complexity metrics computed for these Function Structure models
are compared next.
7.2.3 Comparing complexity measures for two prompts
Data presented in Table 7.5 combined with the summary of size metrics presented
in Table 7.4 suggests that the two prompts generated highly similar Function Structure
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models on average. For each of the twelve metrics, the difference between the means is
always less than half of the standard deviation observed in that corresponding metric.
While this indicates that the prompts are not likely to generate Function Structure models
that are significantly different, the complexity metrics are compared using paired twosample t-tests. Specifically, the number of elements, number of relations, mean shortest
path length (meanSP), and mean flowrate (meanFR) are compared.
Prior to performing the t-tests, the metrics of interest are tested for outliers. As
discussed in section 5.4.2, due to the nature of observations obtained from human subjects,
not all outliers are removed. Instead, outliers are removed when they affect the mean by
10% or more upon removal. The search for outliers in the four measures of interest revealed
two cases of extreme outliers, resulting in the removal of data from two participants. In
order to main consistency of number of observations, entire data set for those participants
is removed. As such, data from 26 participants is used to compare the two design prompts.
Four paired two-sample t-tests are performed, with a significance level of 0.05, Results are
presented in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6: Comparing design prompts based on four complexity metrics
Metric
elements
relations
meanSP
meanFR

Prompt

Mean

Variance

Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B
Prompt A
Prompt B

9.73
8.88
14.92
13.62
2.67
2.81
1.08
0.18

16.92
9.95
33.83
25.29
1.67
1.87
1.09
0.13
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Pearson
Correlation

p-value

0.414

0.293

0.623

0.174

0.635

0.511

0.586

0.812

Paired t-tests are used here because the Function Structure models for prompt A
and prompt B come from the same participants. Therefore, the complexity metrics derived
from those Function Structure models are not independent, and therefore should be tested
as paired. Of the four metrics chosen for t-tests, two represent model size (elements,
relations) and two represent level of interconnection in the model (meanSP, meanFR). As
presented in Table 7.6, the two prompts are not found to be significantly different based on
any of the four metrics tested. The prompts are least similar with respect to the number of
relations or flows in the model (p-value = 0.174), whereas they are most similar based on
meanFR (p-value = 0.812). These results suggest that the two design prompts generate
solutions which are statistically similar based on elements, relations, meanSP, meanFR.
Therefore, results from the two prompts can be combined, if needed, to increase the sample
size. Following the summary of data collected in the experiment, the research question
identified for the experiment is examined.
7.3 Results: Comparing RPS to modeling outcomes
Data collected in the protocol study found that participant views on risk,
specifically the RPS score, is inversely correlated with the proportion of functions added
during the function modeling activity, and directly correlated to the mean flowrate of the
Function Structure model. Based on this finding, RQ1 aims to investigate the relationship
between risk propensity and Function Structure models. RPS scores collected in this study
range from -14 to 12, with negative scores indicating a risk averse attitude, scores of zero
indicating a neutral attitude to risk, and positive scores indicating a risk seeing attitude. To
test relationship between RPS scores and Function Structure models, two hypotheses are
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formulated. These are based on observations from the protocol study and insight on how
participants may be thinking about risk while creating Function Structure models.
H1.A0: There is no significant difference in size of a Function Structure model with respect
to the sign on RPS score.
H1.A1: Model size decreases as RPS scores move from negative to positive.
The null hypothesis for H1.A assumes that the size of a Function Structure model,
the number of functions and flows, is not affected by participant’s score on RPS being
positive, negative, or zero. Alternatively, the model size is expected to decrease with
increasing risk propensity. The second hypothesis, H1.B, focuses on the interconnection
within the function model.
H1.B0: There is no significant difference in interconnection of Function Structure model
with respect to the sign on RPS score.
H1.B1: Interconnection in model increases as scores move from negative to positive.
The null hypothesis for H1.B assumes the sign on RPS scores has no impact on the
level of interconnection in the model, specifically using the meanSP and meanFR
measures. Alternatively, positive scores on risk propensity are expected to show a higher
level of interconnection.
As a first step to test these hypotheses, the complexity metrics were grouped based
on the RPS scores. Specifically, complexity metrics from both prompts associated with
negative RPS scores (RPS < 0) are assigned to group 1 – “averse”. Complexity metrics
associated with neutral RPS scores (RPS = 0) are assigned top group 2 – “neutral”. Finally,
complexity metrics associated with positive RPS scores (RPS > 0) are assigned to group 3
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– “seeker”. For each of the metric of interest, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) is
conducted to test whether the groups are statistically different based on a significance level
of 0.05.
7.3.1 Comparing RPS to model size
For this experiment, model size is represented by the number of elements
(functions) and the number of relations (flows) in the Function Structure model. Therefore,
to address the H1.A, a single-factor ANOVA is conducted for the size metrics. A summary
of the groups is presented in Table 7.7, where count, sum, average, and variance values are
shown for each group and both size metrics.
Table 7.7: Summary of size metrics based on RPS groups
Metric

Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

elements

Averse
Neutral
Seeker

24
8
20

208
70
206

8.667
8.75
10.3

9.971
7.357
19.379

relations

Averse
Neutral
Seeker

24
8
20

338
94
310

14.083
11.75
15.5

23.210
13.357
41.632

The count values shown in Table 7.7 represent twice the number of participants
who qualified for that group. There, twelve participants are in the “averse” group, four
participants are in the “neutral” group, and 10 participants in the “seeker” group.
Comparing the means and variances of the three groups, it is unclear whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the groups. Therefore, the ANOVA test is
conducted to identify if any of the three groups are significantly different from the other.
Results from ANOVA are presented in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8: One-way ANOVA results for model size metrics
Metric

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups
elements Within Groups
Total

32.04
649.03
681.07

2
49
51

16.02
13.24

1.210

0.307

3.187

Between Groups
relations Within Groups
Total

81.89
1418.33
1500.23

2
49
51

40.94
28.94

1.415

0.253

3.187

ANOVA results shows that insufficient evidence is available to reject the null
hypothesis (H1.A0). For comparing elements to risk, the p-value is 0.307, which indicates
that the differences in population means are not significant. Similarly, the p-value for
relations is found to be 0.253, which is also above the significance level of 0.05, resulting
in a failure to reject the null hypothesis.
7.3.2 Model interconnectedness
Next, the level of interconnection in the model is compared against participant RPS
scores. Specifically, the mean shortest path length and mean flowrate metrics are tested.
Summary of meanSP and meanFR with respect to risk groups are provided in Table 7.9.
Sample counts, sum, average, and variance are presented.
Table 7.9: Summary of model interconnection based on RPS groups
Metric

Groups

Count

Sum

meanSP

Averse
Neutral
Seeker

24
8
20

79.029
13.309
54.604

3.293
1.664
2.730

0.968
1.373
1.885

meanFR

Averse
Neutral
Seeker

24
8
20

29.247
6.175
20.982

1.219
0.772
1.049

0.085
0.120
0.190
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Average

Variance

The descriptive statistics grouped by RPS suggest that either positive or negative
views on risk correlate with higher average meanSP and meanFR, whereas neutral views
on risk are correlated with lower meanSP and meanFR on average. To investigate the
significance of these differences, a single factor ANOVA is conducted, and the results are
presented in Table 7.10.
Table 7.10: One-way ANOVA results for model interconnection
Metric

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Between Groups
meanSP Within Groups
Total

16.224
67.703
83.927

2
49
51

8.112
1.382

5.871

0.005

3.187

Between Groups
meanFR Within Groups
Total

1.238
6.411
7.649

2
49
51

0.619
0.131

4.733

0.013

3.187

In the case of model interconnectedness, sufficient evidence is found to reject the
null hypothesis (H1.B0). In the case of meanSP, the p-value is found to be 0.005, which is
less than the significance level of 0.05. Similarly, for meanFR, the p-value is found to be
0.013 (< 0.05). Further insight into the difference between groups can be found by
comparing the mean squared (MS) values in Table 7.10. In both cases, the variance
between groups is four to five times greater than the variance within groups. These results
indicate that at least one of three groups being investigated has a mean value significantly
different from at least one other group. In order to better understand the results, boxplots
are used to visualize the data. Figure 7.3 shows boxplots for meanSP, grouped by RPS
scores.
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Figure 7.3: Boxplots comparing meanSP based by risk groups
The “averse” and “seeker” groups both show higher mean and median values
compared to those of the “neutral” group. This suggests that strong views on risk in either
direction are related to higher meanSP values. Moreover, mean value of the “neutral” group
is higher than the median, suggesting there is a clustering of “meanSP” values to the lower
end, with a few larger values raising the mean. In the case of “averse” group, two outliers
are observed which are significantly lower than the mean. However, as shown in Table 7.9,
these outliers do not affect the general trend in mean. Additionally, nearly all of the
observations in the “averse” group fall above the third quartile of the “neutral” group, and
above the median in the “seeker” group. This indicates that shortest path lengths in the
“averse” group are longer on average than those in the “neural” and “seeker” groups.
Longer shortest paths point to less interconnectivity in the model as more nodes needs to
be travelled to reach the destination. This supports the alternative hypothesis H1.B1 which
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states that positive scores of RPS are related to more interconnection in Function Structure
models.
Next, the meanFR values are visualized in Figure 7.4. Three boxplots are generated,
one for risk “averse” group, one for risk “neutral” group, and one for risk “seeker” group.

Figure 7.4: Boxplots comparing meanFR by risk groups
Similar to the trends seen with meanSP, “neutral” scores on risk are related to lower
meanFR scores while either positive or negative scores on RPS are related to higher
meanFR values. Four outliers are found in the meanFR values for the “averse” group. Three
of these are above the mean, whereas one is below the mean. With the exception of the low
outlier, nearly all of the data for the “averse” group is above the third quartile of the
“neutral” group, and above the median of the “seeker” group. Additionally, the data for
“averse” group is clustered around the mean, while the data in “neutral” and “seeker”
groups is distributed further from the mean on both sides.
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Unlike the comparison of meanSP values, the difference between “averse” and
“seeker” group is not as clear with respect to meanFR. Therefore, the two groups are
compared using a two-sample t-test assuming unequal variances. The mean difference is
hypothesized to be zero and a significance level of 0.05 used. Results from the test are
presented in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Result from t-Test comparing meanFR for “averse” and “seeker” groups
Averse

Seeker

Mean

1.219

1.049

Variance

0.085

0.190

Observations

24

20

Hypothesized Mean Difference

0

df

32

t Stat

1.483

P(T<=t) one-tail

0.074

t Critical one-tail

1.694

P(T<=t) two-tail

0.148

t Critical two-tail

2.037

The two groups are not found to be significantly different based on the chosen
significance level. The p-value for one tail comparison is below 0.1 and that for two tails
is below 0.15. Using a more relaxed significance level (α = 0.15), which has been used in
other studies using human subject data, the difference is sufficiently significant. However,
the significance level is not altered in order to maintain consistency with other analyses
discussed in this study. Therefore, it can be concluded that participants in the “averse”
group generated Function Structure models with higher mean flowrate compared to
participants in the “neutral” and “seeker” groups. Higher meanFR values indicate more
flows between functions on average, resulting in a more interconnected model. However,
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it is possible that individual functional chains in a model have high flowrate internally, but
they are not connected with other functional chains in the model. Such models are likely
to have high meanFR and high meanSP.
Comparison of RPS with model interconnection, using both meanSP and meanFR,
show that “neutral” scores on the RPS scale tend to correlate with lower interconnection
compared to either of the extreme scores. This is an unexpected result and warrants further
study. Finally, it is possible that parts of the RPS are more indicative of the complexity in
Function Structure models than the consolidated score. As such, the Function Structure
models should be compared against individual questions of the RPS scale to gain a richer
understanding of the phenomenon.
Results from ANOVA presented in Table 7.10, along with the discussion of risk
groups using boxplots provides sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis H1B0. This
mean that the sign on RPS scores does have a significant effect on the model
interconnectedness. Moreover, some evidence is found to support the alternate hypothesis,
H1B1, which states that positive sign on RPS score is related to increase level of
interconnection in the Function Structure model. However, opposing evidence is obtained
with respect to meanFR, where negative scores on RPS are related to higher meanFR. As
such, mixed results obtained in the statistical analysis point to a more complex relationship
between RPS and model interconnection.
7.4 Takeaways From Experiment
The experiment was designed to the relationship between risk propensity and mean
flowrate, as observed in the data collected from the protocol study. A survey-based
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experiment is designed where participants are asked to review a video lecture on function
modeling, complete the risk propensity survey, and the goal orientation survey. Two
similar but contextually different design prompts are administered, and participants are
asked to create a Function Structure model for each prompt. Overall, participants are found
to generate similar Function Structure models for both prompts as based on a paired t-test
comparing the means. Participants are divided into three risk groups based on their RPS
scores: (1) averse, (2) neutral, (3) seeker. Function model size is not found to be correlated
with risk groups. With respect to model interconnection, risk averse participants are found
to generate models with longer paths between elements on average, compared to shorter
path associated with risk seekers. Conversely, higher average flowrate between elements
is observed in risk averse participants, whereas risk seekers show lower average flowrate.
This is a mixed result with respect to model interconnection, suggesting more complexity
in the relationship between risk attitudes and Function Structure models. It is possible that
not all elements of the RPS are similarly correlated with meanSP and meanFR metrics,
with some questions on the survey driving more of the model interconnection.
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CHAPTER 8:
CONCLUSIONS
This research presents a theory building approach to investigate patterns in the
function modeling with respect to individual differences in participants generating these
models. Reviewing existing literature revealed that within the research focused on function
modeling generally and Function Structure models specifically, the role of individual
differences in designers is largely unexplored. As such, an input-process-output framework
is developed to explore the relationships between different aspects of function modeling,
including individual differences in designers. Due to the lack of insight available in the
nature of these relationships, a theory building approach was adopted with a focus on
finding patterns and correlations that indicate potential relationships. The goal of this
research was not to answer specific questions about function modeling behaviors, but to
identify relationships based on empirical evidence, which can subsequently be used to
developed research questions and tested in targeted studies.
8.1 Contributions
Data collected and analyzed in this research identifies several potential
relationships within the input-process-output framework for function modeling.
Specifically, correlations found with respect to individual differences include measures of
goal orientation, concept design thinking style, and risk propensity. With respect to the role
of the modeling process, the distribution of elements added to the model and the chaining
methods used to add elements are found to be related to the resultant Function Structure
model.
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A designers goal orientation is expected to be related to level of internalization of
the design problem during a function modeling activity. A preference for learning goal
orientation among the participants was found to be correlated with less frequent reading of
the problem statement during the modeling activity. Moreover, participants who leaned
more towards learning goal orientation also spent less time reading the prompt over the
course of the modeling activity. As such, preference for goal orientation may impact the
modeling process.
Preference for a design thinking style is expected to be related to aspects of the
modeling process and final Function Structure model. Specifically, preference for
“inquiring” thinking style is expected to be related to the distribution of elements.
Participants in the protocol study were found to generate a higher proportion of edge text
elements (flow labels) when they preferred an “inquiring” thinking style. Similarly, the
exploring thinking style is expected to be related to number of modeling activities. Stronger
preference for “exploring” thinking style in participants was found to be related to more
modeling activities. While this tend to also mean more modeling time, it is not necessarily
the case as duration of each modeling activity is independent of the number of modeling
activities.
Attitudes towards risk are expected to be correlated with aspects of modeling
process and the final Function Structure model. Participants who self-identified as risk
averse in the protocol study are found to produce more block elements (functions) during
the modeling activity. Additionally, participants who had positive attitudes towards risk
are expected to create Function Structure models that are more interconnected. Overall,
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participants risk propensity is expected to affect the extent to which participants consider
failure during the function modeling activity, resulting in modeling process and modeling
outcomes that reflect the risk bias.
Within the modeling process, the distribution of elements and the use of different
chaining methods are expected to be related to aspects of the final function model. Element
distribution and chaining methods are measures of modeling behavior that focus on
modeling elements and their relationship with each other. Modeling behavior observed in
the protocol study suggests that element distribution and chaining methods are related to
topological complexity of the Function Structure model. Specifically, the interconnection
and centrality measures of the model are affected by the proportion of block elements
(functions) generated during the modeling process and the amount of backward chaining
used to add elements to the model.
The relationships discovered in the protocol study are used to construct a theoretical
model of function modeling. Prior to this research, the relationships between individual
differences, modeling behaviors, and function model complexity were largely unclear.
While this research does not find conclusive evidence for any specific relationship,
potential correlations are discovered which can guide further investigation of the
phenomenon. The theoretical model proposes pathways to influence the final Function
Structure by means of chaining aspects of the inputs (individual differences) and process
measures (function modeling process). A visual representation of the model is presented in
Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Theoretical model for function modeling
The objective of this theoretical model is to provide a framework to situate function
modeling research. Relationships depicted in the Figure 8.1 can be used to develop research
questions for future work and formulate hypotheses that can be tested in targeted
experiments. This is demonstrated in Chapter 7, where the correlation between risk
propensity and level of interconnection in the Function Structure model is tested using a
survey-based experiment. Within-subject and between-subject replication is used to
investigate how scores on the risk propensity scale compare to model size and
interconnection. Addition research questions are identified in Chapter 9, where potential
hypotheses are formulated, and relevant experiments are discussed. These experiments are
an important step for testing and refining the theoretical model, including disproving parts
of the model.
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8.2 Limitations
Limitations of this work primarily stem from structural and logistical challenges
that exist, in part, due to the exploratory nature of the research. In addition to these, the
representations of modeling process and outcome, and types of analyses performed also
resulted in certain limitations.
A fundamental limitation of this study is the selection of individual difference
measures administered to the participants. The four measures were chosen based on
relevance to function modeling and expectation of correlation. However, with little insight
on how individual differences relate to Function Structure models, the selected set of
measures was likely incomplete and lacked other factors of individual differences that may
be more related to function modeling. Moreover, the total time needed to complete all the
surveys must be considered to avoid incomplete data or dishonest responses. As a result,
measures that were expected to not be correlated with function models were included. For
example, it may have been beneficial to include measures of personality or self-efficacy to
understand what level of correlation between the individual measures and modeling
behaviors is coincidental as opposed to causal.
Another limitation of the study arises from the selection of participants. The
protocol study required participants to commit between 90 minutes to 3 hours of time. This
in addition to the requirement of function modeling knowledge led to the available
participant pool being relatively small. Moreover, participants lacked diversity in terms of
function modeling experience, with most participants having minimal experience with
using Function Structure models. This presents a limitation for the research in two ways.
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The lack of difference in experience meant that experience was not used as an individual
difference in the analysis. Additionally, modeling behaviors seen in inexperienced
participants may not be representative of those seen in experienced modelers. The
limitation of experience with function modeling was made more apparent in the targeted
experiment as the student participants had no baseline experience with function modeling.
To mitigate this, participants were given a short video lecture serving as an introduction to
function modeling. However, it is likely that the recency of the lecture created an additional
effect on the Function Structure models created by the participants. Another limitation of
the targeted experiment is the low sample size. The experiment was designed with an
expectation of 45-60 participants. However, only 31 students participated in the
experiment. As such, the amount of data available resulted in weaker results from statistical
analysis.
Limitations can be identified in the analyses performed in this research. Key among
them is the use of linear regression for testing correlations. While ordinary least squares
regression is a commonly used method, it is generally employed when the correlation is
not expected to have non-linear elements. It is useful when the nature of relationships is
unknown, and a preliminary correlations or directionality is needed. However, with small
sample sizes and high variance, a linear model can often be fit with low coefficient of
determination even in cases where the true nature of the relationship is different. Therefore,
other statistical methods such as density based spatial clustering, Bayesian hierarchical
modeling, or factor analysis may reveal more details about the nature of the relationships
being investigated. Moreover, with respect to individual measures, consolidated numbers
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were used instead of a vector with responses on each question of the survey. While it is
common practice to use consolidated measures, testing for correlation with each item, or a
group of items, on the survey may reveal other richer information and more nuanced insight
into the relationship.
Finally, limitations also exist in the measures used to describe the process and
outcome of Function Structure modeling. In this study, five types of process measures are
used: (1) element distribution, (2) activity distribution, (3) time distribution, (4) chaining
distribution, (5) summary measures. For each of the distribution measures, only the first
level of information is used. For example, element distribution only considers the
proportion of each element within the total number of elements. Sequence sets or elements
chains are not considered. Other distribution measures can be similarly criticized.
Therefore, it is possible that process measures used for analysis in this work are not
sufficiently rich and convey a diluted representation of the modeling process. A narrow
slice of this is addressed in previous work examining pause patterns in the modeling
process, where lengths of individual pauses and activities and elements surrounding those
pauses are examined [98]. With respect to the output measures, the graph complexity
measures only address the topological aspect of the function model. The vocabulary used
by participants to describe the functions and flows is not explored. As such, there is
representation of Function Structure model is incomplete, and patters and correlations that
involve the vocabulary are overlooked.
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CHAPTER 9:
FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this research is to explore patterns and correlations in Function
Structure modeling to identify relationships which can be subsequently tested to gain an
improved insight into function modeling, specifically with respect to the influence of
individual differences. In this chapter, noteworthy relationships identified in the protocol
study are discussed in terms of future research questions. Application of the input-processoutput framework used in this research to other early-stage conceptual design tools is also
discussed.
9.1 Future Research Directions for Function Modeling
9.1.1 Comparing goal orientation to modeling activities and modeling time
Learning goal orientation (LGO) is expected to be related to the frequency of
reading the design problem during a function modeling activity. More generally, a
designer’s goal orientation is related to the their function modeling process, specifically
with respect to the modeling activities as identified in video coding procedure used in
previous research [91,97], and discussed in section 4.3.3. A such, the following research
questions is developed for future work. Targeted experiments can be developed to test the
following hypotheses
FRQ.1 What effects does the designer’s goal orientation have on their function
modeling process?
H1.a) Goal orientation has no significant effect on distribution of modeling
activities.
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H1.b) Goal orientation has no significant effect on time spent in different
modeling activities.
In this case, the video coding method will need to be augmented to capture
additional behaviors. Specifically, the readPS activity will need to be separated into two
activities, one to codify sustained reading of the problem statement and one to codify
momentary glances at the problem statement. Additionally, the study should strive to
recruit participants with varying levels of experience, both with function modeling and
with solving design problems. This is particularly relevant in this case as the participant’s
comfort with the modeling task can impact the frequency and duration of referring to the
problem statement.
9.1.2 Comparing design thinking style with modeling elements and modeling activities
Next, the design thinking style derived from the concept design thinking style
inventory is related to aspects of the function modeling process. Specifically, preference
for the “inquiring” thinking style is related to the proportion of flow labels generated in the
modeling. Additionally, the “exploring” thinking style is related to the number of modeling
activities coded during the modeling process. These relationships can be expanded into a
more general research question as follows, along with two hypotheses.
FRQ.2 What effects does the designer’s concept design thinking style have on their
function modeling process?
H2.a) Preference for a concept design thinking style has no significant effect
on number of modeling activities.
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H2.b) Preference for a concept design thinking style has no significant effect
on distribution of modeling elements.
Experiments can be developed to test the influence of thinking style on how
participants create Function Structure models. The protocol study method used in this
research is well suited for such an experiment. However, it is recommended that a debrief
session is added to the modeling activity where the researchers can ask participants to
explain their modeling process. This will provide insight on the modeling process from the
perspective of the participant. Information from the debrief can be compared against
participant responses on the concept design thinking style inventory to check whether
responses on the survey match participant’s self-assessment of the modeling process.
Similarly, debrief information can be used to compare participant’s view of the process to
that represented by the process measures.
Alternatively, an experiment can be devised to focus on the second hypothesis
(H2.b). In this case, a large set of participants is separated by thinking styles. Participants
can then be given several function modeling exercises that target the distribution of
elements during the modeling process. One option is to provide an unlabeled Function
Structure model and ask participants to fill in the labels based on a given design prompt or
a product. The hypothesis can be tested by comparing participants responses based on
preference for thinking styles.
9.1.3 Comparing risk propensity to model size and interconnections
Patterns observed in this research also point towards a relationship between
designers’ risk propensity and aspects of function modeling process and output.
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Specifically, participant’s risk propensity is found to be to inversely relate to the proportion
of function block generated in the modeling process. Additionally, risk propensity is also
found to correlate with the mean flowrate in final function model. To investigate the role
of risk attitudes in the function modeling process, a research question can be formulated as
follows. Additionally, two hypotheses are provided to add specificity to the research
question.
FRQ.3 What effects does the designer’s risk propensity have on their function
modeling process?
H3.a) Risk propensity has no significant effect on distribution of elements
generated in the function modeling process.
H3.b) Risk propensity has no significant effect on sequence of elements chains
generated during the function modeling process.
Protocol study approach presented in this research is well suited to examine the
relationships in FRQ.3. In this targeted study, more comprehensive instruments for risk
attitudes such as the Everyday Risk Inventory or the Sensation-Seeking scale can be used
as other individual measures do not need to be collected from the participant. Moreover,
the shorter Risk Propensity Scale [167] can be administered after the modeling session for
triangulation.
With respect to the influence of risk attitudes on the Function Structure models, the
following research question can be formulated. It should be noted that a version of this is
investigated in the targeted experiment presented in Chapter 7. Two hypotheses are
formulated to guide the experiment design.
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FRQ.4 What effects does the designer’s risk propensity have on their Function
Structure models?
H4.a) Risk propensity has no significant effect on size of Function Structure
model.
H4.b) Risk propensity has no significant effect on interconnections in the
Function Structure model.
In this case, the experiment discussed in Chapter 7, using within-subject and
between-subject replication, is one option for investigating the FRQ.4. Experiments can
also be designed using only between-subjects replication if a larger participant pool is
available. Moreover, a pre-post experiment can be developed where test group of
participants is given a lecture or reading material about risk management in engineering
design. Ultimately, the goal of these experiment is to understand whether actively
considering risk, either positively or negatively, has an impact on Function Structure model
developed by participants.
9.1.4 Comparing chaining method to model interconnection
The chaining methods used to add elements to the model during the modeling
process are expected to be related to topological complexity of the final Function Structure
model, specifically from the maximum flowrate in the Function Structure model. More
generally, a research questions can be developed as follows. Three hypotheses are
formulated to support investigation of the research questions.
FRQ.5 What effects does the chaining method used to add elements to the model
have on the complexity of final Function Structure models?
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H5.a) Chaining method has no significant effect on size of Function Structure
model.
H5.b) Chaining method has no significant effect on shortest path lengths in the
Function Structure model.
H5.c) Chaining method has no significant effect on the flowrate in Function
Structure models.
For FRQ.5, the focus is not on individual differences from a cognitive attributes
perspective. Instead, the differences between designers in terms of the modeling process
are considered. As such, the experiment can be designed without the need for collecting
cognitive attribute measures. Even so, administering instruments that relate to sketching
and directionality in visual representation may serve as an additional lens though which
the modeling behavior can be explained. Moreover, the approach to coding chaining
methods used in this study can be extended to gain a deeper insight into chaining. This can
be done by adding chaining definitions for element pairs, element triplets, or other element
sets. The sequence of chaining methods may also be of interest, as it provides more
information about the orthogonality of these chaining methods.
9.2 Application to Other Design Tools
In addition to expanding the research on function modeling, methods used in this
research can be applied to other early-stage conceptual design tools. Two design tools,
Function Means Tree and Requirements Checklist are discussed as candidates for applying
the research methods used to explore the role of individual differences in Function
Structure modeling.
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The input-process-output framework and the systematic search for correlations as
employed in this research can be most directly adopted to study the role of individual
differences in developing Function Means Trees. Like Function Structure models, Function
Means Trees engage designers in a functional decomposition task. However, unlike
Function Structure models, means to address the functions are also identified along the way
when constructing a Function Means Tree. Cognitive processes used for both design tools
are likely to be similar. As such, “inputs” for Function Means Tree can include some or all
of the measures used in this research. However, due to the addition of specific means to
address functions, it is important to capture participant’s domain knowledge and
experience. The “process” measures may be collected using a protocol study approach;
however, the behavioral coding and protocol analysis will need to be reconsidered as
modeling elements are different. Finally, for the “output” measures, the focus will need to
shift from a topological analysis to a verbal and contextual analysis. Since means are
identified in the design tool, the solution quality can be measured by comparing the
Function Means Tree against the key requirements of the design problem.
Research methods used in this study can also be applied to a requirements
generation activity, specifically in using the Requirements Checklist. While the selection
of input measures may differ, the collection and analysis of inputs can remain similar. As
the focus shifts from functions to requirements, individual measures that are more relevant
to problem clarification are needed. Measures of comprehension, critical thinking, and
divergent thinking may be more useful that those used in this research. Depending on the
nature of the study, performance on an Alternative Uses Test may be used as an individual
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difference measure. With respect to process measures, a video-based protocol analysis may
not be necessary. Generating requirements is not necessarily a graphical process; therefore,
a think aloud study with protocol analysis using the audio data may be sufficient.
Alternatively, participants may be asked to provide a written justification for each
requirement, which can then be processed using text analysis methods to gain insight in
the requirement generation process. Another approach is to conduct the study in a team
setting where the conversation can be analyzed to identify process measures. Finally, the
resulting requirements documents can be analyzed for completeness, consistency, and
coverage of the problem space. Additionally, creativity metrics used for ideation [148,191]
may be adapted for requirements as additional output measures.
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APPENDIX A:
SURVEYS
This appendix includes all the surveys used in this study. The individual measures
surveys are provided in tables with indication of positive/negative scoring as applicable.
The pre-activity survey and post-activity survey are provided as a simple list of questions
as these were not psychological constructs that were being measured but instruments meant
to collect demographic data and participants views.
A.1.

Individual Measures Surveys
The individual measures surveys focus on measuring specific cognitive attributes

about the participants. Four individual measures surveys are used as presented in the next
four subsections.
A.1.1. Systemizing Quotient
Num
Question Text
1
I find it very easy to use bus timetables, even if this involves several
connections.
2
I like music or book shops because they are clearly organized.
3
I would not enjoy organizing events e.g. fundraising evenings, fetes,
conferences.
4
When I read something, I always notice whether it is grammatically correct.
5
I find myself categorizing people into types (in my own mind).
6
I find it difficult to read and understand maps.
7
When I look at a mountain, I think about how precisely it was formed.
8
I am not interested in the details of exchange rates, interest rates, stocks and
shares.
9
If I were buying a car, I would want to obtain specific information about its
engine capacity.
10 I find it difficult to learn how to program video recorders.
11 When I like something I like to collect a lot of different examples of that type
of object, so I can see how they differ from each other.
12 When I learn a language, I become intrigued by its grammatical rules.
13 I like to know how committees are structured in terms of who the different
committee members represent or what their functions are.
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Scoring
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Num
Question Text
14 If I had a collection (e.g. CDs, coins, stamps), it would be highly organized.
15 I find it difficult to understand instruction manuals for putting appliances
together.
16 When I look at a building, I am curious about the precise way it was
constructed.
17 I am not interested in understanding how wireless communication works (e.g.
mobile phones).
18 When traveling by train, I often wonder exactly how the rail networks are
coordinated.
19 I enjoy looking through catalogues of products to see the details of each
product and how it compares to others.
20 Whenever I run out of something at home, I always add it to a shopping list.
21 I know, with reasonable accuracy, how much money has come in and gone
out of my bank account this month.
22 When I was young I did not enjoy collecting sets of things e.g. stickers,
football cards etc.
23 I am interested in my family tree and in understanding how everyone is
related to each other in the family.
24 When I learn about historical events, I do not focus on exact dates.
25 I find it easy to grasp exactly how odds work in betting.
26 I do not enjoy games that involve a high degree of strategy (e.g. chess, Risk,
Games Workshop).
27 When I learn about a new category I like to go into detail to understand the
small differences between different members of that category.
28 I do not find it distressing if people who live with me upset my routines.
29 When I look at an animal, I like to know the precise species it belongs to.
30 I can remember large amounts of information about a topic that interests me
e.g. flags of the world, airline logos.
31 At home, I do not carefully file all important documents e.g. guarantees,
insurance policies
32 I am fascinated by how machines work.
33 When I look at a piece of furniture, I do not notice the details of how it was
constructed.
34 I know very little about the different stages of the legislation process in my
country.
35 I do not tend to watch science documentaries on television or read articles
about science and nature.
36 If someone stops to ask me the way, I'd be able to give directions to any part
of my home town.
37 When I look at a painting, I do not usually think about the technique involved
in making it.
38 I prefer social interactions that are structured around a clear activity, e.g. a
hobby.
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Scoring
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Num
Question Text
39 I do not always check off receipts etc. against my bank statement.
40 I am not interested in how the government is organized into different
ministries and departments.
41 I am interested in knowing the path a river takes from its source to the sea.
42 I have a large collection e.g. of books, CDs, videos etc.
43 If there was a problem with the electrical wiring in my home, I’d be able to
fix it myself.
44 My clothes are not carefully organized into different types in my wardrobe.
45 I rarely read articles or webpages about new technology.
46 I can easily visualize how the motorways in my region link up.
47 When an election is being held, I am not interested in the results for each
constituency.
48 I do not particularly enjoy learning about facts and figures in history.
49 I do not tend to remember people's birthdays (in terms of which day and
month this falls).
50 When I am walking in the country, I am curious about how the various kinds
of trees differ.
51 I find it difficult to understand information the bank sends me on different
investment and saving systems.
52 If I were buying a camera, I would not look carefully into the quality of the
lens.
53 If I were buying a computer, I would want to know exact details about its
hard drive capacity and processor speed.
54 I do not read legal documents very carefully.
55 When I get to the checkout at a supermarket I pack different categories of
goods into separate bags.
56 I do not follow any particular system when I'm cleaning at home.
57 I do not enjoy in-depth political discussions.
58 I am not very meticulous when I carry out D.I.Y or home improvements.
59 I would not enjoy planning a business from scratch to completion.
60 If I were buying a stereo, I would want to know about its precise technical
features.
61 I tend to keep things that other people might throw away, in case they might
be useful for something in the future.
62 I avoid situations which I can not control.
63 I do not care to know the names of the plants I see.
64 When I hear the weather forecast, I am not very interested in the
meteorological patterns.
65 It does not bother me if things in the house are not in their proper place.
66 In math, I am intrigued by the rules and patterns governing numbers.
67 I find it difficult to learn my way around a new city.
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Scoring
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Num
Question Text
68 I could list my favorite 10 books, recalling titles and authors' names from
memory.
69 When I read the newspaper, I am drawn to tables of information, such as
football league scores or stock market indices.
70 When I’m in a plane, I do not think about the aerodynamics.
71 I do not keep careful records of my household bills.
72 When I have a lot of shopping to do, I like to plan which shops I am going to
visit and in what order.
73 When I cook, I do not think about exactly how different methods and
ingredients contribute to the final product.
74 When I listen to a piece of music, I always notice the way it’s structured.
75 I could generate a list of my favorite 10 songs from memory, including the
title and the artist's name who performed each song.

Scoring
+
+
+
+
+

A.1.2. Risk Propensity Scale
Num
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Question
Safety first.
I do not take risks with my health.
I prefer to avoid risks.
I take risks regularly.
I really dislike not knowing what is going to happen next.
I usually view risks as a challenge.
I view myself as a ...

Scoring
+
+
+

A.1.3. Goal orientation survey
Num
Question Text
1
I prefer to do things that I can do well rather than things that I do poorly.
I'm happiest at work when I perform tasks on which I know that I won't make any
2
errors.
3
The things I enjoy the most are things I do the best.
4
The opinions others have about how well I can do certain things are important to me.
5
I feel smart when I do something without making any mistakes.
6
I like to be fairly confident that I can successfully perform a task before I attempt it.
7
I like to work on tasks that I have done well on in the past.
8
I feel smart when I can do something better than most other people.
9
The opportunity to do challenging work is important to me.
10 When I fail to complete a difficult task, I plan to try harder next time I work on it.
11 I prefer to work on tasks that force me to learn new things.
12 The opportunity to learn new things is important to me.
13 I do my best when I'm working on a fairly difficult task.
14 I try hard to improve my past performance.
15 The opportunity to extend the range of my abilities is important to me.
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Type
PGO
PGO
PGO
PGO
PGO
PGO
PGO
PGO
LGO
LGO
LGO
LGO
LGO
LGO
LGO

16

When I have difficulty solving a problem, I enjoy trying different approaches to see
which one will work.

LGO

A.1.4. Concept design thinking style inventory
Question

Option
a
b
formulating a design
c
problem
d
e
a

searching for a
concept vision

b
c
d
e
a

clarifying a design
task

b
c
d
e
a

designing product
functionality

b
c
d
e
a

designing product
shape and geometry

retrieving
knowledge for a
design task

b
c
d
e
a
b
c
d
e
a
b

Option Text
I prefer to apply known and proven principles and models
I need to follow a question-driven approach
I consider many options
I like to be different, I prefer my own approach
I prefer a heuristic approach rather than an algorithmic one
More likely to build on ideas from others, less interested in being
original or inventive
I focus on questions about objectives and requirements of the product
I enjoy dealing with several ideas at once, I divide attention among
competing visions
I prefer to search a concept vision alone, rather than consulting with
others on views
I value originality, I like to play with ideas and to be imaginative
I tend to reveal “facts” rather than possibilities that can be created
from them
I ask questions about task’s objectives, constraints and limitations
I like to investigate all possibilities already on the table
I define and offer my personal ideas on the task rather than to be
affected by others’ views
I need to visualize possible task outputs through sketches and
preliminary drawings
I prefer to work on well-defined and well understood product
functionality
I inquire into main functional aspects of the product design
I look for functionality with respect to many different use contexts
I rely on my intuition and my problem-solving skill
I look for original and unusual product functionality
I focus on past experiences, relying on similarities with known
artefacts
I ask "what if?" questions to come up with design proposals
I feel comfortable creating alternative shapes and geometries
I tend to minimize distractions to cope with difficulties in designing
I look for original and unusual shapes and geometries
I rely on knowledge of other designers to complement mine
I search for knowledge and decide where it can be useful
I consider multiple reservoirs of expertise that can be tapped
I rely on my own knowledge which I alone can access
I challenge myself to reject routine knowledge and the obvious
I value views and opinions of others and rely on their contributions
I question proposals and assumptions that other designers rely on
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Question

Option
Option Text
c
I prefer to explore many ideas to depict different use scenarios
looking for
I focus on creating a personal perspective on the base of some usage
d
perspectives or use
scenarios
contexts
e
I broaden my thought process, even if it is susceptible to distractions
a
I focus more on others’ emotional/experiential issues
b
I inquire which feelings strongly influence our perceptions
searching for
c
I investigate various emotional reactions influenced by the product
product
experience/emotions
d
I am less interested in others’ emotional/experiential issues
e
I value unusual emotional reactions
I’m more likely to change my solutions to suit different situations
a
proposed by others
b
I ask questions related to performance in obtaining design solutions
searching for a
I try to explore many different solutions in designing component
c
interfaces
solution to assemble
product components
I’m less likely to change or adapt my solutions to situations proposed
d
by others
I pursue extreme thinking and increase tolerance for difficulties in
e
designing interfaces
a
I tend to readily accept the first plausible option
b
I feel comfortable when all objections and questions are answered
debating and
c
I prefer to consider the full range of options
evaluating
I look for good reasons to defend my position and possibly persuade
ideas/solutions
d
others
e
I like to imagine ideas/solutions within future use contexts

A.2.

Protocol Study Surveys
Two surveys were given to students as part of the protocol study. The pre-activity

survey, given before the activity, includes demographics, questions about participants
modeling and design experience, and a question asking for function definition. The post
activity survey also includes a question asking for function definition, in addition to some
exit questions asking participants about their experience with the modeling activity.
Additionally, participants are asked to evaluate their model in the post activity survey.
A.2.1. Pre-activity survey
[see attached PDF]
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A.2.2. Post-activity survey
[see attached PDF]
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APPENDIX B:
SURVEY RESPONSE RESULTS
Participant responses on the individual measures surveys were processed to
calculate the specific individual measure metrics. The nine metrics obtained from the
individual measures survey are presented in this section.

RPS

Conditiona
l

Inquiring

Exploring

Independe
nt

Creative

20191014F19P01
20191023F19P03
20191031F19P04
20191112F19P06
20191114F19P08
20191119F19P09
20191119F19P10
20191119F19P11
20191121F19P14
20191121F19P15
20191122F19P16
20191125F19P17
20191126F19P18
20191126F19P19
20191202F19P20
20191202F19P21
20191202F19P22
20191203F19P23
20191203F19P24
20191205F19P26
20191205F19P27
20191206F19P28
20191206F19P29
20191209F19P30
20191209F19P31
20191210F19P32
20191210F19P34
20191212F19P35

LGO

Participant ID

PGO

Results from individual measures surveys

SQ-R

B.1.

75
64
59
76
64
114
121
79
51
67
77
73
66
73
117
94
50
62
69
84
75
67
52
99
70
80
75
54

3
0
4
9
16
4
7
0
6
9
7
2
16
0
3
8
-3
10
3
3
12
13
3
3
7
-1
-2
15

7
9
10
12
3
16
12
10
4
6
8
15
6
11
16
13
6
13
12
14
8
5
9
15
4
11
10
3

-13
-12
2
-5
-9
7
0
-8
-7
-15
-4
9
-8
1
-10
-3
6
4
-1
-8
-3
-10
-5
-20
-14
10
9
-11

22
25
22
25
28
21
22
26
29
27
27
24
22
21
37
24
29
34
26
30
36
32
37
15
32
21
27
33

29
36
32
33
23
30
36
36
37
23
37
23
27
28
19
34
33
22
38
35
37
35
29
33
38
36
27
24

31
32
29
25
26
37
36
22
31
31
32
36
30
44
24
25
31
21
32
38
25
28
11
35
26
32
36
21

31
20
29
29
31
19
17
32
18
26
25
21
26
19
32
23
19
30
14
16
19
22
35
20
20
21
24
30

22
22
23
23
27
28
24
19
20
28
14
31
30
23
23
29
23
28
25
16
18
18
23
32
19
25
21
27
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APPENDIX C:
DEFINITIONS COLLECTED FROM SURVEYS
This appendix includes the definitions of function and risk provided by participants
in the protocol study and the targeted experiment. For the protocol study, definitions of
function collected before and after the function modeling activity are presented here. For
the targeted experiment, participants were asked to define function before the function
modeling exercises and provide an engineering definition of risk in the exit survey.
C.1.

Function Definitions Before Modeling Activity in Protocol Study

Participant ID
Definition Text
20191014F19P01 A function of a product or a service can be its objective or use.
A function is essentially an action. This action typically needs to happen to
20191023F19P03
accomplish an end goal.
20191031F19P04 The function is defined as the purpose for which the device is designed
20191112F19P06 A function is a process with multiple steps and inputs to give a finished result
20191114F19P08 The goal of purpose of a certain component within a design.
Function is any process or activity related model which basically describes the
20191119F19P09
processes and activities related to a particular operation/program.
20191119F19P10 some useful work that is done by the system
20191119F19P11 Function is an objective that is fulfilled by an aspect of the design.
20191120F19P14 The purpose of a particular system or part
A function is a process where multiple methods are collaborated and executed to
20191121F19P15
perform a particular task/operation.
20191122F19P16 Function is the desired process carried out by a machine.
A function is anything that results in a calculated output upon receiving one (or
20191125F19P17
more) input(s).
20191126F19P18 Function is a task that can be performed.
A function can be a activity or a system that produces an output when applied an
20191126F19P19
input.
20191202F19P20 an activity performed by any relevant machine element or person.
Function can be defined as the purpose or a particular task performed by a system
20191202F19P21
while having a certain number of inputs and other feedbacks.
A function is a process of converting an input to an output. It's a specific task that
20191202F19P22
needs to be performed
20191203F19P23 Function is basically serving the purpose
20191203F19P24 Any task that a product or an entity is entitled to perform or capable of performing.
20191205F19P26 The purpose/objective of a thing. What its supposed to do/serve as.
A function is defined as an action that is performed by any device or component to
20191205F19P27
accomplish a task.
20191206F19P28 Something which gives us information about any product or device or a machine.
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20191206F19P29
20191209F19P30
20191209F19P31
20191210F19P32
20191210F19P34

The way that a machine works
Anything which shows a flow of work
Function is an utility of a certain product or process.
A task or activity performed by some component, system, or person.
The primary task that is expected to be fulfilled by the subject is its function.
A function is an intentional action or utility provided by a feature of a designed
20191212F19P35
product

C.2.

Function Definitions After Modeling Activity in Protocol Study

Participant ID
20191014F19P01
20191023F19P03
20191031F19P04
20191112F19P06
20191114F19P08
20191119F19P09
20191119F19P10
20191119F19P11
20191120F19P14
20191121F19P15
20191122F19P16
20191125F19P17
20191126F19P18
20191126F19P19
20191202F19P20
20191202F19P21
20191202F19P22
20191203F19P23
20191203F19P24
20191205F19P26
20191205F19P27
20191206F19P28
20191206F19P29
20191209F19P30
20191209F19P31

Definition Text
Function of a product can be the way in which a product or service executes a task it
is intended to perform
A function is an action that needs to occur to get from point A to point B.
Function is a job the device does in order to get the final output
A designed process with multiple steps that is made to fulfill an objectives
The purpose or goal as certain component should complete
Function is any operation or activity involved in the process or program intended to
perform per provided requirements
A series of activities that are performed to produce the required output
Function is an objective a aspect of the design is meant to solve
The purpose of a particular part or system
A function is a process in which various methods and concepts are involved to obtain
the end result which is to perform a particular task.
Function is a process or activity that a process or machine carries out to meet the
requirements.
A function is a system that calculates (or creates) an output from inputs.
function would be the way of doing a task
A process that needs to be carried out to obtain a desired output.
function is an activity done by machine or person
Function can be defined as the purpose or a particular task performed by a system
while having certain number of inputs and feedback.
Function is the formation of an output form an input. Its the completion of specific
tasks.
Function is basically the representation of the work done, or the purpose that is
served by a machine, sub-system or a system
Any task that a product is entitled to perform
What something does, such as heating, compressing, crushing, etc.
A function is any action or task that is associated with any device or component. A
function might have to be performed to complete a process.
Something which explains about the need,application or utilization for a particular
process or a product.
The purpose of what machine works
function is a flow of process which gets us to the final output
Function is the use of a machine or process for a desired output.
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20191210F19P32 A task or activity that is performed by a component, system, or person.
20191210F19P34 The primary task that is expected to be accomplished by the subject is its function.
20191212F19P35 The designed action of a product that provides utility

C.3.

Function Definitions from targeted experiment

Participant ID

Function Definition

S21DXP01

A function is something that a design is meant to accomplish.

S21DXP02

function is what product does

S21DXP03

Something that takes an input and outputs a specific repeatable output

S21DXP04

Function is an action or task that a system performs to accomplish an objective.

S21DXP05

A function is a task or process that a system must perform.

S21DXP06

A function is a specific process or task a system completes.

S21DXP08

Function is task or criteria that an design must accomplish for the final solution.

S21DXP09

Something that provides an input to a given input

S21DXP11

A function is a relationship between parameters. It shows which input variables affect
the output of a system.

S21DXP12

the ability of a device to follow a process to complete a goal

S21DXP13

The definition of a function from an engineering perspective is some sort of program,
equation, or algorithm that takes in an input and produces some sort of output.

S21DXP14

A mathematical representation of the relationship between inputs and outputs

S21DXP15

The way something works to achieve an outcome

S21DXP16

A function is designed as something that completes a task or set of tasks to achieve a
desired output.

S21DXP17

Function is the purpose or main motion of an object.

S21DXP18

A function is a process, task or action that a system is programmed to do.

S21DXP19

a process that receives an input and produces an output.

S21DXP20

A function is a specific task that a system can perform.

S21DXP21
S21DXP22

A function is any process that a system or subsystem is capable of or expected to
complete.
The purpose of every components in a product and by putting them together will allow
the product to work.

S21DXP23

A function is an action or purpose that a design performs.

S21DXP24

a relationship or expression involving multiple variables in order to accomplish a task

S21DXP25

The respective ability of a component.

S21DXP26

A function is a process or ability of a system to perform a task

S21DXP27

the function is the designed purpose of a device

S21DXP29
S21DXP30

The function of an item is the purpose of what it does and how in interacts with its
environment.
Function is the use of a physically manufactured part in a way that serves the need of
the problem of a system.
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S21DXP31

C.4.

Function describes what something does, what inputs it takes to yield a set of given
outputs. For example, a meatgrinder inputs electricity, control signal, and chunks of
meat, and outputs ground meat.

Definitions of risk from targeted experiment

Participant ID
S21DXP01
S21DXP02
S21DXP03
S21DXP04
S21DXP05
S21DXP06
S21DXP08
S21DXP09
S21DXP11
S21DXP12
S21DXP13
S21DXP14
S21DXP15
S21DXP16
S21DXP17
S21DXP18
S21DXP19
S21DXP20
S21DXP21
S21DXP22
S21DXP23
S21DXP24
S21DXP25
S21DXP26
S21DXP27
S21DXP29
S21DXP30

Risk Definition
A risk is going into a design without knowing the potential outcome or having prior
experience with a similar situation.
The potential maximum cost of a decision and its likelihood of occurring. In engineering,
this can be applied to design decisions among other things.
The probability that an undesirable outcome will occur.
Risk is the possibility of a bad or undesirable outcome.
From an engineering perspective, risk is the possibility of an unwanted outcome.
A risk in engineering is a design or function choice that is original and unproven.
A choice to which an outcome could promote an design or fail and cost the responsible
party more money, time, resources, etc.
Risk is the exposure of potential danger to an engineering solution.
Risk is the possibility of something bad happening such as a design flaw.
impact on the outcome of a project due to decisions made during the project
Risk from an engineering perspective is to try something challenging or new where the
outcome is not clearly known. Risk means the chance of high rewards or potential failure.
Likely hood of failure or danger involved in decision making
Design advantage that might not work or may have negative impacts
Risk is the probability of an undesirable outcome occurring.
Risk is the unknown variable or variable that may or may not be influenced by your
decisions. Risk is ambiguity in design.
Trying an idea that is outside of the box and may not work they way you intended.
danger, chance of failure
Risk is how much resources is expected to complete a problem and the uncertainty of that
expectation.
Risk is the potential and likelihood for something to go wrong in a design.
Potentially problems that will impact the function of a product.
A risk in engineering is anything that might lead to delays in the design process or hinder
the function of the finished product.
The probability or likelihood of a failure and the severity of the consequences that come
with it.
The uncertainty of a system working properly.
Accepted uncertainty of a system to fail in its goals
Risk is assuming or estimating a value to a variable that is unknown
Risks are the proposition of failure or setbacks due to a design decision.
The ability to take a chance on the possible outcome that has an unknown outcome
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S21DXP31

Risk can be viewed two ways: 1) The risk that a design, system, subsystem, or component
will or could cause harm to humans, property, or itself depending on how it is designed.
2) The risk of whether or not a design will be able to meet the necessary criteria and
perform as expected in real life.
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APPENDIX D:
EXPERIMENT SURVEY
This survey was used to administer the targeted experiment. The survey includes
demographics, a risk propensity scale, a goal orientation scale, two function modeling
activities, and an exit survey. A video lecture about the basics function modeling of
function modeling was also used in the survey, which can be provided upon request.
[see attached PDF]
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APPENDIX E:
FINAL FUNCTION MODELS
This appendix contains the Function Structure models generated by participants.
Twenty-eight Function Structure models are collected from the protocol study, whereas 56
(28 x 2) Function Structure models are collected from the experiment.
E.1.

Final Models from Protocol Study

Appendix Figure 1: Protocol study model from 20191014F19P01

Appendix Figure 2: Protocol study model from 20191031F19P04
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Appendix Figure 3: Protocol study model from 20191031F19P04

Appendix Figure 4:Protocol study model from 20191112F19P06
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Appendix Figure 5: Protocol study model from 20191114F19P06

Appendix Figure 6: Protocol study model from 20191119F19P09
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Appendix Figure 7: Protocol study model from 20191119F19P10

Appendix Figure 8: Protocol study model from 20191119F19P11
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Appendix Figure 9: Protocol study model from 20191120F19P14

Appendix Figure 10: Protocol study model from 20191121F19P15
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Appendix Figure 11: Protocol study model from 20191122F19P16

Appendix Figure 12: Protocol study model from 20191125F19P17

Appendix Figure 13: Protocol study model from 20191126F19P18
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Appendix Figure 14: Protocol study model from 20191126F19P19

Appendix Figure 15: Protocol study models from 20191202F19P20
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Appendix Figure 16: Protocol study model from 20191202F19P21

Appendix Figure 17: Protocol study model from 20191202F19P22
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Appendix Figure 18: Protocol study model from 20191203F19P23

Appendix Figure 19: Protocol study model from 20191203F19P24
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Appendix Figure 20: Protocol study model from 20191205F19P26

Appendix Figure 21: Protocol study model from 20191205F19P27
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Appendix Figure 22: Protocol study model from 20191206F19P28

Appendix Figure 23: Protocol study model from 20191206F19P29

Appendix Figure 24: Protocol study model from 20191209F19P30
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Appendix Figure 25: Protocol model from 20191209F19P31

Appendix Figure 26: Protocol study model from 20191210F19P32
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Appendix Figure 27: Protocol study model from 20191210F19P34

Appendix Figure 28: Protocol study model from 20191212F19P35
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E.2.

Models from Experiment
[files in attachment]
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APPENDIX F:
MATLAB SCRIPTS
This appendix includes three MATLAB scripts that were used to automate some of
the computation of variables and statistical analysis.
F.1.

Video coding analysis

%%VIDEO_CODING_ANALYSIS This script consolidates and analyzes video coding
%
%
%
clear; clc;
%% Import Excel files with video coding
% Identify folder where video coding files are saved, add the "\" at the end to avoid having to add
it later.
fileDir = strcat(cd,'\Protocol Study Data\Video Coding Files\');
file_pattern = fullfile(fileDir,'*.xlsx'); %only reads excel files
files = dir(file_pattern); %tag all Excel files
pNum = length(files); %number of participants
loopVal = pNum; %set this number equal to pNum when testing is done
% %% Rewrite header rows in files
% fileName0 = strcat(fileDir, files(1).name);
% [~,~,eleRaw] = xlsread(fileName0,'Element Coding');
% eleHeader = eleRaw(1,:);
% [~,~,actRaw] = xlsread(fileName0,'Activity Coding');
% actHeader = actRaw(1,:);
% for i = 1:pNum
%

fileName = strcat(fileDir, files(i).name);

%

%rewrite header row

%

xlswrite(fileName,eleHeader,'Element Coding')

%

xlswrite(fileName,actHeader,'Activity Coding')

% end
%% Create a structure with relevant field names and empty values
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df1 = 'partID'; %participant ID
df2 = 'eleCode'; %element coding sheet
df3 = 'actCode'; %activity coding sheet
df4 = 'eleSeq'; %sequence of elements added to model
df5 = 'actSeq'; %sequence of activities observed during modeling session
df6 = 'actTime'; %duration of each activity in seconds
df7 = 'actEleNum'; %number of elements involved in each activity
dv = {}; %empty structre for each field
vcData = struct(df1,dv, df2,dv, df3,dv, df4,dv, df5,dv, df6,dv, df7,dv);
%% Populate structure with raw data
for k = 1:loopVal
% generate filename for current file
fileName = strcat(fileDir, files(k).name);
% add participant name to struct
vcData(k).partID = erase(files(k).name, '.xlsx'); %erase ".xlsx" from file name
% add raw element coding to struct
vcData(k).eleCode = readtable(fileName,'Sheet','Element Coding','DataRange','A:G');
vcData(k).eleCode(1,:) = [];
% add raw activity coding data
vcData(k).actCode = readtable(fileName,'Sheet','Activity Coding','DataRange','A:AB');
vcData(k).actCode(1,:) = [];
% add element sequence
vcData(k).eleSeq = vcData(k).eleCode.Element_Code;
% add activity sequence
vcData(k).actSeq = vcData(k).actCode.Activity;
vcData(k).actSeq(end,:) = []; %remove last row becasue it generally is stopped
% add activity time (multiple raw values by 86400 to get time in seconds]
vcData(k).actTime = vcData(k).actCode.Activity_Time*86400;
vcData(k).actTime(end,:) = []; %remove becasue time doesn't calcualte properly
% add number of elements per activity
vcData(k).actEleNum = vcData(k).actCode.Count_of_Elements;
end
%% Create a data analysis tables with relevant columns and partID as rows
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% Assign column names
eleNames = {'B', 'BT', 'E', 'ET', 'Note', 'SysB'}; %names of unique elements
actNames = {'Add', 'Delete', 'Edit', 'Pause', 'Read_PS', 'Stopped'}; %names of unique activites
% Create Tables
eleDist = cell2table(cell(0,6),'VariableNames',eleNames);
actDist = cell2table(cell(0,6),'VariableNames',actNames);
actTimeDist = cell2table(cell(0,7),'VariableNames',[actNames,'Time(s)']);
timeData = cell2table(cell(0,4),'VariableNames',{'eleTotal','actTotal','totalTime','pauseTime'});
chainDist = cell2table(cell(0,4),'VariableNames',{'Forward','Backward','Nucl_In','Nucl_Out'});
%% Populate element distribution table
for m = 1:loopVal
% get current participant ID
partID = vcData(m).partID;
% get element sequence length for current participant
eleTotal = length(vcData(m).eleSeq);
% populate current row of table with element proportions
eleDist(partID,'B') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'B'))/eleTotal};
eleDist(partID,'BT') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'BT'))/eleTotal};
eleDist(partID,'E') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'E'))/eleTotal};
eleDist(partID,'ET') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'ET'))/eleTotal};
eleDist(partID,'Note') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'Note'))/eleTotal};
eleDist(partID,'SysB') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(m).eleSeq,'SysB'))/eleTotal};
% populate time data table with eleTotal
timeData(partID, 'eleTotal') = {eleTotal};
% clear recycled variables
clear partID eleTotal
end
%% Populate activity occurence distribution table
for n = 1:loopVal
% get current participant ID
partID = vcData(n).partID;
% get activity sequence length for current participant
actTotal = length(vcData(n).actSeq);
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% populate current row of table with activity proportions
actDist(partID,'Add') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Add'))/actTotal};
actDist(partID,'Delete') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Delete'))/actTotal};
actDist(partID,'Edit') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Edit'))/actTotal};
actDist(partID,'Pause') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Pause'))/actTotal};
actDist(partID,'Read_PS') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Read PS'))/actTotal};
actDist(partID,'Stopped') = {nnz(strcmp(vcData(n).actSeq,'Stopped'))/actTotal};
% populate time data table with actTotal
timeData(partID, 'actTotal') = {actTotal};
% clear recycled variables
clear partID actTotal
end
%% Populate activity time distribution table
for p = 1:loopVal
% get current participant ID
partID = vcData(p).partID;
% get total activity time for current participant
rawTime = sum(vcData(p).actTime);
% calculate corrected total time by removing "stopped" time
stoppedTime = sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Stopped')));
totalTime = rawTime - stoppedTime;
% populate current row of table with element proportions
actTimeDist(partID,'Add') =
{sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Add')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Delete') =
{sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Delete')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Edit') =
{sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Edit')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Pause') =
{sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Pause')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Read_PS') = {sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Read
PS')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Stopped') =
{sum(vcData(p).actTime(contains(vcData(p).actSeq,'Stopped')))/totalTime};
actTimeDist(partID,'Time(s)') = {totalTime};
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% populate time data table with totalTime and pauseTime
pauseTime = actTimeDist{partID,'Pause'}*totalTime; %get pause time from pause time
fraction
timeData(partID, 'totalTime') = {totalTime};
timeData(partID, 'pauseTime') = {pauseTime};
% clear recycled variables
clear partID rawTime stoppedTime totalTime pauseTime
end
%% Populate chaining method distribution table
for q = 1:loopVal
% get current partiicpant ID
partID = vcData(q).partID;
% identify chaining method for each element added
eleSeq = vcData(q).eleSeq; %sequence of elements
eleChainRaw = vcData(q).eleCode{:,[4,5]}; %list of source and sink for each element
for i = 1:length(eleSeq) %loop over each element
% if element if a label (ET or BT), note, or system boundary, mark it as text
if strcmp(eleSeq(i,1),'Note') || strcmp(eleSeq(i,1),'SysB') || strcmp(eleSeq(i,1),'ET') ||
strcmp(eleSeq(i,1),'BT')
eleChain(i,1) = {'text'};
% skip the rest of this iteration and continue with next iteration
continue
end
% if not a text element, then check chaining
if isnan(eleChainRaw(i,1)) && isnan(eleChainRaw(i,2)) %if both cells are empty
eleChain(i,1) = {'nuc_out'};
elseif ~isnan(eleChainRaw(i,1)) && ~isnan(eleChainRaw(i,2)) %if both cells are populated
eleChain(i,1) = {'nuc_in'};
elseif ~isnan(eleChainRaw(i,1)) %if only source is populated
eleChain(i,1) = {'frwd'};
else %if only sink is populated
eleChain(i,1) = {'bkwd'};
end
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end
% calcualte the count of each chaining method
numFrwd = nnz(strcmp(eleChain,'frwd'));
numBkwd = nnz(strcmp(eleChain,'bkwd'));
numNuc_in = nnz(strcmp(eleChain,'nuc_in'));
numNuc_out = nnz(strcmp(eleChain,'nuc_out'));
% numText = nnz(strcmp(eleChain,'text'));
chainTotal = numFrwd + numBkwd + numNuc_in + numNuc_out;
% calculate the fraction of each chaining method
chainDist(partID, 'Forward') = {numFrwd/chainTotal};
chainDist(partID, 'Backward') = {numBkwd/chainTotal};
chainDist(partID, 'Nucl_In') = {numNuc_in/chainTotal};
chainDist(partID, 'Nucl_Out') = {numNuc_out/chainTotal};
% clear output variables
clear partID eleSeq eleChainRaw eleChain numFrwd numBkwd numNuc_in numNuc_out
numText chainTotal
end

F.2.

Pairwise linear regression function

%pairwiseLinRegFunction This is a function to conduct pairwise linear regression for n number
of variables
%
%
%
function [rSq] = pairwiseLinRegFunction(inputVars,outputVars,sampleLayout)
%% Count number of samples for inputs/outputs
if strcmp(sampleLayout,'rows') %if samples are stored in rows
inputLen = size(inputVars, 2);
outputLen = size(outputVars, 2);
elseif strcmp(sampleLayout,'cols') %if samples are stored in columns
inputLen = size(inputVars,1);
outputLen = size(inputVar,1);
%transpose data to match row layout
inputVars = transpose(inputVars);
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outputVars = transpose(outputVars);
else %if sample layout is incorrect or not specified
error('sampleLayout not properly specified')
end
%% Calculate r-squared values for each input to each output
rng('default') %reset rng to default
rSq = zeros(inputLen,outputLen); %create r-squared matrix with zeros
for m = 1:inputLen %loop over inputs
xVar = inputVars(:,m); %create x-variable
for n = 1:outputLen %loop over outputs
yVar = outputVars(:,n); %create y-variable
mdl = fitlm(xVar, yVar); %create linear regression model
rSq(m,n) = mdl.Rsquared.Ordinary; %get r-squared value from model
clear mdl yVar
end
clear xVar
end

F.3.

Pairwise and multiple linear regression script
[add code here]

PAIRWISE_REGRESSION2 This script is used for doing regression analysis
%
%
%
clear; clc;
% rng('default') %reset RNG to default (need for regression modeling
%% Get raw data from Excel file
% Open dialog box for excel file
[fileName, fileLoc] = uigetfile('*.xlsx', 'Please select an Excel file with appropriate data.');
filePath = strcat(fileLoc,fileName);
% Read cognitive attributes data
[numInput, textInput, rawInput] = xlsread(filePath, 'Input Variables');
% Read process parameters
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[numProcess, textProcess, rawProcess] = xlsread(filePath, 'Process Parameters');
% Read complexity metrics
[numOutput, textOutput, rawOutput] = xlsread(filePath, 'Output Variables');
%% Define inputs, process variables, outputs, and subgroups for further analysis
inputs = numInput;
process = numProcess;
outputs = numOutput;
allMetrics = [inputs, process, outputs];
% Get length of input, process, and output variables
inputLen = size(inputs,2);
processLen = size(process,2);
outputLen = size(outputs,2);
allMetLen = size(allMetrics,2);
% separate process into segments
processEleDist = process(:,[1:6]); %element distribution
processActDist = process(:,[7:11]); %activity distribution
processTimeDist = process(:,[12:16]); %activity time distribution
processChain = process(:,[17:20]); %chaining method distribution
% separate output into segments
outputSize = outputs(:,[1:4]); %size metrics
outputIntConn = outputs(:,[5:12]); %interconnection metrics
outputCentral = outputs(:,[13:20]); %centrality metrics
% outputDecomp = outputs(:,[21:29]); %decomposition metrics
% outputModEval = outputs(:,30); %rubric-evaluation metric
outputDecomp = outputs(:,21); %decomposition metrics
outputModEval = outputs(:,22); %rubric-evaluation metric
%% Pairwise linear regression for all pairs of input-process-output
% inputs to process/outputs
rSq_ip = pairwiseLinRegFunction(inputs, process, 'rows');
rSq_io = pairwiseLinRegFunction(inputs, outputs, 'rows');
% process to inputs/outputs
rSq_pi = pairwiseLinRegFunction(process, inputs, 'rows');
rSq_po = pairwiseLinRegFunction(process, outputs, 'rows');
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% outputs to inputs/process
rSq_oi = pairwiseLinRegFunction(outputs, inputs, 'rows');
rSq_op = pairwiseLinRegFunction(outputs, process, 'rows');
% pairwise linear regression for all metrics
rSq_all = pairwiseLinRegFunction(allMetrics, allMetrics, 'rows');
%% Multiple linear regression for input, process, and output metrics (both ways)
% Compare inputs to process parameters
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_ip(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),inputs]);
end
% Compare inputs to outputs
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_io(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),inputs]);
end
%compare process to inputs
rng('default')
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_pi(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),process]);
end
% Compare process to outputs
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_po(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),process]);
end
%compare outputs to inputs
rng('default')
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_oi(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputs(:,1:22)]);
end
%compare outputs to process
rng('default')
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for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_op(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputs(:,1:22)]);
end
%% Multiple regression with process segments to inputs
% compare inputs to eleDist
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_pi_1(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processEleDist]);
end
% compare inputs to actDist
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_pi_2(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processActDist]);
end
% compare inputs to timeDist
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_pi_3(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processTimeDist]);
end
% compare inputs to chaining method districution
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_pi_4(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processChain]);
end
%% Multiple regression with process segments to outputs
% Compare outputs to eleDist parameters
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_po_1(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processEleDist]);
end
% Compare outputs to actDist
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
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[~,~,~,~,mrStats_po_2(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processActDist]);
end
% Compare outputs to timeDist
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_po_3(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processTimeDist]);
end
% Compare outputs to chaining method distribution
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:outputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_po_4(k,:)] = regress(outputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),processChain]);
end
%% Multiple regression output segments to inputs
% compare inputs to size metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_oi_1(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputSize]);
end
% compare inputs to interconnection metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_oi_2(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputIntConn]);
end
% compare inputs to centrality metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_oi_3(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputCentral]);
end
% compare inputs to decomposition metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:inputLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_oi_4(k,:)] = regress(inputs(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputDecomp]);
end
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%% Multiple regression output segments to process variables
% compare process to size metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_op_1(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputSize]);
end
% compare process to interconnection metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_op_2(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputIntConn]);
end
% compare process to centrality metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_op_3(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputCentral]);
end
% compare process to decomposition metrics
rng('default') %set rng to default state
for k = 1:processLen
[~,~,~,~,mrStats_op_4(k,:)] = regress(process(:,k),[ones(28,1),outputDecomp]);
end
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